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Summary

Recent advances in hardware miniaturization have led to large-scale deploy-
ments of wireless sensor networks. This has enabled the emergence of a large
spectrum of applications such as environmental monitoring and increased in-
dustrial production. However, the current wireless communication models
which often rely on a server-client paradigm are not best-suited for these de-
ployments. Instead, a wireless device swarm, a fully distributed scheme in-
spired by small organisms such as bees or ants, appears to fit particularly well
in this context. Low-power devices embed limited computational capabilities,
but exploiting the connectivity enables intelligence at the network level.

This project embodies this vision by developing a class of bio-inspired dis-
tributed algorithms integrated into several wireless deployments. Such algo-
rithms are used to compute efficient wireless communication in an adaptive
and autonomous way. Similarly, the communication is utilized to perform
complex computation tasks in the network. This thesis explores the intricate
link between communication and computation using practical use cases.

In greater detail, this class of algorithm handles resources across the net-
work and acts according to variable threshold rules on an exponential average
of measured information. Through this method, several types of resources can
be handled. The exponential average accounts for dynamic changes in the
environment or in the topology over time. Computing for communication in
wireless networks is first considered, with scheduling the IEEE-802.15.4-TSCH
protocol. The algorithm outperforms the state of the art in simulations, and is
integrated into real large-scale testbeds. Other types of resources are consid-
ered such as directional antenna control. Furthermore, abstract resources are
also considered using the constrained resource optimization framework. In a



second part, the “communication for computing” paradigm of such distributed
network is studied. Time-series prediction using recurrent neural network is
applied to the wireless network. Results show that utilizing wireless connec-
tion to perform in-network computation contributes greatly to reducing the
wireless load. First, synaptic plasticity, similar to neuronal connections in the
brain, is utilized in specific devices to pre-process data in the network. Re-
sults show an improvement in computation time and in accuracy. Then, the
entire network is considered as a recurrent neural network. The reservoir
model is used in this case. A specific activation function is designed for the
wireless neural network, the variable threshold activation function. The vari-
able threshold model further decreases the wireless load and shows a high
efficiency compared to traditional activation functions.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

This study deals with the challenges that will face the future of the Internet of
Things. With a number of inter-connected devices that grows exponentially,
adapting our communication models is of greatest importance. In particular,
communication in wireless networks must be optimized to fully benefit from
the computing capabilities of such networks. To do so, this study uses a
swarm based-approach. This chapter provides the context of the study, as
well as an overview of the proposed approach.

1.1 Context

In today’s world, miniaturization and falling prices of hardware have enabled
large deployments of inter-connected devices. It is not unrealistic to consider
several thousands of devices with extremely low embedded computing capa-
bilities such as smart dust [IM18]. These sensors and actuators allow indus-
tries to increase their productivity and efficiency as it eases the monitoring
and automation at an affordable cost. Many industrial sectors have already
adopted such methods in the past few years. Wired monitoring and automa-
tion systems require expensive cabling and maintenance costs. The recent ad-
vances in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) have made theses deployments
affordable and thus, accessible. Industrial WSN has paved the path to what we
call the Internet of Things (IoT) where everyday objects are inter-connected
with wireless technology.

An efficient use of the communication medium is one of the challenges
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Figure 1.1: (left) Random geometric graph with 450 nodes representing wireless de-
vices in a 100m×100m field and a range of 9 meters. (right) Actual deploy-
ments of wireless sensors in the Eindhoven University of Technology.

which has to be addressed by researchers in the field of large scale sensor
deployments and IoT [GH09a]. In recent years, the large number of connected
devices have typical characteristics such as:

• Capabilities constraints. To maintain their affordable cost, the mem-
ory and processing capabilities of wireless devices are often limited. The
available wireless bandwidth attributed to wireless devices is also lim-
ited.

• Energy. Since these devices often run on batteries to further reduce
deployment costs, energy becomes another limited resource in the net-
work.

• Dynamic and unpredictable environments. WSN are expected to
be deployed in any environment, such as in space, water or under-
ground [Lin+17; Jaf+13]. Some deployments consider mobility, such
as in avionic intracommunication [MM19; KKK19b].

• Quality-of-Service (QOS) requirements. End-users of the wireless net-
works may have completely different requirements. Some deployments
such as environmental monitoring may be more focused on the network
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longevity [Gao+19], while life-critical applications require low latency
and high reliability.

• Variable link-level quality. While the entire environment may be un-
predictable, causing device failures, it may also be the case at the link
level, causing temporary link failures.

• High device density and large scale deployments. In some use cases,
several hundreds or even thousands of devices can be deployed in a
given space. This leads to complex and dense networks for which current
infrastructures and technologies are not well designed.

As discussed in the previous section, the characteristics presented above
are challenging to consider when designing a computing and communication
mechanism. Our current models and technologies often rely on a centralized
entity to handle computing and communication. The traditional server-client
communication paradigm suffers from scalability and adaptivity issues. This
issue arises from the fact that the expectation from WSNs is always increasing,
while the miniaturization of hardware is reaching a limit [Mac11].

1.2 Proposed Method

1.2.1 Requirements

The future of computing is distributed. Due to the Moore’s Law slowing down,
and the apparition of more specialized hardware, communication is key to
enable the next generation of computing systems [20]. In wireless sensor
networks, hardware specialization is all the more pertinent since sensors and
actuators are often designed to perform one specific task. Furthermore, and
considering the challenges presented in the previous section, communication
is costly for these devices. It is therefore necessary to have efficient and re-
liable communication, which in turn could enable distributed computing. To
design an distributed computing system, a communication algorithm, or more
generally, a resource allocation algorithm on such networks, the challenges
mentioned in the previous section must be taken into consideration. To ad-
dress with these challenges, the proposed approach presented in this study
focuses on the following main design choices.

• Autonomous. An autonomous design is crucial to be able to address a
large number of devices. By design, an autonomous algorithm is able
to perform its task without human supervision. By excluding the human
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from the execution loop, costs can be saved for the network deployment
and maintenance.

• Adaptive. With an adaptive design, an algorithm can overcome the sud-
den environmental changes in the network. Device failures and link
failures should have a minimum impact on the algorithm performance.
Furthermore, an adaptive design allows us to overcome the problems
generated by large and dense deployments.

• Distributed. A distributed design is key to guarantee both scalability
and security in an application or algorithm development. Distributed
systems have been proven to ease the support of large scale networks.
In the last years, the trend is to decentralize more and more everyday
utilities as the number of devices per person increases. By design, decen-
tralized applications are safer and not as controllable as their centralized
counterparts.

• Efficient. The algorithm design should consider the constrained envi-
ronment in which it is operating. With a fair and efficient use of the re-
sources available, resource waste is minimized, e.g. energy with energy-
efficient communication protocols, routing, etc. Existing solutions are
often tailor-made to specific wireless resource parameters, focus on link
optimization neglecting the cost or effects for the entire network and fall
short on scalability. This should be taken into consideration to guarantee
an optimized functioning of the algorithm at the network level.

1.2.2 Approach

The main characteristics presented above lead us to think of swarm algorithms.
Swarm-like algorithms are a class of algorithms which have emerged in recent
years. It mimics behaviors as observed in nature, such as bee colonies [Kar05;
BMZ13] or gravity interactions [RNS09]. Collaboration and interaction are
followed by an emerging intelligent behavior of the swarm. The intelligent
collective behavior overcomes challenges that can not be solved by a simple in-
dividual of the swarm. Examples of such algorithms were pioneered by Dorigo
et al in the ant colony optimization algorithm [DBS06] and the particle swarm
optimization algorithm [EK95]. It has then been proven to particularly satisfy
a various range of optimization problems [Kra+13; CK17]. Swarm algorithms
are, by design, autonomous, adaptive, and distributed. Therefore, they pos-
sess key benefits when it comes to approaching distributed computing.
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However, it presents a few drawbacks which can be problematic for real-
life deployments. While good behavior can be observed empirically, it is often
impossible to provide guarantees on the performance, or convergence time.
Research has still to be done in this field to make this approach viable to real
deployment. Being able to guarantee performance and long-term viability is
especially important. For this reason, the focus of this thesis will be on a spe-
cific class of swarm algorithms, the variable-threshold model [GGT07]. At the
device level, guarantees and proof can be obtained. In addition, sophisticated
decision-making can be achieved at the network level using simple threshold
rules [Rob+11].

1.3 Main Contributions and Thesis Outline

The challenges that will face the future of large scale IoT are detailed in Sec-
tion 1.1. To develop scalable and efficient algorithms in this context, the ap-
proach adopted in this thesis is presented Section 1.2. The remainder of the
thesis elaborates on algorithms using this approach. The first part of the thesis
focuses on the wireless scheduling problem in order to support the presented
claims with concrete examples. The main contributions can be listed as below.

• An comprehensive background on wireless scheduling and an eval-
uation method of wireless schedules. Wireless scheduling is used as
an example of NP-complete problem to solve using the distributed ap-
proach. Therefore, a comprehensive background is provided to under-
stand the problem of wireless scheduling, and the trade-offs between
centralized and distributed scheduling. Wireless scheduling is a chal-
lenging task on its own and active research is on-going to find a good
scheduling algorithm [Cha+18; Dan+18; HWW17a; KKK19a; vEH20].
This thesis proposes a general method to dynamically measure the inter-
ference level of a scheduled network, and predict its performance from
it.

• A distributed optimization algorithm. Based on the proposed ap-
proach, a new resource allocation algorithm is proposed with the focus
to provide low-messaging and fast convergence in wireless sensor net-
works. The examples of channel selection and scheduling are supporting
the algorithm.

• A distributed traffic-aware and energy-efficient scheduling algo-
rithm. The thesis proposes a new scheduling method, based on the
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proposed approach. This algorithm is thoroughly tested in simulation
and in real large scale testbeds.

• A distributed directional antenna control algorithm. Also based on
the proposed approach, another algorithm is proposed. Considering a
network of devices with directional antennas, the distributed algorithm
controls the antenna direction in order to ensure connectivity. In con-
trast with the previous algorithm, this algorithm does not require syn-
chronization.

• A data preprocessing technique applied to wireless networks. Com-
plex computation tasks often require a large amount of memory and
processing capabilities which are not always available to low-power sen-
sor devices. To avoid congestion while forwarding all data to a central
processing entity, the network topology is used to pre-process the data
in a distributed way. The presented method uses an unsupervised ma-
chine learning paradigm, Hebbian plasticity, in a few selected devices of
the network. The amount of exchanged data is reduced, which in turn
improves the training speed and accuracy of the centralized entity.

• A threshold-based distributed reservoir computing method. Us-
ing wireless communications to perform complex computation tasks is
further investigated. The proposed approach is applied to a wireless
network performing recurrent computations, the reservoir computing
paradigm. The study shows that with the introduction of a threshold-
based activation function, better accuracy and memory can be obtained,
with fewer messages exchanged.

The structure of the thesis is presented below. Each chapter starts with a
small abstract which summarizes and popularizes the main contributions of
the chapter. In short, the chapters are organized as follows.

• Chapter 2 details resource allocation in wireless networks. The use case
of wireless scheduling is chosen to focus the study on a concrete and
actual problem. A documented survey on distributed resource allocation
algorithms is first presented. Then, an overview of the IEEE 802.15.4
communication protocol is given, as it is the main support of our algo-
rithms. A documented survey explains the latest scheduling algorithm
using this communication protocol. Furthermore, the study highlights
the differences and trade-offs between centralized scheduling methods
and distributed scheduling methods.
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• Chapter 3 applies the proposed approach of the thesis to a general con-
straint optimization framework. It uses the example of scheduling and
channel selection to support the claims.

• Chapter 4 applies the proposed approach of the thesis to the wireless
scheduling problem. The algorithm, namely TRaffic-aware Energy Ef-
ficient (TREE), is thoroughly tested in simulations and real large scale
testbeds. A proof of convergence and parametrization example is pro-
vided.

• Chapter 5 presents the schedule evaluation method. This method
introduces a new representation of scheduled networks, the interfer-
ence graph, which is used to measure the internal interference lev-
els. Different schedulers are compared, including TREE. A centralized
rescheduling recommender using the interference graph is presented in
Appendix B.

• Chapter 6 applies the proposed approach to another resource, direc-
tional antenna control.

• Chapter 7 explores the possibilities of the proposed approach when ap-
plied to wireless network intelligence. In this chapter, a recurrent neural
network performing time-series prediction is considered as the “intel-
ligence”. Recurrent neural networks often require large computation
capabilities not available in wireless sensor devices. In the first part,
pre-processing input data is considered using an unsupervised machine
learning paradigm; Hebbian plasticity. In the second part, the wireless
network itself becomes the recurrent neural network with the introduc-
tion of a new activation function inspired from the variable threshold
model present in nature.

• Chapter 8 concludes the thesis by drawing general conclusions and ex-
ploring possible paths to further extend this work.





Chapter 2
Wireless Network Resources

In wireless networks, a critical resource to consider is the link-specific com-
munication resource. Indeed, wireless transmissions are costly in energy,
and need to be optimized in order to overcome the challenges posed by the
environment, network topology, and user requirements. Recent frameworks,
such as TSCH, help to manipulate these resources across the network. In this
chapter, we provide an overview of this framework, and the state of the art
of communication resource allocation in this context. This chapter is based
on publications [vEL17; vEH20; Lee+19].

2.1 Context

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are already used in various applica-
tion domains such as factory automation [Wil08], distributed and process
control [Sin+03; GH09c], smart grid [GLH10] or in the health care do-
main [Rav+12; MOJ06; FPD12; Gra+17]. One of the main challenges in
scalable WSNs is to provide reliable communication at the lowest possible en-
ergy cost. In these settings, the dependability of low-power wireless networks
is a cornerstone [Al-+15; Dor+15] without which Internet of Things (IoT)
would not become a viable solution. Though recent efforts have demonstrated
the feasibility of reliable low-power communications, the cost of delay in es-
tablishing reliable states is not well studied. Yet, devices operating in these ap-
plications must satisfy some key requirements such as self-organization, rapid
deployment, flexibility, reliability [GH09b] and energy efficiency. Ensuring re-
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liable communication in WSNs is challenging, as these can comprise several
thousands of devices and may be subject to both internal and external inter-
ference.

To improve these networks, and achieve an optimized network perfor-
mance, network resources have to be managed. Examples of resources in-
clude: transmission time, transmission frequency, next-hop neighbor, trans-
mission power, packet size, queue size, etc. Specific constraints apply to these
resources. As an example, due to the memory constraints of some devices,
packet size and queue size are limited. Similarly, due to regulation regarding
the wireless spectrum use, the transmission frequency range is also limited.
Depending on Quality-of-Service (QOS) requirements, transmission time can
also be limited. These constraints are often unpredictable as they mainly de-
pend on the application and technology used. Thus, these resources become
complex to manage.

In this chapter, we provide an introduction to resource allocation in a wire-
less network. A specific focus is given to wireless network communication to
cope to the aforementioned problems. In Section 2.2, the wireless communi-
cation problem is described as a Distributed Constraint Optimization Problem
(DCOP). To apply the theoretical network optimization into real-life experi-
ment, the communication protocol IEEE 802.15.4 is used. Section 2.3 provides
a detailed overview of this protocol. Then, Section 2.4 compares the cost of
different existing distributed scheduling approach, and Section 2.5 concludes
this chapter.

2.2 Constrained Optimization of Resources

Recent technological advances allow to modify each wireless link resource
individually to reach optimal communication performance. The optimal per-
formance is defined by the problem considered. In this context, the number
of modifiable link resources is bounded. Therefore, only discrete optimization
problems are considered. On the one hand, the optimization target might be
the level of interference across the network, throughput, latency etc. On the
other hand, the transmit power, frequency, timeslots allocated to each link
need to be adjusted to achieve the target. However, optimization at the net-
work level requires more complex coordination as the impact of modifying
one wireless link is hard to evaluate. This mapping across the entire network
is an NP-hard problem which is approached in several cases as a Constraint
Optimization Problem (COP). To solve it in a distributed manner, and address
scalability and adaptivity, we consider the wireless network optimization prob-
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Algorithm 1: Agent procedure of DSA
Data: variable xi , neighbors
initialization;
while not terminated do

S = get_neighbor_values();
current_cost ← evaluate(S ∪xi );
best_values,best_cost ← find_for(S);
∆ ← abs(current_cost - best_cost);
xi ← choose_new(best_values,∆,variant);
if xi changed then

update_neighbors(xi );
end

end

lem as a DCOP. Existing literature often uses DCOP solvers to address NP-hard
wireless problems that apply to links such as Access Points (APs) channel as-
signments in Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs) [Mon+12b; Mon+12a;
DBL13].

2.2.1 Existing Optimization Algorithms

The focus is on Several DCOP algorithms are surveyed in the literature and can
be classified into the following categories [FPY18]. The complete algorithms
search the entire solution space and are guaranteed to find the optimal solu-
tion. These solutions such as ADOPT [Mod+05] or DPOP [PF05] and their
variants present exponential complexity, either in memory, message size or in
runtime. Therefore, these solutions are not suitable for wireless link optimiza-
tion.

Incomplete algorithms approximate the global cost function and search
locally for an optimal assignment. Several strategies are possible.
Inference-based and Sampling-based algorithms, such as MAX-SUM [Far+08],
DUCT [ODF12] or D-GIBBS [NYL13] and their variant, use belief propagation
techniques and exploit the structure of the constraint graph. They are then
able to provide error boundaries on the solution quality. However, in wireless
optimization, no assumptions can be made on the graph structure. When the
domain size increases, they perform poorly since their memory and computa-
tional cost is proportional to the domain size [FPY18]. A large domain size is
typically the case in wireless link scheduling. The number of values a variable
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can take is chosen among the number of possible timeslots multiplied by the
number of possible channels which can be very large.

Therefore, incomplete search-based algorithms are best suited for wireless
link optimization. Maximum Gain Message (MGM) is a synchronous local-
search algorithm [MPT04]. Upon receiving neighbor values, the agent calcu-
lates the maximum possible improvement in cost, and conveys this informa-
tion to its neighbor. The value is changed if its gain is maximum among the
received gains. Its variant MGM2 adds coordination between agents, resulting
in better convergence and less message exchange, at a cost of time.

The Distributed Stochastic Algorithm (DSA) is a stochastic search-based al-
gorithm [Zha+05]. The pseudo-code is given in Algorithm 1. The choice of
the new value is done with a certain probability randomly among the possible
best values found. According to the cost difference ∆, as defined in Algo-
rithm 1, three main variants A,B and C are presented in the referred paper.
Two other variants D and E, also presented in the paper, are very similar to B
and C. With DSA-A, the new value is chosen only if ∆> 0. In this case, the algo-
rithm only improves but is more prone to get stuck in a local minimum. With
DSA-B, the new value is chosen only if ∆> 0 or if there are violated constraints.
This method avoids local minima by re-exploring but is prone to instability in
over-constrained problems. With DSA-C, a new value is always chosen result-
ing in instability in constrained problems. ADSA, an asynchronous variant of
DSA has been analyzed on graph coloring problems and shows often better
convergence than its synchronous implementation [FM03]. Recently, it has
been shown that DSA is robust to dynamicity and environmental changes of
DCOP [SM18; RM15]. Similar stochastic algorithms have since emerged such
as dSA [WL18], CoCoA [LP17] or CFL [DBL13] to solve classical DCOP. ACLS,
an extension of DSA to solve DCOPs with variable uncertainty in presented
in [Gri+13]. DENA, a local search algorithm similar to DSA addresses the
case of dynamic DCOP [AD10].

2.2.2 Limitations

The DCOP representation of the wireless optimization problem relies on two
main assumptions.

• A device can evaluate instantly the effect of resource allocation,

• An allocated wireless link resource is always perfectly known from the
devices at both ends of this link.
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These assumptions are usual in classical DCOPs applied to wireless net-
works [YY12]. With uncertainty or delay on the constraints or the variable,
this work would fall into the scope of Probabilistic-DCOP [AD10; TYL12] and
Asymmetric-DCOP [Gri+13], which is left for future work. While this model
is sufficient to develop solvers which perform accurately, the messaging costs
and/or delays are often overlooked for real implementation. In Chapter 3, an
improved DCOP solver and a realistic analysis of existing solvers is provided.
However the two assumptions presented earlier do not hold for a realistic
wireless optimization problem, especially when considering network schedul-
ing. Indeed, let us consider the link scheduled time as a resource example. To
know if the chosen time generates interference, the device must use this link,
which is time-consuming and approximate. This negates the first assumption.
Furthermore, a device changing its transmission time does not necessarily ad-
vertise it to its neighbors, which negates the second assumption.

To address wireless network scheduling, an empirical approach will always
provide more accurate solutions. Recent works such as in [PE09; HT17] at-
tempt to formalize a model of the scheduling problem. Considering a Multi-
Frequency Time Division Multiple Access (MF-TDMA) communication scheme,
specific boundaries for resource allocation are defined. In such context, opti-
mizing the resource is constrained to allocate transmission and reception on
specific sets of time and channels. However, devices have to be synchronized.
Methods providing micro-second synchronization accuracy have been devel-
oped for sensor networks [EGE02; GKS03]. A complete framework, the IEEE
802.15.4 protocol, which provides a MF-TDMA communication scheme and
automatic synchronization, is described in the following section.

2.3 Communication framework

In the past few years, different technologies have been developed to address
the reliability, energy efficiency, scalability and flexibility of WSNs [Hua+13].
This includes new technologies such as bluetooth [Blu10], and communica-
tion standards such as ZigBee [All09], or the IEEE 802.15.4 standard. The
focus of this work is on the IEEE 802.15.4 as it is already used in industry,
and allows mesh networks. At the same time, new protocols are introduced
by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) such as 6LoWPAN [Win+12],
providing IPv6 for low-power wireless personal area networks.

Random access communication modes such as Slotted Aloha or CSMA
provide low latency [KT75] but struggle to achieve high reliability when the
load of the network increases. The IEEE 802.15.4-2016 standard is designed
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Figure 2.1: Example of a TSCH timeslot.

for low-power, low-cost and low-rate network deployments. First published
in 2006 [16a], the standard introduces the CSMA-CA algorithm, a commu-
nication protocol vulnerable to interference and multi-path fading [Ada06;
GAS14]. The unlimited access delay of CSMA-CA makes it too unreliable for
industrial deployment. The 2012 amendment introduces a new mode, Time
Slotted Channel Hopping (TSCH), that has been proven to avoid interferences
and to be more energy-efficient [Wat+15; Vil+14].

2.3.1 IEEE 802.15.4-TSCH

Time-Slotted Channel Hopping (TSCH) is one of the MAC modes pre-
sented in the IEEE 802.15.4 standard [16a] based on the proprietary Wire-
lessHART [Son+08]. In recent years, this communication mode has received
increased attention. It defines the next generation of low-power wireless sen-
sor network communication, which is particularly interesting for industrial IoT
deployments [Wat+15].

TSCH presents several features that aim to increase reliability, and reduce
the energy consumption of the communication process. Time is divided into
small time-units namely timeslots. An example of timeslot is given Figure 2.1.
During a timeslot, usually 10 milliseconds to 15 milliseconds long, a device
can either schedule an operation, or stay idle. The timeslot can be scheduled
for Reception (RX), Transmission (TX), or both. For the latter the timeslot
operates as a transmitting timeslot only if there is a packet in queue. These
slots are typically used for devices to join the network, and for broadcasting.
We can note that a receiving slot consumes much more energy than a trans-
mitting slot, since a transmitting cell will be idle if there is no packet to send.
When a unicast packet is transmitted, an acknowledgment is expected to be
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received within the timeslot. Several timeslots compose a slotframe, which is
repeated over time. TSCH allows to use 16 channels at 2.4GHz to perform
the transmission and reception operations. Therefore, the slotframe can be
seen as matrix of cells corresponding to a set of timeslot, and channel offset.
In the remainder of this thesis, we will refer to cell as a set of timeslot and
channel offset. An example of slotframe is given Figure 2.2. The Absolute Slot
Number (ASN) indicates the number of timeslots elapsed since the start of the
network, and allows other joining devices to synchronize. The 16 channels of
TSCH allow parallel transmissions, thus increasing reliability [SM15]. TSCH
also utilize a channel hopping mechanism, which has been proven to greatly
increase robustness to external perturbations in industrial environment and
mitigate path fading in indoor environments [WMP09; Wat+10]. The trans-
mission frequency is calculated as follow

f r eq. = F [(ASN +ChannelOffset) mod nch]

where ASN is the absolute slot number, nch is total number of channel avail-
able and F is a predefined function mapping the nch available channels to
the actual communication channels. If the length of the slotframe is prime
with the number of channels used, and if the function F is a bijection, each
successive occurrence of transmission will be done at a different frequency,
maximizing the benefits of the channel hopping mechanism.

In order to keep the network synchronized, small packets are periodically
exchanged between all devices. These packets, Enhanced Beacons (EBs), are
initiated by a predetermined network coordinator. At the beginning of the
network, all devices except for the network coordinator listen periodically
on all frequencies. When receiving an EB, the device readjusts its clock ac-
cording to the time when the EB was received. The guard times present on
Figure 2.1, allow devices to know precisely the time offset with their synchro-
nization parent. The absence of synchronization generates periodic interfer-
ence [van+18]. To avoid the case where co-located devices, not sharing the
same communication technology do not negatively impact each-other, it is im-
portant to consider the communication environment as a resource that should
be used fairly and sparingly. The IEEE 802.15.4-TSCH standard does not spec-
ify the scheduling policy, and its implementation is an open problem. Authors
in [Pal+12] solve the scheduling problem centrally using graph coloring tech-
niques, and graph coloring is an NP-complete problem [Hol81].

2.3.2 The scheduling problem

There are two types of timeslots defined in TSCH.
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Figure 2.2: Example of a TSCH slotframe (in red). A scheduled transmission or recep-
tion (in blue) is repeated each slotframe on a different channel thanks to
channel hopping.

Figure 2.3: Example of interference and conflicts.

• Dedicated timeslots are contention-free. The transmission is done assum-
ing no other transmitter will interfere.

• Shared timeslots are contention-based. A back-off mechanism defers
the transmission for a random number of timeslots if interference is de-
tected.

An acknowledgment is expected to be received after a unicast transmission, i.e.
when the destination is specified. When scheduling the slotframe, interference
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and conflicts must be avoided. Figure 2.3 depicts a case of interference and
conflict. The conflict-cases are handled by the IEEE 802.15.4-TSCH protocol,
which makes conflicts non-blocking for the device. As an example, TX cells
with a packet to send have priority over RX cells. However, conflicts may
be problematic for the neighboring devices as their transmission may not be
listened. Upon absence of an acknowledgment, interference is detected, and
the device will attempt to retransmit at the next available timeslot. If the cells
are shared, a back-off mechanism further delays the transmission. After the
maximum number of retransmissions is reached, the packet is dropped and
considered as lost.

The slotframe is potentially different for every devices. As an example,
if at timeslot t and channel c device d1 communicates with d2, the cell (t ,c)
of the slotframe of d1 will have to be a TX cell, and for d2, a RX cell. The
slotframe of the scheduled network is regarded as a matrix of T timeslots and
C channel offsets. When scheduling a device, cells of its slotframe are assigned
to TX or RX operation. If a neighbor is specified to a TX -or RX- cell, the
transmission -or reception- is expected to be to -or from- this neighbor. Any
other neighbor operating on this cell will be considered as interference. The
scheduling process is explained in greater detail in [Vil16]. Scheduling a TSCH
network without interference is an NP-hard problem [HWW17b].

6TiSCH Operation Sublayer (6TOP)

The 6TOP protocol has been designed to help scheduling in TSCH networks.
A detailed description is provided in [WVW18]. It provides several features,
from which two are important for TREE: priority queues and coordination
packets (6TOP transactions). A scheduling device requires at least one broad-
cast cell to be able to exchange 6TOP transactions. A configurable number
of queues is defined, broadcast or unicast, and is given a priority level. Once
a packet arrives from the upper layer of the protocol stack, it is dispatched
to one of the queues according to its type and priority. Then, the packet is
dispatched to the TSCH slotframe for transmission.

6TOP also provides several commands to exchange 6TOP transactions to
help centralized and decentralized scheduling. It defines two types of cells,
hard cells that can be created but not deleted, and soft cells, that can be created,
deleted or relocated. For each transaction (i.e. add, delete, or re-locate) a
minimum of three packets are exchanged to confirm the transaction.
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2.3.3 Existing TSCH scheduling algorithms

Scheduling a TSCH network can be challenging, especially to address indus-
trial requirements. If two neighboring devices communicate on the same
timeslot and channel offset, they will interfere and, in turn, increase data
loss probability. Setting up an interference-free schedule is an NP hard prob-
lem [HWW17b], especially challenging for distributed schedulers, as there is
no knowledge of the whole network. Active research is ongoing to find the
best scheduling algorithm and evaluate schedulers [LLE18; LLE19]. Central-
ized scheduling allows to use powerful techniques but does not adapt fast
to environmental changes or topology changes. Distributed techniques are
usually more flexible, but often limited due to the constraints of the devices
themselves. Recent surveys present the state of the art of TSCH scheduling
algorithms [TGT17; MS19]. To fit the scope of this work, only relevant dis-
tributed schedulers are presented. Distributed scheduler such as in [TWP10;
Acc+13; Phu+15; Pal+; Cha+16; HWW17b] obtain results comparable to
centralized algorithms in terms of reliability, with the benefit of scalability and
adaptivity. The remainder of this section focuses on distributed scheduling.

The TSCH minimal scheduling function allocates one broadcast cell per
device [VPW17] to ensure minimal connectivity. Orchestra [Duq+15a] by
S. Duquennoy relies on the routing protocol Routing Protocol for Low-power
and Lossy networks (RPL) [Win+12] to design the schedule. It deploys an
initial simple slotframe in all devices, similarly as minimal TSCH. Once the
devices have joined a RPL tree, a cell is assigned to its RPL parent. To avoid
exchanging additional packets, the placement of this cell is determined by a
hash function, and thus, is quasi-random. If in "receiver-mode", this cell is a
transmitting cell, in "sender-mode", it is a receiving cell. In "receiver-mode",
all devices only have one additional receiving cell, their own. This mode is
less energy consuming. While Orchestra performs better than minimal TSCH,
it still computes a static schedule, that does not adapt to the incoming traffic.
Also, all cells are shared among the devices. Thus, it becomes limited when the
density of the network increases, and when the traffic load exceeds a certain
threshold, even with a small slotframe size.

ALICE [KKK19a] is a very recent scheduling algorithm which outperforms
Orchestra and its variants [Rek+18]. Tested with 68 devices on the FIT/IoT-
Lab, the algorithm highlight a better reliability, a reduced latency and a re-
duced duty cycle compared to Orchestra. As opposed to Orchestra, communi-
cation resources are allocated per slotframe, which allows traffic-awareness,
and per link, which reduces conflicts, interference and the overall energy con-
sumption. However, similarly to Orchestra, Alice uses hash functions to deter-
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mine cell placement which is a potential source of conflict for the cell alloca-
tion process in the network.

On-the-fly Scheduling (OTF) is a distributed scheduler that makes use of
the 6TOP protocol to adapt to traffic [Pal+16]. The OTF algorithm schedules
cells for upward traffic with its RPL parent. A bandwidth reservation algorithm
is presented to compute the number of cells required to address the current
traffic. Based on this estimation, 6TOP requests are exchanged to add or delete
cells. The algorithm is tested on the 6TiSCH simulator, and results show that
when parameterized accordingly, the algorithm accurately adapts to traffic but
does not consider traffic dynamics, i.e. sudden bursts.

Authors in [Mur+16] present a simple distributed scheduler using random
scheduling and housekeeping. A number of cells are scheduled randomly in
the slotframe using the 6TOP protocol. A periodic housekeeping process mon-
itors the Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) of each transmitting cell. On the receiv-
ing cells, packets are monitored to detect if the cell is used by a neighboring
device. Based on this measure, the problematic cells are relocated using the
6TOP protocol. Results show 66% less collisions in the slotframe using house-
keeping. However, this scheduler does not address traffic changes.

Recently, 6TiSCH introduced the Minimal Scheduling Function (MSF) al-
gorithm in [Mun+18]. A complete description of the algorithm is presented
in [Cha+18]. In short, this algorithm combines OTF with the TX-housekeeping
method presented above to schedule cells with its RPL parent. It also creates a
minimum number of shared cells called autonomous cells with the use of a hash
function similar to Orchestra. This scheduling algorithm can be considered as
the state of the art of distributed autonomous TSCH scheduling. It integrates
the features of several recent schedulers making it adaptive to traffic changes
and interference.

A queue-based scheduling algorithm is presented by F. Theoleyre in [TP16]
which aims to improve MSF’s bandwidth allocation algorithm. Cell allocations
are triggered with queue monitoring, and cell deletion with TX-housekeeping
as in [Mur+16]. However, the authors recognize that their approach does not
consider the bandwidth dynamics, which could be addressed using PID-based
scheduling such as in [Dom+16].

Other scheduling algorithms can be mentioned such as DeTAS [Acc+15],
a decentralized version of TASA [Pal+12] relying on the routing protocol RPL.
TASA, the Traffic-Aware Scheduling Algorithm, is a well established central-
ized scheduler that uses graph coloring algorithms to obtain interference-free
scheduling. The routing topology is fed to the algorithm, along with an es-
timation of the number of cells required per link. The algorithm works the
timeslot and channel assignments to avoid conflicts and interference. In its
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distributed version, DeTAS, each node computes a schedule using graph col-
oring techniques with local knowledge only, that is later combined to form
the final network schedule. ReSF [Dan+18] and LLSF [Cha+16] are two
distributed scheduling algorithms, focusing on minimizing delays in the net-
work. In OTF [Pal+16] or DEBRAS [ML16], traffic changes are addressed us-
ing threshold-based decision making. Both scheduling algorithms achieve low
latency in different environments with 80% lower end-to-end latency. Simi-
larly, Wave [SML16] and DIS_TSCH [HWW17a] optimize end-to-end latency
in a distributed manner, but relies on the tree shaped routing aspect induced
by RPL to avoid interference while scheduling. In very dense environments,
where the maximum number of RPL neighbors is reached, interference can
occur with DIS_TSCH.

Using a different scheduler will affect the network in terms of latency, scal-
ability, energy consumption and reliability. While most of existing scheduling
algorithms address these issues independently, there is not yet a scheduling
algorithm able to handle all of them together, for any network. Most of the
time, rescheduling is required to fine-tune the performance of the network
according to the requirements of the use-case.

2.4 Distributed Scheduling Cost Study

While a number of research papers address energy consumption in TSCH
WSNs [Kot+; Chi+16], only a few of them consider the consequences of
the scheduling process itself [vLE17; Exa+16], which are critical consider-
ing how fast the IoT environment is growing [Lio13]. Distributed scheduling
algorithms often offer reliability along with rapid deployment, flexibility and
scalability [TWP10; Acc+13], as it is relevant to industrial WSNs. However,
distributed scheduling requires for each device to coordinate communication
timeslots and channels with its neighbors. This can be done with a message
exchange between the nodes [TWP10; Acc+13; Pal+], leading to extra signal-
ing, or through the use of a hash function, as it has been done in the scheduling
algorithm Orchestra [Duq+15a] or with the use of a hybrid method such as
DIS_TSCH [HWW17b]. In the following, these two methods are compared.

Let us consider a device in a distributed TSCH network during the schedul-
ing process. When a new communication resource, e.g. a cell, is required
between this device and a neighbor, three options are considered:

• Sharing a common timeslot and channel,

• Choosing a timeslot based on messaging,
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• Picking a timeslot arbitrarily.

The first option is usually used for devices to join the TSCH network, but when
it comes to transmitting data, it leads to interference, decreasing the reliability
and increasing the delay and energy consumption of the network. This method
is used by the minimal mode of TSCH [VPW17], and is outperformed by recent
algorithms when the complexity of the network increases. Therefore, the cost
analysis of this method will not be considered in the comparison.

The second option is the most common option among existing distributed
schedulers, and is aided with protocols such as 6TOP. However, additional
messaging implies avoidable energy consumption and possible delays regard-
ing the global reactivity of the network.

The third option requires the use of a hash function for both sender and
receiver devices to use the same timeslot and channel offset. This comes with
no extra messaging costs, and allows the creation of a connection as soon as
the neighbor is discovered. However, it can lead to conflicts.

For consistency, we will consider that a distributed scheduler uses a com-
mon broadcast slotframe for the nodes to both join and discover the TSCH
network. When scheduling unicast links, the differences between the last two
slot allocation methods described above will be analyzed. To include non-
traffic aware algorithms in our experimental survey, the comparison will be
done considering one link per neighbor.

To run simulations and evaluate these methods, we use Random Geomet-
ric Graphs (RGG) [DC02] to represent the connectivity graph of WSN. This
approach has been used in [LE10; Ang+11] and is known to provide an accu-
rate representation of WSN connectivity graphs. To generate WSNs of differ-
ent density, we use the estimated degree of the RGG. As explained in Claim 1
of [AE05], the degree d can be estimated to be θ(n × r 2), where n is the num-
ber of nodes and r the radius of the RGG. Knowing n and the target degree,
the corresponding RGG can be generated.

2.4.1 Cost of additional messaging

Using additional messaging to schedule a communication link with a neigh-
bor device could theoretically guarantee no conflicts. However, synchronizing
with the neighbors requires time and incurs extra traffic. Let us consider an
TSCH WSN, represented by a RGG with an estimated degree d , and a com-
mon slotframe of size Sc (in ms). As soon as the neighbors are discovered, the
time required for a device to schedule links with its direct neighbors will be
t = θ(d ×2Sc ). This is the time required for a request to be sent, and for the
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answer to be received. It estimates the minimum required time, assuming that
only one message has to be exchanged with the neighbors, and that it is done
without delay i.e. in one slotframe of time. Reliable slot allocation methods
using additional messaging often use a three-way handshake [Li+16], multi-
plying this cost by a factor of 3.

The schedule is also not guaranteed to be free of interference, since 2-hops
neighbors can still be within interference range of the device being sched-
uled. To estimate the amount of interference created with 2-hops neighbors,
we consider a device scheduling its connections in a slotframe of size Su and
16 channels. Let us assume that the links are chosen randomly within the
available timeslots and channels, and that there is only one scheduled link per
neighbor and per slotframe. The probability of collision of two numbers taken
randomly in a certain range of choice is commonly known as the birthday
problem [Mat91], and can be approximated to

P (N ,D) ' 1−e
−N (N−1)

2D (2.1)

whereby N is the number of random integers chosen in a range D. If d is the
estimated degree of the RGG, the probability of creating interference with the
2-hops neighbors can be calculated with N = d(d −1) and D = Su ×16.

Although, it is possible to use extra signaling to improve the scheduling
process, this comes with extra latency. If we consider h +1 to be the lowest
number of hops for devices to be out of interference range of the scheduling
device, the time required to obtain interference-free scheduling by requesting
the scheduled slots of our h hops neighbor is, in the best case scenario, th =
θ(d(d −1)h−1×2Sc ). We use this as our first estimation of the time required for
interference-free scheduling, although further improvements can be achieved
through smart RGG covering paths [AE05].

Simulations are run to analyze the effective cost of this method. For each
degree, a thousand Random Geometric Graphs of 50 and 100 nodes are gen-
erated, and the scheduling process is analyzed. Simulation results are shown
in Table 2.1. For different values of Su and network degree, the values of
t1 (minimum time required to contact the direct neighbors), P (d(d −1),16Su)
(theoretical probability to interfere at least once with the 2-hops neighbors,
assuming they are in interference range) and t2 (minimum time required to
reach the 2-hops neighbors) are represented. The results confirm that the es-
timated time required to schedule connections with the direct neighbors (t1)
is independent from Su . For Sc = 100ms (10 timeslots of 10ms) scheduling
requires at least between 0.2 and 1.2 seconds depending on the network de-
gree. This scheduling cost is computed per device. Scheduling the entire net-
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Su (timeslots) Est. deg. d t1 (s) P (%) t2 (s)

20 2 0.282 0.31 1.3686

20 4 0.666 18.6 5.444

20 7 1.2 93.2 16.315

40 4 0.664 9.8 5.418

120 4 0.644 3.38 5.108

500 4 0.654 0.82 5.183

Table 2.1: Experimental output of the additional messaging cost with Sc = 100ms, over
1000 simulations.

work will require more time than this value times the number of nodes since
devices in range of each other can not concurrently communicate on shared
cells. While t1 is independent from Su , the probability of creating interference
is reduced when Su increases. With almost 20% probability of creating inter-
ference for a 20 timeslots slotframe, and down to 0.8% probability for a 500
timeslots slotframe, increasing the slotframe size seems to be a good solution
to avoid interference. However, having only 1 link per neighbor, the slotframe
size directly impacts the data throughput of the device. As an example, with
Su = 500 and a timeslot duration of 10ms, only 1 dataframe can be sent every
5 seconds. Results also show that the time required to reach 2-hops neighbors
increases drastically with the network degree, complicating interference-free
scheduling in dense networks.

2.4.2 Hash function cost analysis

Hypothesis

Slot allocation methods based on hash functions are analyzed in this section.
A hash function is used to map data to a value. In our case, the data is a unique
piece of information representing the connection in the network, and the value
is a tuple (t s,co), whereby t s is the timeslot between 0 and Su , and co is the
channel identifier (comprise between 0 and 15). In order to have consistency
and unicity of the data, the information on which the hash function is applied
is the devices IP addresses, that involves 128-bit addresses for devices using
TSCH with 6LoWPAN [Mon+07]. The output of the hash function determines
the timeslot and channel offset, values that usually fit in unsigned integer of
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16- and 4-bit, respectively. In this regard, one could imagine two types of hash
functions:

• "broadcast" hash, assigning one slot per device, HASHbc (ADDRdevi ce ) =
(t s,co)

• "unicast" hash, assigning one slot per neighbor.
HASHuc (ADDRdevi ce ,ADDRnei g hbor ) = (t s,co)

For the purpose of comparing this slot allocation method with the messaging
technique, we consider only unicast hash functions.

The computation of a hash function incurs negligible delays for the device,
usually in the sub-millisecond range, which is much smaller than message
transmission times, typically in excess of 10ms. Therefore, scheduling can
be done as soon as the neighbor is discovered, making it suited to a mobile
environment. However, using a hash function can still lead to conflicts and
interference between the scheduled devices. To avoid issues, the hash func-
tion should ideally associate a unique output value to each different input it
receives. Due to the fact that 2×2128 possible addresses can not be mapped to
Su ×16 values, a perfect hash function is not possible. The following analyzes
the emergence of conflicts and interference in the network with 2 different
types of hash functions:

• Pseudo-random hashing: the input is hashed in such a way that the
output is a random tuple (t s,co).

• Linear hashing: two different inputs "close" to each other yield outputs
"close" to each other.

Due to the difference in size of the input and output set of the hash function,
most of the standard hash functions produce a pseudo random number and
fall into the first category. However, the use of a modulo on the device results
in linear hashing.

The hash function used in Orchestra is a broadcast hash, and takes the last
byte of the device’s address modulo the slotframe size to compute the times-
lot [Duq+15a]. The channel is fixed. With our definitions, it is considered as
linear hashing.

Results

To compute pseudo-random hashing, the MD5 hash function is applied on
the scheduling device’s address, and on the neighbors address, resulting in a
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pseudo-random 128 bit integer. This value modulo Su gives the timeslot, and
modulo 16 gives the channel offset. To compute linear hashing, the addresses
are simply added and the same modulo is applied to the result. The probability
to create conflicts and interference with random hashing can also be studied
by making a parallel with the birthday problem. To compute the probability of
having at least one conflict we use equation 2.1, with N = d and D = Su . The
probability of creating at least one interference with the 2-hops neighbors can
be estimated with N = d(d −1) and D = Su ×16.

If the IP addresses of the devices are assigned randomly, there will be no
differences between the two hashing techniques. However, if we consider the
assumption that neighbors have an IP address "close" to the scheduling device,
meaning that their address’ lower bits differ from 1 byte max, linear hashing
will present some benefits. Figure 2.4 represents the simulation output of
the two hashing techniques over a 1000 simulations with linear addressing.
Figure 2.4a and Figure 2.4d are simulated with Su = 20 and the results show
that both hashing techniques produce in average the same number of conflicts
and interference. However, when the slotframe size increases, the number of
conflicts and interference created with linear hashing is much lower than with
pseudo-random hashing (Figure 2.4c and 2.4f), with almost no conflicts for a
slotframe size of 500 timeslots.

The use of hashing inevitably leads to conflicts and interference. With
assumptions such as linear IP addressing, the use of linear hashing can be ad-
vantageous compared to any other hash function that will produce a random
timeslot and channel. However, conflicts and interference will not be avoided.

2.4.3 Cost comparison

To compare the use of a hash function with additional messaging, let us con-
sider several cases with different slotframe sizes and degrees. Simulations are
run on the same RGG. For both methods, the best case scenario will be consid-
ered. For additional messaging, messages are exchanged as soon as possible
and for the use of hashing, IP addresses are not attributed randomly but lin-
early among the network. Note that in a real configuration, existing traffic in
the network will impact scheduling with additional messaging.

Results are sketched in Table 2.2. Costs are given per device. The mes-
saging cost required to reach the 1-hop or 2-hops neighbors are computed
with Sc = 100 and are not affected by the slotframe size of the unicast slot-
frame (Su), assuming there are enough timeslots to schedule the neighbors.
However, the more dense the network is, the more time will be required to
schedule; especially when the devices try to reach their 2-hops neighbors. On
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Su d Messaging Hashing Interf. prob.
(timeslots) cost (seconds) cost (conflicts) with 2-hops

1-hop 2-hops lin. rand. (%)
20 2 0.286 1.369 0.017 0.045 0.312
120 2 0.284 1.218 0.000 0.006 0.052
500 2 0.297 1.334 0.000 0.005 0.012
20 4 0.677 5.444 0.206 0.279 18.64
120 4 0.651 5.101 0.009 0.055 3.379
500 4 0.654 5.183 0.000 0.009 0.821
20 7 1.223 16.31 0.904 0.952 93.22
120 7 1.226 16.78 0.092 0.133 36.14
500 7 1.207 16.60 0.003 0.023 10.20

Table 2.2: Side-by-side comparison of slot allocation methods

the other hand, hash-based scheduling has no time-cost but leads to conflicts
and impacts the reliability of the network. Results show that these conflicts
can be avoided by increasing the slotframe size, a parameter that also affects
the data-throughput of the device. Scheduling with the direct neighbors ran-
domly or with messaging will lead to potential interference represented in
the last column of Table 2.2. Both slot allocation methods seem to behave
appropriately for low density networks. However, for high density networks,
hashing seems to have less impact on the network for high slotframe sizes (low
throughput). For high throughput, messaging seems more appropriate since
hashing has a negative impact on reliability.

2.5 Conclusion

Manipulating link-specific resources allows to improve link-specific communi-
cation. However, to also improve communication at the network-level, devices
have to communicate and exchange data. Complex distributed algorithms
have to be designed. This chapter provides the necessary background regard-
ing this resource management context. First, an overview of discrete and dis-
tributed resource optimization is provided. To be able to test our resource
management algorithms on real networks, a detailed overview IEEE 802.15.4
is provided. Due to our focus on a distributed approach, a comparative study
of distributed scheduling approaches is presented.

Distributed schedulers are undeniably efficient when it comes to scalability,
raising the question of the choice of a slot allocation method. Both studied
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methods lead to costs of some kind. Additional messaging leads to scheduling
delays, while hashing leads to potential conflicts in the schedule. According to
the requirements of IoT applications, the appropriate scheduling method can
be chosen. On the one hand, a distributed scheduler designed for reliability
and high data-throughput will use additional messaging to assign the slots.
On the other hand, a distributed scheduler designed for fast-deployment, or
mobility will prefer hashing. Hybrid methods, as in the recent distributed
algorithm DIS_TSCH can also be envisaged [HWW17b]. In this scheduler, the
routing protocol RPL is used to convey the distance between the root device
and the other devices. A hash function is then applied to this metric. While this
does not guarantee interference-free scheduling, the use of the information of
RPL to apply the hash function almost nullifies the probability of conflicts.
Furthermore, it does not cost additional time, as RPL’s messages have to be
exchanged before data can be sent. Hybrid methods show good promise, but
also have cost. As an example, DIS_TSCH forces the choice of the routing
protocol. Further research has to be done to evaluate the limits of hybrid
methods.
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(a) Average number of conflicts with Su = 20. (b) Average number of conflicts with Su = 120.

(c) Average number of conflicts with Su = 500. (d) Average number of interference with Su =
20.

(e) Average number of interference with Su =
120.

(f) Average number of interference with Su =
500.

Figure 2.4: Simulation results of conflicts with the direct neighbors and interference
with the 2-hops neighbors with linear IP addressing and different slotframe
sizes.



Chapter 3
Fast Distributed Optimization
for WSNs

The wireless links quality can be optimized in order to reach optimal com-
munication at the network level. In this chapter, the resource allocation
problem is considered as a network optimization problem, more precisely as
a distributed constraint optimization problem. In this chapter, the wireless
network optimization procedure of existing solvers is studied considering the
wireless messaging cost. Furthermore, we introduce Weighted-DSA a stochas-
tic algorithm for wireless optimization. By reducing the search-space of the
variables and re-exploring periodically, results show that this algorithm is
able to reach optimal solutions under minimal messaging costs. This chapter
is based on the publication [vEH20].

3.1 Context

This chapter views wireless network-wide optimization modeling as a con-
straint optimization problem. Each wireless link presents several fine-tuning
capabilities, e.g. transmit power or frequency, which has an impact on the
devices and the environment. As such, several constraints (e.g. energy, in-
terference) need to be taken into account and coordinated with other devices
in the (extended) neighborhood before modifying this link. Therefore, the
wireless network optimization problem can be seen as a Constraint Optimiza-
tion Problem (COP) with inter-dependencies across links and their resources.
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When considering an industrial Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) deployment,
the amount of wireless devices impacts greatly the number of links and con-
straints that emerge from the network. Due to the high node density, central-
ized solutions are inefficient and impractical. Instead, distributed solutions to
COP are de-facto more adaptive regarding environmental changes since they
rely on local communication only.

The distributed wireless link optimization problem presents the following
characteristics compared to classical distributed optimization problems.

• Large number of variables and constraints,

• Large domain size for the variables.

The messaging cost, i.e. energy spent on signaling, or efficiency in highly
dense and large scale deployments of the existing solutions is often not con-
sidered. To address this issue, this chapter presents Weighted-DSA (W-DSA),
an alternative to the widely used stochastic local-search Distributed Constraint
Optimization Problem (DCOP) algorithm (DSA). This alternative approach im-
proves DSA in terms of solution quality and adaptivity while maintaining a low
wireless message load.

To solve a constraint optimization problem, constraints and variables have
to be fully defined. To do so, we represent the wireless network topology
as a graph G defined Section 3.2.2. Knowing the problem to solve, enough
information can be inferred from the topology to fully define the constraints
and variables, assuming no external perturbations. Link characteristics are
associated to variables, and their impact to constraints.

In DCOP, the constraints can be divided into two categories: intra- and
inter-device constraints. As opposed to classical DCOP, where all messages are
considered, only inter-device messages generated by inter-device constraints
are considered. Figure 3.2 represents the deployment procedure graphically.
This deployment model represents more accurately the impact of the DCOP
solver on the wireless network. If no inter-device constraints are considered, it
is then possible to achieve communication free optimization, such as presented
in [DBL13].

3.2 Problem Definitions

In this section, we present the notations used to model the DCOP and the
wireless network.
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3.2.1 DCOP definitions

A distributed constraint optimization problem can be defined as a set of agents
A handling a set of I variables x defined on domains D, ∀i ∈ I , xi ∈ Di . These
variables are subject to potentially multiples constraint functions f : S 7−→N∪∞
with S a subset of the global variable space

⋃
i Di . That is, ∀i ∈ I ,∃s ∈ S, xi ∈

s. The goal of the optimization problem is then to solve a global objective
function of the form:

min
x

F = min
x

∑
s∈S

f (s) (3.1)

In the following, we will refer to s ∈ S as an assignment, and to F as the
global cost of these assignments. It is common to represent the DCOP as a
graph. Several representations are possible such as the factor graph repre-
sentation [KFL+01] or a pseudo-tree representation. We will consider the con-
straint graph representation, where each agent (or graph node) represents one
variable, and is linked to a neighboring agent if and only if there exists at least
one constraint that applies on an assignment including both variables.

At each timestep, the agents communicate between each other and decide
whether their value is optimal or has to be changed. This communication
comes at a cost, which is crucial to consider when applying DCOP to wireless.
The stopping condition is determined by a timeout, or when the agents come
to a consensus. The global cost of the current assignments is calculated and
determines the quality of the solution found.

3.2.2 Wireless Network Definitions

We consider the wireless topology to be represented by a random geometric
graph G = (V ,rc ,ri ). V represents the set of devices and their positions, and
rc represents the transmission range of these devices. By construction, all de-
vices within the transmission range of a device are considered neighbors of
this device and possess a wireless link between them. We define the neigh-
bors of a device v as N c (v) = {w ∈ V ,‖v −w‖ < rc } with ‖ · ‖ being the distance
between two devices. We also define the interference range ri of the network
graph with ri > rc . Devices are considered in interference range of each other
if their transmissions interfere, but the devices are too far apart to achieve
clear communication. Typically, two-hops neighbors interfere on the first hop
neighbors, thus ri = 2rc is often a good approximation. Similarly the interfer-
ence neighbors of a device v is noted N i (v). Figure 3.1 presents an example
topology with 70 devices. We define the density ρc and interference density
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Figure 3.1: Example topology with 70 devices randomly placed in [0,1]× [0,1].

ρi of the random geometric graph as the number of links - interference links
respectively - divided by the total number of possible links, |V |(|V |−1)/2.

3.2.3 Approach

With these definitions, we represent the wireless optimization problem as a
DCOP. Each wireless link resource can be mapped to a variable i.e. xi ∈ Di .
Constraints are applied on the links of the wireless network, which translates
to constraints on the link resources. As an example, let us consider that the
transmit power of each device must be adjusted to optimize the energy con-
sumption of the network (optimization target F ). In this case, each variable
represents a link’s transmit power, and the domain of each variable could be
Di = [−24,−12,0] dBm considering a CC2420 chip [LCK12]. To measure the
energy impact of a specific transmit power, one could consider the energy cost
of selecting a specific transmit power level, combined with the potential in-
terference created, generating a set of constraints f . Knowing the constraints
and the variables’ domains, DCOP solvers can address the wireless optimiza-
tion problem.

The representation approach is depicted in Figure 3.2 assuming no external
perturbations. Only wireless messaging costs are considered since messages
exchanged within a same device are costless. If no inter-device constraints are
considered, it is then possible to achieve communication-free optimization,
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Figure 3.2: Wireless optimization deployment procedure.

such as presented in [DBL13].

3.3 Weighted-DSA

Within the three variants of DSA, variant A may get stuck in local minimum,
and variants B, C are prone to instability. In order to solve these problems and
address the wireless link optimization problem in a stochastic way, we present
Weighted-DSA (W-DSA).

The algorithm is presented in Algorithm 2. The variable xi handled by
the agent may take a value x ∈ Di . We introduce a weight for each value
wx ∈]0,∞[. Its structure is similar to DSA-A since a new value is always selected
if the cost presents an improvement for this variable (∆> 0). However, several
differences can be noticed. Agents inform their neighbors of their current
value and cost, whereas only the current value is exchanged with DSA. With
the cost received, the agent can assign a weight for its current variable equal
to the sum of all received costs, C . In this way, the agent can look for the best
values for its variable while considering the impact of the neighbor’s costs.

In wireless link optimization, the size of this subset of values can be very
large, due to the very large initial domain size of the variables. By taking
weights into consideration, the size of this subset can be drastically reduced.
The value selection procedure selects randomly a new value among the new_-
values set. The new_values set and new_cost is selected as follows. For all
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Algorithm 2: Agent procedure of Weighted-DSA.
Data: variable xi , neighbors, weights w
while not terminated do

for x ∈ D do
wx ← max(ε, wx (1−α));

end
S,C = get_neighbor_values_and_costs();
wxi ← mi n(wxi ,C );
current_cost ← evaluate(S ∪xi );
new_values,new_cost ← find_for(S, w);
∆ ← (current_cost - new_cost);
if not idle and ∆> 0 then

xi ← select_randomly(new_values);
update_neighbors(xi , new_cost);

end
end

values xi ∈ Di , the agent selects the values that minimize f (S ∪ xi )+ wxi . If
no costs have been received for the current value, the weight is set to ε¿ 1,
thus prioritizing values that present a null neighbor cost, followed by untested
values. After modifying its value, the agent stays idle for a certain period of
time, in order to monitor accurately the changes and effects of its actions.

Updating the weights according to the costs received has been used in the
distributed algorithm presented in [HY]. However, in our case, the weights
do not impact the choice probability, but the best value set. When the peri-
odic loop starts, all weights decay exponentially following w ← w(1−α), with
0 < α¿ 1. Note that the weights cannot decay below the fixed minimum ε.
The decay guarantees, at a certain time, weights are forgotten and that the
size of the best value set will increase, thus, avoiding getting caught in a local
minimum. Furthermore, this allows the algorithm to address dynamic envi-
ronment changes regarding network link or node failure. The decay rate α

represents the speed at which previous costs are forgotten, while ε represents
the maximum acceptable neighbor cost.

This method uses stochastic search and the neighbor’s costs as weight to
reduce the search space of the variable, providing fast convergence. This be-
havior fits wireless optimization due to the large problem dimensions. This
method slightly increases the memory footprint of the algorithm, since we
have to store Di weights for each variable xi , and the message size.
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3.4 Experimental Results

For our experiments, we consider that the wireless network is an IEEE
802.15.4 6LoWPAN wireless sensor network, as defined in [16b; She+12].
In this way, we can estimate the number of the packets traveling through the
network. For each agent communication, we calculate the size of the data ex-
changed. Considering a 6LoWPAN frame’s payload is of size 88 bytes, we can
estimate the number of packets required. Finally, we multiply the number of
packets generated by the length of the path. The wireless communications are
considered perfect, meaning that there are no re-transmissions responsible for
potential delays or packet loss.

The experiments are conducted using a python3 DCOP solver designed for
wireless DCOP using the DSA and MGM implementation of pydcop [RPR18].
For each topology, the results present an average over 10 retries. The probabil-
ity for DSA to operate a change is set to 50%. The parameters for W-DSA are
α= 0.0002, ε= 0.01 and an idle period of 15 to 25 timesteps. These parameters
are determined experimentally.

3.4.1 Channel selection

The channel assignment problem is formulated as a DCOP problem, where
all devices within interference range must assign a different channel to their
wireless link. This leads to the following constraints:

f (xi , x j ) =


1 if (xi == x j and

(vi ∈ N i (v j ) \ N c (v j ) or
v j ∈ N i (vi ) \ N c (vi )))

0 else

for xi , x j two variables representing channels of different wireless links, and
vi , v j two different devices associated to the variables xi , x j respectively. For
consistency with the 802.15.4 wireless context, we define the variable domain
as a channel between 0 and 15, ∀i ∈ I ,Di = {0, ...,15}.

Since the domain size is small in this case, it is possible to use complete
solvers such as in [Mon+12b; Mon+12a]. However, these examples use a
maximum of 10 devices, as complete solvers do not scale well when the num-
ber of variables increases. As presented in Chapter 2, Section 2.2, local search
algorithms are best suited for this case. We compare DSA and MGM with our
variant Weighted DSA (W-DSA).

The optimization target is maximizing spatial reuse. The topology is di-
rectly responsible for the number of variables and constraints -i.e. the size of
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Table 3.1: Channel selection results.

Algorithm Cost # messages
first 10% last 10% Avg. Total

Scenario 1 (1500 timesteps)
W-DSA 236.61 204.3 210.44 208065.4
DSA-A 319.49 318.84 318.85 10687919.6
DSA-B 342.34 341.43 342.84 12874219.4
DSA-C 345.26 343.7 343.81 13018137.6
MGM 292.62 230.24 256.03 12715950.6

Scenario 2 (1500 timesteps)
W-DSA 14.37 11.15 11.59 11676.0
DSA-A 13.02 11.3 11.48 12906.2
DSA-B 20.95 19.98 20.45 626729.2
DSA-C 28.34 28.48 28.33 1005237.4
MGM 17.31 11.2 11.9 1326470.4

the problem, and its feasibility. We tested 2 different scenarios for this problem
and stopped the simulation after 1500 timesteps. In scenario 1, 30 devices are
randomly interconnected with densities ρc = 0.26 and ρi = 0.38 leading to 112
links, i.e. variables, under 5057 constraints. In scenario 2, a smaller configu-
ration is considered with only 20 devices. ρc = 0.21 and ρi = 0.28 leading to 39
links, under 469 constraints.

Results are given in Table 3.1. We consider the cost, which represents the
amount of wireless interference, in the first 150 timesteps, last 150 timesteps,
and averaged over all 1500 timesteps. The first scenario appears much more
constrained than the second as the solvers are not able to find a solution with
less than 200 interfering links. By looking at the cost in the last 150 timesteps,
we can see that W-DSA is able to find the best solution in both scenarios. MGM
is coming second followed by DSA-A.

In terms of wireless messages exchanged, W-DSA is the solver generat-
ing the least number of messages. In the first scenario, highly constrained,
the variants of DSA do not converge, leading to a constant amount of mes-
sages sent per timestep. In the second scenario, DSA-A converges, leading to
a number of wireless messages exchanged similar to W-DSA. While MGM does
converge, the amount of messages sent is 2 orders of magnitude higher than
W-DSA. For the first scenario, under 250kB/s datarate, this would mean that
MGM would require 99 minutes to exchange all its messages, while W-DSA
would require 2 minutes.

An example of one of the trials of the first scenario is given in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: Convergence example for the channel selection problem.

We observe the very fast convergence behavior of W-DSA. New values are
chosen according to variable and neighbor cost optimization. However, this
fast convergence may result in getting stuck in a local minimum. Therefore,
weight decay ensures that after some time, roughly 1100 timesteps in this
case, neighbor costs are forgotten and new values can be chosen.

3.4.2 Wireless scheduling

The wireless scheduling problem is represented as a DCOP, where conflicts
and interference must be avoided. We define A and B two positive constants
representing the cost of conflicts and interference, respectively. The variable xi

attributed to each link represents one scheduled cell, composed of a timeslot
ti and channel ci . In other words, xi = (ti ,ci ). We define the timeslot as an
integer between 0, and 30, and the channel between 0 and 15. The constraints
of conflicts and interference can be represented as follows.

f A(xi , x j ) =


A if (ti == t j and
(vi == v j ))

0 else
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Algorithm Cost # messages
first 10% last 10% Avg. Total

Scenario 1 (200 timesteps)
W-DSA 23.25 0.0 2.63 43920.6
DSA-A 4.1 0.0 0.41 33991.0
DSA-B 6.9 0.02 1.28 92922.6
DSA-C 15.88 13.91 14.18 807603.8
MGM 22.0 14.59 15.98 835851.0

Scenario 2 (1000 timesteps)
W-DSA 13.38 0.0 1.34 29035.8
DSA-A 2.68 0.0 0.27 23162.8
DSA-B 27.03 25.78 25.6 1726679.8
DSA-C 36.18 35.44 35.66 2520017.6
MGM 44.9 14.94 31.15 2757546.6

Scenario 3 (1000 timesteps)
W-DSA 7.15 0.0 0.81 3716.0
DSA-A 1.7 0.45 0.58 2892.8
DSA-B 18.17 17.44 17.46 327792.2
DSA-C 18.45 18.36 18.27 357631.2
MGM 20.95 0.0 7.62 456959.4

Table 3.2: Wireless scheduling result table.

fB (xi , x j ) =



B if (xi == x j and
(vi 6= v j and
(vi ∈ N i (v j ) or
v j ∈ N i (vi )))

0 else

for xi , x j two different variables, and vi , v j two devices on which the link re-
sources represented by xi , x j are respectively associated. In the following, we
use A = 2 and B = 1 to give more weight to the conflict’s constraints, as they
are usually more penalizing regarding the network’s global performance.

As opposed to the previous problem, the large variable’s domain size leads
most of the time to several optimal solutions. 3 scenarios are considered. In
scenario 1, 30 devices are inter-connected with densities ρc = 0.21 and ρi = 0.32
leading to 91 links to be scheduled under 1641 constraints. In scenario 2, the
same number of nodes and similar densities in a different topology leads to 88
links under 1074 constraints. Scenario 3 is only composed of 10 devices and
a maximum of 10 timeslots in a high density scenario which makes it highly
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Figure 3.4: Convergence example for the wireless scheduling problem.

constrained: ρc = 0.71 and ρi = 1.0 leading to 32 links and 227 constraints.
Results are presented in Table 3.2. In all scenarios, W-DSA is able to

find the optimal solution, i.e. without conflicts nor interference, in the last
timesteps. In the first two scenarios, MGM is not able to explore all possible
solutions fast enough to converge in the given maximum number of timesteps.
However, DSA-A finds the optimum as well as DSA-B in scenario 1. In scenario
3, since the domain size of the variables is reduced, MGM is able to find the
optimal solution in the given time. Regarding the number of wireless packets
traveling through the network, DSA-A presents the lowest number of pack-
ets. W-DSA presents results in the same order as DSA-A, while MGM requires
significantly more packets.

The cost evolution of one of the tries of the first scenario is depicted in
Figure 3.4 and highlights the behaviors of the different algorithms. In this
under-constrained problem, DSA-A, DSA-B, and W-DSA are able to converge
rapidly towards the optimum. After convergence, the number of exchanged
messages does not increase linearly anymore.

3.5 Conclusion

Optimizing transmission scheduling in order to reach interference free and
conflict free communication is a known NP-hard problem. Yet, this problem is
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essential to solve since sub-optimal communication is responsible for energy
waste and wireless medium pollution. Assuming each wireless device has per-
fect knowledge of its links, we study the wireless network optimization prob-
lem as a Distributed Constraint Optimization Problem (DCOP). In this con-
text, the number of constraints, variables, and variable domains can be very
large. Therefore, local-search solutions are best suited to solve this problem.
We analyze the well known algorithms DSA and MGM and compare them to
the proposed Weighted-DSA (W-DSA), a stochastic algorithm using cost-based
weights to improve the variables’ search space. In under-constrained environ-
ments such as in wireless scheduling with a large number of timeslots, DSA-A
outperforms the other algorithms. W-DSA obtains optimal solution quality
at a slightly higher cost in terms of wireless messaging. In over-constrained
environments, W-DSA outperforms the other tested algorithms obtaining the
best cost and generating the minimum amount of packets. We attribute these
performance gains to the decay component and the inclusion of neighborhood-
level costs.

In such context, stochastic approaches present optimal solutions in a short
time. Reducing the network load as much as possible is crucial as communica-
tion is the most time-consuming operation in wireless networks. Furthermore,
link-operations are critical since bad quality links can paralyze the optimiza-
tion process. All algorithms tested were able to run the 1500 timesteps of
test time under 10 seconds. Reducing the network load as much as possible
is crucial as communication is the most time-consuming operation in wire-
less networks [Luo+10]. Furthermore, link-operations are critical since bad
quality links can paralyze the optimization process.

Future works on this topic should include the wireless optimization prob-
lem in a dynamic environment subject to environmental constraints. External
perturbations may impact the algorithms’ performance. This model can be
extended to address external perturbation by adding a virtual device to the
topology G with ri =∞. Device and link failures change the problem into a
dynamic-DCOP problem which is more realistic. In order to study optimization
procedures closer to reality, one should also consider the constraint’s evalua-
tion cost. While evaluating the constraints is immediate in DCOP, in a real
wireless environment this can be costly and/or may take time.



Chapter 4
Distributed Scheduling for
Reliable and Energy Efficient
Communication

In this chapter, the TRaffic-aware Energy Efficient (TREE) algorithm is pre-
sented. It is an adaptive and distributed scheduling algorithm, designed to
provide high reliability in terms of packet reception ratio while optimizing
the energy consumption of each device. This algorithm schedules communi-
cations according to the packets in queue and short-memory performance.
Decisions are made locally and low-interference scheduling emerges at the
network level. TREE is an adaptive threshold-based model which allocates
more network resources when the communication queue size crosses a thresh-
old and frees resources if the resource was underutilized. Implemented over
IEEE-802.15.4-TSCH and tested in simulation and on real deployments, the
algorithm is compared to MSF, state of the art of TSCH scheduling. This
chapter is based on publications [vE18; vEH19b; vEHewa].

4.1 Context

Emergence of new sensor-based applications pervade any cyber-physical sys-
tem and has paced the proliferation of wireless communication technologies.
As a result, wireless communication networks have to satisfy a wide range
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of requirements. This forces standards, e.g. IEEE802.15.4 [12a], to become
more flexible and future proof leaving resource allocation strategies out of
scope. In turn, this strategy pushes for communication stacks (from upper data
link to application layers) tailored to categories of applications a.k.a. profiles.
For instance, public and private ZigBee application profiles [15] (e.g. Home
Automation, Smart Energy, Building Automation) build the layers on top of
IEEE802.15.4 tuned to the requirements of the applications each profile sup-
ports. Another example is Bluetooth profiles [12b] which share a Bluetooth
Core but bundle services on top for different applications.

Though not all configurations in those profiles relate to resource alloca-
tion, several of them define the expected performance of the data link layer.
Resource allocation and network management is then configured to serve a
specific category e.g. predictive maintenance, home automation etc. How-
ever, this violates the layering architecture of networks and the independent
design of the network layer from the data link layer. The problem of vertical
fragmentation of the communication stacks is worsened in low power wire-
less networks where resourcing is more constrained. For those networks, an
adaptive resource allocation strategy is needed to monitor and tightly react to
application QoS requirements and network performance degradation.

Media resource allocation is a well-known data link layer, and NP-
complete [Hol81], problem which has drawn a lot of attention [MS19]. Yet,
this attention has focused on specific applications following the strategies men-
tioned above. It has not produced generic adaptive mechanisms applicable
to wireless resources regardless of the technology used and applications de-
ployed [Ric+16]. Resource allocation should serve routing algorithms and
data traffic patterns and ideally be agnostic to the underlying wireless tech-
nology. Otherwise, universality is reduced as not all requirements are ad-
dressed and end-to-end allocation becomes harder. Efforts towards that uni-
versality have reached achievements in mobile networks [Gu+15; Liu+16]
which, however, do not generalize well in meshes like the IEEE 802.15.4 fam-
ily. These efforts have depicted the need for distributed solutions for wireless
resource allocation strategies.

This work focuses on wireless meshes and enables fully distributed wireless
network resource allocation detached from the routing decisions and under-
lying technology while maintaining given QoS requirements. Any decision
is taken locally by every node coordinating solely with immediate neighbors.
The proposed scheme performs adaptive resource allocation via monitoring
outgoing queue lengths and taking actions based on variable threshold mod-
els. The main contribution of this work is these three basic principles which
achieve stability and performance:
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Adaptive allocation ... - Data flows are time dependent and at design-time
unpredictable. Resource allocation which finds solutions because of
changes to traffic patterns may conserve power while maintaining re-
liability.

via queue monitoring, - Given the clear channel assessment and retransmis-
sions on packet delivery failures, outgoing queues reflect all the errors
inflicted on the communication. This is the most efficient source of link
status monitoring.

and threshold-based control. - (De)Allocating resources should rely on a
threshold to avoid excessive computation needs. Yet, the threshold
should increase with the links’ capability to successfully transmit out-
going packets to conserve power.

These principles are used for the scheduling transmissions problem by
TRaffic-aware Energy Efficient (TREE) in an IEEE802.15.4-TSCH network.
Scheduling plays here a major role since wireless transmissions are the most
energy-consuming operations of low-power devices [Luo+10]. TREE achieves
convergence of optimal timeslot and channel assignment for reliability (packet
reception ratio) while minimizing the energy consumption of every device. All
decisions are made locally and low-interference scheduling emerges at the net-
work level. At the device level, the algorithm monitors critical metrics such as
the queue state, and the communication performance. In this way, bursts are
addressed in time, and unused or interfering transmissions are deleted over
time.

A stable wireless network maintains finite packet queue lengths [KM95].
If, under any condition, the queue lengths tend to infinity, the network transi-
tions to instability. Finite queue lengths give high reliability as packet drops be-
cause of overflows are eliminated and packet delivery ratio tends to 1. There-
fore, the queue length is a crucial metric the scheduling algorithm should rely
on. As a derivative, adaptive allocation of extra resources helps maintain-
ing queue lengths bounded and adjusting to runtime changes of the channel
quality. Several studies have used these properties of queuing networks for
network resource scheduling [CS08; RB04; GLS07]. Yet, these studies lack
either adaptivity or applicability in vastly distributed large-scale networks.

Computationally simple and vastly distributed solvers of scheduling prob-
lems have been found in swarm intelligence. TREE implements a threshold-
based labor division model [BTD96; GGT07] with local environment sensing
based on the distributed Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) algorithm [DS04;
BL08]. Variants of these models have proven to efficiently solve scheduling
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and resource-allocation problems [GR07; Lee+08]. Decisions are then made
using thresholds-based rules.

In this chapter, the TREE scheduling algorithm is implemented in TSCH
and compared to the state of the art of TSCH scheduling. While analyzed with
this protocol, it can be extended to any Multi-Frequency Time Division Mul-
tiple Access (MF-TDMA)-like communication scheme for Low-Rate Wireless
Personal Area Networks (LR-WPANs). Indeed, specific characteristics of TSCH
such as autonomous synchronization through beaconing and channel hopping
are not utilized by the algorithm, thus TSCH is only serving as support to
demonstrate the efficiency of scheduling.

The chapter is structured as follows. Section 4.2 explains the TREE algo-
rithm main concept, implementation and its convergence proof. In Section 4.3,
initial experiments are conducted to validate the approach. Large scale exper-
iments are conducted in Section 4.4 and compare TREE to the state of the
art. Finally, we conclude this chapter with possible paths for future work in
Section 4.5.

4.2 The TREE algorithm

In a first subsection, the algorithm and its functioning are described. A sec-
ond section describes the design in greater details. Finally, the algorithm’s
convergence is analyzed.

4.2.1 Description

The TREE scheduling algorithm handles communication resources (cells) in
a distributed way regardless of the environment, traffic pattern, or routing
topology. Therefore, no prior knowledge of the entire network is assumed.
While centralized solutions can provide theoretical guarantees at certain costs,
a distributed solution often offers more flexibility and adaptability to network
changes.

The algorithm design relies on the following observations. In a static and
interference-free environment, overflown queues are responsible for packet
loss and latency. Congested medium is the main cause of re-transmissions.
Extra random resource allocation may be a solution for both. Proactive re-
source allocation prevents from losses, latency, and extra-energy spent on re-
transmissions.

The scheduling algorithm relies on the following mechanism to operate
accurately.
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Figure 4.1: Overview of the main scheduling mechanisms of TREE.

• The algorithm can determine if the transmission of a frame was success-
ful through acknowledgment monitoring.

• The algorithm can monitor incoming and outgoing traffic with its direct
neighbors.

• The algorithm can coordinate with its direct neighbors to prevent re-
source allocation conflicts, e.g. such as implemented in the protocol
6TOP.

Coordination through packet exchange has been proven to schedule more ef-
ficiently and at lower cost compared to random scheduling [vEL17].

The algorithm is based on two simple principles. For each device:

• A loaded outgoing packet queue towards a specific neighbor triggers the
allocation of a new cell at random for that neighbor.

• An underutilized or interfering cell triggers its deletion.

When the traffic load for a specific neighbor increases, the algorithm assigns a
certain number of additional resources to ensure that all incoming traffic can
be handled. When resources are not used because the traffic load is reduced,
or if the cell presents interference, they are released. In this way, the algorithm
ensures high reliability at minimum cost.

4.2.2 Design

When booting, an initial shared cell is scheduled to broadcast communication.
Each device maintains a variable Φ per neighbor, and Ψ per cell. Figure 4.1
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sketches how these variables enable scheduling by monitoring the queue state
and the cell performance. Φ and Ψ are updated according to the behavior
of the schedule and periodically decay. The decay process has been proven
to mitigate errors while also take into account previous states [MY14]. The
update method of Ψ and Φ is inspired from the distributed ACO algorithm
[DS04; BL08], a swarm-based optimization algorithm.

We note eΦ and eΨ, both in ]0,1[1, the decay coefficient of Φ and Ψ respec-
tively and Te the decay period. The decay coefficient must be greater than
0 to ensure convergence, but lower than 1 to convey information about past
values. We consider a device with a neighbor i and a cell c as an example.
At each period Te , Φ and Ψ decay following exponential decay as in [MY14;
DB10].

Φi ←Φi × (1−eΦ)

Ψc ←Ψc × (1−eΨ)
(4.1)

When a data packet has to be sent to a neighbor i , its corresponding Φi

value is updated as follows.

Φi ←Φi +
Φadd (1+ fq ×Qi )

Li
(4.2)

where Qi is the number of packets already queued for i , Li is the number of
scheduled transmitting cells for i , including broadcast connections. fq ∈ [0,1]
is the queue coefficient and ΦADD is a fixed positive value. This update takes
place each time a packet is put in the neighbor queue. Therefore, broadcast
packets are not accounted.

By adding Φadd when a packet is put in the queue, Φi represents the traffic
load for i . Taking the current queue state Qi into consideration with the coef-
ficient fq amplifies the near future traffic for this neighbor. To estimate if an
additional transmission cell is required, existing bandwidth has to be consid-
ered, which is why the traffic load is divided by Li . Therefore, Φ embodies the
relative traffic load per cell, and can be used to determine whether another
cell is required.

The cumulative sum of this variable combined with decay allows to com-
bine past historical values with current measured values, which is a known
robust method for wireless load estimation [NS12; Won+09]. It provides a
better representation of the queue load over a amount of time as it also em-
bodies queue dynamics. Each update, the value Φ is compared to ΦMAX. When

1The notation ][̇ excludes both limit values from the set
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Φi ≥ΦM AX , a transmitting cell is required to be scheduled for i . A coordination
packet is exchanged between the device and its neighbor i in order to avoid
conflicts. The choice of this new cell is random, among all the available choices
of both devices. To avoid flooding requests when packets are incoming rapidly,
a maximum of one control packet per neighbor is allowed to be in the queue.
However, coordination packets are sent with high priority. Furthermore, more
than one cell can be allocated per control packet exchange.

The IETF 6TiSCH working group plays a key role by providing IPv6 con-
nectivity for low-power LR-WPAN. Their work includes 6TOP [WVW18], the
Routing Protocol for Low-power and Lossy networks (RPL) [Win+12] and the
6LoWPAN framework [She+12]. Our scheduling policy aims to be agnostic
from the upper layers. Therefore, we do not rely on routing protocols such as
RPL or 6LoWPAN, and they will not be presented here. However, the TREE
algorithm relies on a coordination packet to add cells in the slotframe. The
6TOP protocol can be used to address this coordination even if its exact im-
plementation is not required.

Scheduling mistakes are possible. In some cases, the coordination confir-
mation acknowledgment is not sent or received correctly. It is also possible
that the device is already handling a scheduling request when a coordination
confirmation is sent to it. This can lead to a scheduled transmission cell with-
out corresponding reception cell, or vice versa. In this situation, the variable
Ψ of a cell is used. The update mechanism is similar to Φ. Whenever a cell c
is used to successfully send or receive traffic, Ψc is updated as follows.

Ψc ←Ψc +Ψadd (4.3)

with Ψadd a fixed positive value. However, when a cell fails to transmit or
receive its packet, Ψc is updated as follows.

Ψc ←Ψc × fer r (4.4)

with fer r ∈ [0,1] the punishment coefficient of this cell. We consider that a
cell fails to transmit a packet when the acknowledgment is not received. It is
also possible to do a Clear Channel Assessment (CCA) on the receiving cells
to evaluate if communication was unsuccessful. With these equations, a high
value of Ψ represents a high cell usage and cell quality. Similarly as for Φ, the
variable Ψ is compared to a threshold ΨMIN. If Ψc ≤ΨM I N the cell is removed.
With decay, erroneous and unused cells will automatically be removed withΨ.
Furthermore, the punishment coefficient allows to quickly free unsuccessful or
interfering cells. The wireless transmission success can be seen as a Bernouilli
trial as per [GG00]. With a probability p > 0 for the communication to fail, we
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can estimate the updated value of Ψc at each slotframe as:

Ψc ← (pΨc fer r + (1−p)Ψadd )(1−eΨ) (4.5)

Then, appropriate values can be chosen for the deletion threshold ΨM I N in
relation to eΨ, fer r and Ψadd . We can notice that for p close to 1 (i.e. interfer-
ing cells) choosing fer r close to 0 decreases Ψ significantly, and makes it more
likely to quickly fall below the threshold ΨM I N .

With Equation 4.2, Equation 4.3 and Equation 4.1, Φ and Ψ are follow-
ing the generic ACO update framework as defined in [DB10]. The addition
of Equation 4.4 enables failing cells to be removed faster. To take schedul-
ing decisions, we compare Φ and Ψ to their respective thresholds. While
local environment sensing is based on the distributed ACO algorithm, deci-
sions are made using thresholds-based rules, which make this algorithm fall
into the scope of the threshold-based labor division model [GGT07]. Sophis-
ticated decision-making can already be achieved using this simple threshold
rule [Rob+11]. By design, Φ fluctuates dynamically following the estimated
traffic. Similarly, Ψ fluctuates following the wireless link’s quality and usage.
Therefore, by combining the information conveyed by these variables, deci-
sions taken by TREE will be adaptive regarding traffic, resource usage, and
the environment.

In Figure 4.2, a diagram summarizes the scheduling operations of the TREE
algorithm. Two devices are considered, A and B , with traffic from A to B . In
this figure, we consider the case where traffic increases, and a new cell has
to be allocated, followed by a traffic interruption, which causes the cells to be
released.

Differences between TREE and MSF

Our algorithm shares some similarities with Minimal Scheduling Function
(MSF). Both are fully distributed, are able to determine when a cell has to
be scheduled, and use a housekeeping technique to detect problematic cells.
However, we can note three main differences that make TREE more than a
bandwidth estimation algorithm.

• TREE aims to extend its applicability to other MF-TDMA communication
protocols. Therefore, it does not rely on other layers specific to the IEEE
802.15.4-TSCH standard.

• In TREE, the cell estimation procedure is based on the packets put -
and already in- the queue. Assuming TREE is correctly configured, the
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Figure 4.2: Diagram of the cell scheduling process in TREE.

burst can be addressed timely since the queue will fill quickly, and a cell
allocation procedure can be triggered before the queue is full. In MSF,
the cell allocation procedure is based on the cell usage which can take
several slotframes of time. Therefore, bursts can not be predicted since
the queue may be filled before the cells are actually used.

• In TREE, the cell deletion process is uncoordinated thanks to Ψ. If the
cell is deleted due to interference, a cell addition request will follow (due
to Φ increasing), which means that cell relocation is also handled. In
both cases, a coordination packet exchange is not required to delete the
cells which theoretically saves energy and reduces overhead. In MSF, a
6TOP transaction is required in order to delete or relocate cells between
neighbors.
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4.2.3 Convergence

We define the schedule’s convergence state to be a stable state, able to ad-
dress all incoming traffic without interference. In this state, the network’s
schedule should be independent of time. Since TREE schedules transmission
and reception cells based on the condition Φ ≥ ΦM AX and releases cells with
Ψ≤ΨM I N , the convergence of the schedule depends on the limit of Φ and the
limit of Ψ. The convergence of the network’s schedule directly derives from
the convergence of the schedule of each of the devices that compose the net-
work. Therefore, we focus only the analysis on one device, considering Φ for
a neighbor and Ψ for a cell.

Limit of Φ

For a device, the variable Φ for a neighbor i is calculated according to Equa-
tion 4.2. Let us consider an epoch of Te time. Then the decay presented in
Equation 4.1 occurs. We can rewrite the evolution of Φ for this amount of time
as follows.

Φi (t ) = (Φi (t −1)+ (ns (t )+nq (t ) fq )
Φadd

Li (t )
)(1−eΦ) (4.6)

where each epoch t represents Te amount of time, Li is the number of trans-
mitting cells to j , and ns (respectively, nq) is a random variable representing
the total number of packets put in the queue (respectively, already in queue)
for j between t −1 and t . Since the number of packets in queue is bounded
by the maximum queue size, a constant traffic load ns will create a constant
number of packets already in queue nq after some time. Indeed, if the number
of transmitting cells is enough to handle all incoming traffic, nq will be 0, else
nq will increase until it reaches the maximum queue size.

Now, let us consider that the traffic load and the number of packets in the
queue are constant starting from t0. Then, ns (t ) = ns (t0) and nq (t ) = nq (t0)
are both independent from t . Let us also assume that Li (t ) = Li (t0) does not
change in this period. If it is not the case, we can always consider a subdivision
of this period where Li (t ) is constant. Then we can rewrite for t ≥ t0

Φi (t ) = (1−eΦ)(t−t0)(Φ(t0)− rΦ)+ rΦ (4.7)

With

rΦ = (ns (t0)+nq (t0) fq )Φadd (1−eΦ)

Li (t0)×eΦ
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Since (1− eΦ) < 1, the limit of this progression is rΦ. If rΦ is above ΦMAX,
then Φi will overcome the threshold ΦMAX at some point. A coordination
packet will be exchanged with i , and a transmitting cell will be created, thus
increasing Li . Assuming cells are not removed during this period, we can then
iterate again with t1 > t0 where Li (t1) > Li (t0).

Therefore, we are guaranteed to reach a point where rΦ <ΦM AX , proving
that the limit of Φ is below ΦMAX. The rate at which Φ converges depends
on the values of fq , Φadd , ΦM AX , but also relies on the coordination packet
exchange, which is difficult to bound in time. If this occurs faster than traffic
changes, Φ is stable for any traffic.

Limit of Ψ

The variable Ψ is calculated according to Equation 4.3 and Equation 4.4. If
there are no problematic transmissions, meaning no interference or conflicts,

Ψc (t ) = (Ψc (t −1)+n(t )Ψadd )(1−eΨ) (4.8)

where each epoch t represents Te amount of time, and n(t ) is the number of
packets sent or received through c between t −1 and t . Assuming the number
of packets sent or received n(t ) is constant equal to n0 starting from t0, we can
reformulate:

Ψc (t ) = (1−eΨ)(t−t0)(Ψ(t0)− rΨ)+ rΨ (4.9)

With

rΨ = (n0Ψadd )
(1−eΨ)

eΨ

The limit of this progression is rΨ which is constant. The parameter ΨMIN
must be chosen so that this limit is above ΨMIN if the cell is often used. The
definition of often here depends on the network energy requirements. If this
limit is under ΨM I N because the cell is under-used or if there are erroneous
transmissions on this cell, Ψc (t ) will fall below the threshold at some point
and the cell will be removed.

General convergence

The general convergence of the scheduling algorithm is under two major as-
sumptions.
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• Enough resources should be available.

• Convergence of the internal variables should occur faster than traffic
changes.

While the first assumption is a general assumption in any resource allocation
algorithm, the second one highly depends on the chosen parameters and the
deployment. Depending on the convergence speed of the internal variables,
sudden traffic changes can be addressed. However this may be costly since
each cell allocation generates a coordination packet exchange.

In the two last subsections, we demonstrated that:

• The variable Φ converges below ΦMAX if the cells are not removed and if
the traffic is constant for a certain amount of time

• The variable Ψ converges above ΨMIN if the cells are not problematic
and if the traffic is constant for a certain amount of time

If the scheduled cells present interference, Ψ will decrease, cells will be re-
moved and new cells will be allocated thanks to the limit of Φ increasing. Due
to the random cell choice policy, we can not guarantee when interference-free
scheduling will be reached, but we can safely say that at some point in time it
will be reached.

4.2.4 Parameter values

In this section, the decision process for finding the following parameter values
is described.

• ΦADD the amount added when a packet is put in the queue for a specific
neighbor,

• ΦMAX the threshold indicating that another transmitting cell is required
for this neighbor,

• ΨMIN the threshold indicating that a cell has to be deleted,

• ΨADD the amount added when a cell is successfully used,

• fq the queue coefficient for Φ,

• fer r the punishment coefficient for Ψ,

• eΦ the decay coefficient for Φ,
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• eΨ the decay coefficient for Ψ,

• Te the decay period,

• S the slotframe size.

S and Te are supposed in the same time unit.
In order to determine our parameters, we first need to evaluate how much

traffic a single cell can support. We note α (alpha) the optimal packet rate
per Transmission (TX) cell. α is highly dependent on the environment as
it depends on the probability of successful transmission of a cell. In theory,
a dedicated TX cell 100% active could handle one frame per slotframe, i.e.
α = 1. However, the environment or other existing transmissions may impact
this number and create a packet loss. Thus, to ensure a high reliability in any
real-world deployment where there is no control on the transmission success
ratio, it is advised to take α lower than 1 divided by the maximum number
of retransmissions allowed. In this way, α represents accurately the cell re-
quirements. As an example, in [Duq+15a], in order to reach 99.997% Packet
Delivery Ratio (PDR) α is 0.1. In the following, α = 0.1 is considered as the
desired rate.

With Equation 4.7 presented in the previous section, the converged value
of Φ is known under certain assumptions. Let k = Te

S be the average number
of slotframes elapsed in Te . With Li = 1, there is a maximum of α packets per
slotframe before allocating a new TX cell. Furthermore, there is ns = α× k
packets exchanged per Te . After this amount, the limit of the Φ progression
should exceed ΦMAX even if there are no packets in queue, i.e. nq (t ) = 0. This
translates to

(ns (t ) >αk ∧Li (t ) = 1∧nq (t ) = 0)

⇒ rΦ >Φmax

⇒ (ns (t )+ fq (t )nq (t ))Φadd (1−eΦ)

Li (t )×eΦ
>Φmax

Thus, considering ns (t ) = 2kα,

(
2αTe

S
)
Φadd (1−eΦ)

eΦ
=Φmax (4.10)

Assuming there are no erroneous transmissions, the amount of Ψ for c is
calculated according to equation 4.9. Let us consider the case where a trans-
mitting cell is wrongly allocated. The node will attempt to transmit on this
cell and transmission will fail. If we note MAX_RET the maximum number
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of retransmission, we need to reach the limit ΨMIN before MAX_RET retrans-
missions, or else the packet will be dropped. According to Equation 4.4, this
condition leads to

Ψ× f
M AX _RET

er r <Ψmi n

If we consider the limit case Ψ→ rΨ,

(αΨadd )
(1−eΨ)

eΨ
× f

M AX _RET
er r <Ψmi n (4.11)

Similarly, if a cell is not used for a certain amount of time, it should be
deallocated. Let us consider that a cell should be deallocated after not being
used for x times Te . It should not be deallocated if it has not been used for
x − 1 time Te . Considering the convergence limit of Ψ is (αΨadd ) (1−eΨ)

eΨ
, this

leads to the two following equations

(αΨadd )
(1−eΨ)x+1

eΨ
<Ψmi n (4.12)

(αΨadd )
(1−eΨ)x

eΨ
>Ψmi n (4.13)

Additionally, Ψmi n ≥ 1 since low-power hardwares do not always support
precise float operations. Therefore,

(αΨadd )
(1−eΨ)x

eΨ
> 1 (4.14)

Since there are more variable than equations, some values have to be fixed
experimentally. To minimize energy consumption and to avoid cell collision
when attributing new links, S should be taken as big as possible. However,
taking S too big can lead to important delays for broadcast communication. We
choose S = 208 timeslots (S = 2.08sec with 1 timeslot = 10ms) and that allows
us to allocate 64 maximum cells in this slotframe. We can note that TREE’s
slotframe size is divisible by 16. Indeed with Ψ, the algorithm can learn to
avoid certain frequencies when the slotframe size is a multiple of the hopping
sequence length. In this way the punishment factor should naturally eliminate
the subset of channels that present to much external interference. Te has to
be as small as possible to ensure fast convergence of the algorithm. However
taking Te too small can utilize too much unnecessary processing power since
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all Φ and Ψ have to decay every Te time. We choose Te = 0.5sec as it appears
experimentally to be well balanced. Similarly, the weight accorded to the
packets in queue is fq = 0.3. We also setΨadd = 2000 and Φadd = 2000 to ensure
a good precision in embedded hardware that do not handle float operations.
For simplicity we also set eΦ = eΨ.

Considering that an unused cell should be deallocated after 5 minutes of
inactivity, equation 4.14 gives eΨ < 0.0156. We choose eΨ = eΦ = 0.01. With
these values 4.10 leads to Φmax ' 9519. Equations 4.12 and 4.13 lead to 47.6 <
Ψmi n < 48.1. We choose Ψmi n = 48. With a maximum retransmission set to 8
by default, equation 4.11 gives f 8

er r < 2.42×10−3 thus fer r = 0.47.

4.2.5 Delays

We first analyze the delays in allocating new cells when packets are added
in the queue. A connection between two devices A to B is simulated, under
different packet generation rates. In this simulation, communication delays
are not considered. Figure 6.6 highlights the queue dynamics and cell allo-
cation procedure. In Figure 4.3c, the number of packets in queue overcomes
the theoretical limit of 12 packets, which can be responsible for packet loss
in a real scenario. Increasing the queue size can solve this problem. Tested
with a packet generation rate of 20 packets per slotframe, which represents an
important burst, the algorithm was able to allocate 30 cells under 14 seconds.
The maximum number of packets in the queue reached 23 in this case. From
this analysis, the algorithm is able to handle traffic changes under 15 seconds
with the chosen parameters.

We then analyze the delays in the cell deletion process. If the cell is a
receiving or an unused cell, the time required to delete the cell depends on the
evaporation rate and the initial value of Ψ. Assuming an initial value equal to
ΨADD, an unused cell is deleted in 3.745 minutes. This leaves enough time for
the cell to be re-used if needed. If the cell is a transmitting cell, its deletion
speed depends on the PDR, since low-performance cells are deleted faster.
Figure 4.4 highlights the deletion delays for different PDRs, assuming 100%
cell usage. Under-performing cells with a PDR lower than 33% are deleted
under 25 seconds in average. These delays can be adjusted according to the
user’s need by modifying the parameters presented in Table 4.3.

4.2.6 Interference-free scheduling

Due to the random cell choice policy, and that interfering cells are deleted
over time, it is expected that interference-free scheduling is reached after
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(b) 50% of the cells present interference.
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(c) 75% of the cells present interference.

Figure 4.3: Cell allocation speed of a connection between two devices A and B for
different packet generation rates. Each schedule is initialized with 1 initial
bidirectional cell.

some time. To analyze how fast the algorithm is adapting to interference, we
consider a bidirectional connection between two devices A and B . A certain
number of the cells present interference, simulated with a 25% PDR. Simu-
lation results are presented in Figure 4.5. When the network is subject to
interference, packets are stagnating in the queue which results in more cell
allocations. In this way, more transmission opportunities allow to empty the
queues, and all packets are correctly handled under 25 seconds. Figure 4.4
shows that interfering transmitting cells are also deleted under 25 seconds.
In this way, we can conclude that with this traffic pattern, interference-free
scheduling emerges in the network.
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Figure 4.4: Average and standard deviation over 1000 simulations of the delays in the
cell deletion process created by Ψ on a transmitting cell under different
Packet Delivery Ratios (PDRs).

4.3 Initial experimentation

In this section we test the resource management capabilities of TREE to sched-
ule a TSCH slotframe in a wireless network. In a first subsection, our algo-
rithm is compared to an old implementation of MSF in the 6TiSCH simula-
tor [Mun+18]. The implementation is available online2. Then, it is imple-
mented in the operating system Contiki OS [DGV04]. The algorithm is evalu-
ated in a real deployment, consisting of several NXP-JN516X devices deployed
in an office environment. The TREE scheduling algorithm is compared to Or-
chestra [Duq+15a], a static scheduler for TSCH. The routing protocol used
is RPL, a common routing protocol for low-power devices [Win+12]. As op-
posed to real-life experimentation, the Cooja simulator for Contiki OS and the
6TiSCH simulator do not represent complex interference models. Interference
are occurring when two transmissions collide, i.e. occur on the same times-
lot and channel. Then the packet is dropped at the receiver side. To model
external perturbations and uncertainties due to the environment, both simula-
tor support probabilistic packet loss. With this parameter, packets exchanged
on non-interfering transmissions have a predefined probability to be dropped.
In this way, multi-path interference can be modeled. However, in this initial
experimentation, this parameter is not utilized in order to understand better
the functioning of the algorithm. Therefore, it represents a line-sight scenario
without external perturbations.

To emulate a typical Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) deployment where

2https://bitbucket.org/Tim024/tree-6tisch
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(b) 25% of the cells present interference.
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(c) 50% of the cells present interference.
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(d) 75% of the cells present interference.

Figure 4.5: Queue filling state for 2 devices A and B under different interference load.
Under interference, the cell’s PDR is 25%. The traffic load for A to B is 3.33
packets per slotframe in average, and for B to A, 2.5 packets per slotframe.

sensors are deployed to monitor an area, all devices send packets periodically
toward the RPL border-router. While the TREE algorithm takes into account all
kind of traffic to generate the schedule, only the application data packets are
taken into account in the Packet Reception Ratio (PRR) or end-to-end latency.
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The parameters for MSF are the default parameters for these simula-
tions [Cha+18]. The parameters for TREE are also the recommended pa-
rameters, found thanks to the mathematical analysis of the convergence times
presented in Section 4.2.4. Both algorithms present a set of parameters that
can be modified to address different needs. Therefore, the results presented
below do not highlight the best performance of the algorithms, but the default
performance without experiment-specific fine-tuning of the parameters.

Because of the randomness of the cell selection procedure, the probability
of having a scheduling conflict is So

S with So being the number of non-available
cells, and S the total number of cells. To guarantee cell availability, it is impor-
tant to have a number of cells significantly greater than twice the maximum
number of possible cell allocations. With a slotframe of 208 timeslots and 16
channels, 3328 cells are available to schedule, which yields at worst a conflict
rate of only 0.33% for two devices with already 10 scheduled cells. While ran-
dom cell selection yields low conflict rate, it does not provide any guarantee
on link latency. With 202 timeslots of 10 milliseconds, the link latency, i.e. for
one hop, is ranging from 10 milliseconds to 2.08 seconds, with an average of
1.04 seconds.

4.3.1 6TiSCH simulations

Linear topology

In this topology, device i is in range of device i+1 and i−1, creating a line with
no interference. All devices generate periodically a packet headed for device 0
with period 10±0.1 seconds. This topology is interesting as the load increases
when the device ID i decreases. Therefore, devices close to the gateway act
as bottleneck and have to handle burst traffic. All experiments are run for
one hour in simulation time, and the results present the average and the 95%
confidence interval over 24 runs.

The linear topology is tested for a network size ranging from 5 to 40. Fig-
ure 4.6a presents the number of active devices in the network. Devices are
considered inactive and do not impact the measured metrics when they are
not able to synchronize and join the network. Since device i can not join
until device i −1 has joined the network, the number of active devices is lim-
ited by the time of the experiment. Figure 4.6a shows that more devices are
able to join the network with TREE, but this is due to the fact that TREE pos-
sesses one additional broadcast cell, allowing synchronization packets to be
exchanged faster. With different parameters, this metric can be improved for
both algorithms. Figure 4.6b and Figure 4.6c show that TREE presents a very
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(d) Current consumed per delivered packet.

Figure 4.6: Results for the linear topology with different network sizes.

high PRR -average 99.8%- and lower latency, even with a higher number of
active devices in the network. In MSF, packets are accumulating in the queue
on bottleneck devices, which is responsible for high latency and packet loss.
On Figure 4.6d, the amount of current consumed per delivered packet is pre-
sented. The current consumed is calculated based on the radio duty cycle,
and the average energy required by the antennas to transmit [Mun+18]. This
metric represents the energy efficiency of the network, since a low current
consumed and a high number of packets delivered is desired. In this topology,
this figure shows that MSF is more energy efficient than TREE. However, this
is a worst case scenario. A line network topology up to 22 hops is unrealistic,
as a real deployment would include several gateways to limit the maximum
number of hops.
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(b) End-to-end packet reception ratio.
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(d) Current consumed per delivered packet.

Figure 4.7: Results for the random topology with different network sizes.

Random topology

In this topology, the devices are randomly dispatched with the Pister-Hack
connectivity model [Mun+18]. The connectivity topology is random, and
interference between neighboring devices can appear. However the routing
topology is always a tree due to RPL. All devices are required to have at least 2
neighbors, and generate periodically a packet headed for device 0 with period
10±0.1 seconds.

In Figure 4.7a, we can see that with both schedulers, the number of shared
cells is enough for almost all devices to join the network. Figure 4.7b and Fig-
ure 4.7c show that TREE provides here also a very high PRR -average 91.4%-
and low latency regardless of the network size. Similarly as for the previous
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Traffic interval PRR (%) Latency (s) Current per packet (mA)
Scheduler TREE MSF TREE MSF TREE MSF
5±0.1 (s) 92.00 (6.56) 53.13 (3.56) 3.31 (1.37) 30.49 (4.49) 43.67 (8.24) 45.67 (3.93)
10±0.1 (s) 96.46 (1.93) 68.67 (4.95) 3.87 (1.11) 33.44 (5.52) 49.57 (4.29) 58.35 (5.23)
25±0.1 (s) 95.83 (3.73) 85.91 (3.18) 3.95 (1.32) 21.42 (3.93) 97.12 (8.74) 100.78 (4.63)
Random in [5,45] (s) 93.99 (4.57) 75.48 (2.80) 4.53 (1.74) 29.44 (3.06) 73.75 (7.43) 74.34 (3.17)

Table 4.1: Result table of different traffic generation intervals in a random topology
with 9 devices. Values in parenthesis represent the 95% confidence bound.
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Figure 4.8: Results for the periodic traffic experiment with an inter-packet generation
period changing from 60 seconds to 10 seconds at t = 1000s.

experiment, due to upward traffic, devices close the the gateway act as bot-
tleneck. The queue fill is responsible for the increased latency and packet loss
with MSF. While the current consumed is still higher for TREE than for MSF,
the drastic PRR increase makes the current consumed per delivered packet
presented in Figure 4.7d favorable for TREE in this scenario.

Variable traffic

In this experiment, different traffic intervals are tested in a random topology
configuration with 9 devices. We use a periodic packet generation method
with fixed and random intervals. Results are presented in Table 4.1. We can
see that the TREE algorithm obtains a PRR greater than 92% in all tested sce-
narios. The latency is also maintained low, since the algorithm is able to empty
the queues easily. Regarding the current consumed per delivered packet, it ap-
pears that TREE obtains a better energy efficiency than MSF thanks to the
increased delivery rate.
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Real-world PRR (%) Packet rate (per min)
Duty cycle (%)

min mean median max
TREE 99.814 (0.432) 5.975 (0.053) 1.247 1.506 1.304 3.941
ORCH 98.897 (0.702) 5.939 (0.161) 2.348 2.579 2.559 2.811

Table 4.2: Result table of the 13 NXP-JN516X devices in a real-world deployment. Val-
ues in parenthesis represents the variance of the measured metrics.

To analyze the adaptability of TREE regarding traffic changes, a scenario is
considered where the packet generation period varies with time t . All devices
generate packets every 60 seconds for t < 1000s, and every 10 seconds for
t ≥ 1000s. The topology is random and the number of devices is set to 13.
In Figure 4.8, the results highlight the fact that TREE adapts rapidly to the
traffic change, with little to no change in the PRR. In fact, the observed PRR is
even more stable with high traffic. The algorithm allocates cells on demand,
and before the traffic change, the demand is very low. In this case, almost no
cells are allocated resulting in all data packets flowing through common cells,
prone to interference. When the traffic increases, specific cells are allocated
resulting in less interference and higher reliability. However, in all cases, the
PRR is maintained above 90% with TREE.

4.3.2 Testbed evaluation

In a last scenario, 13 NXP-JN516X devices are deployed in an office room at
the Eindhoven University of Technology using the Gravel/net testbed. Simi-
larly to the previous tests, all devices send a data packet to a gateway, device
NX960YTE. A data packet is generated every 10 seconds, with 1 second jit-
ter. The configuration is similar to the default configuration, with exception
that fq = 1. This means that packets already in queue are taken into account
when updating Φ, thus increasing the reactivity to bursts. TREE is compared
to Orchestra in receiver-based mode, with a 17 timeslots unicast slotframe.
All these devices are in range of each other, and may also be subject to ex-
ternal perturbations. As opposed to the simulations, transmissions here are
not only impacted by the network topology, but also by the environment. The
office room present various objects, tables, cabinets and metal racks which
are sources of wave reflections and thus, lower signal quality. The scheduling
algorithm should however select channels and timeslots that maximize the
transmissions success rate, even under low signal quality.

Results are presented in Table 4.2. In this experiment, it was not possible
to gather an accurate latency measure due to the differences in the clocks of
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Figure 4.9: Packet reception ratio
with TREE scheduling
for the testbed experi-
ment.

the devices. To analyze if the devices send accurately the packets, the packet
rate per device and per minute is presented. TREE obtains a high packet rate
close to the theoretical maximum (6), and a high packet reception ratio as
depicted in Figure 4.9. In this figure, the end-to-end PRR is presented, as
well as the PRR over the last 5 minutes. The duty cycle represents the total
radio activity in percentage of time. It is maintained very low for the TREE
scheduling algorithm, with 1.5% duty cycle average. However, some devices,
especially the gateway, consume more and contribute greatly to increasing the
mean, thus explaining the difference between the mean and median values.

This is confirmed in Figure 4.11. It represents the percentage of time of
activity of the CPU, and the radio in listening mode, and transmitting mode.
The gateway activity is mainly radio-listening. Due to the upward traffic mode,
it is expected that the gateway allocate many receiving cells. The radio in
listening mode is responsible for most of the activity time of the radio, since
the radio is not switched on if there is no traffic to transmit on a transmitting
cell.

4.3.3 Discussion

By design, the TREE algorithm will try to address all incoming traffic at the
minimum possible cost. This behavior is correctly depicted in all tested con-
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Figure 4.10: Stacked representa-
tion of the activity
time of the CPU,
transmit radio, and
listening radio for
device NX9612ES
for the testbed
experiment.
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figurations. Regardless of the network topology, size or traffic pattern, TREE
obtains a PRR greater than 92%. Such reliability in terms of packet reception
ratio comes at a cost in energy consumption. In most of the cases, TREE is
indeed more energy consuming than MSF. However, this excess of energy con-
sumed enables many more packets to be delivered, which explains why the
energy efficiency -measured with the current consumed per delivered packet-
is in favor of TREE. The only exception being for the line topology simulation,
for which TREE over-allocates cells.

While it sometimes over-allocates cells, the dynamics of TREE’s bandwidth
estimation appears to efficiently address bursts, which in return increases re-
liability. However, a price is paid in packet overhead. Figure 4.12a shows the
6TOP overhead for the random topology simulation. TREE seems to require
roughly six times more coordination packets, even though the cell deletion
process is uncoordinated. Figure 4.12b shows the cells allocated in the gate-
way during the one hour experiment. Even if the slotframe size is twice as
large, it shows that the number of cells allocated and deleted is much higher
than for MSF. This explains the 6TOP overhead, the increased energy con-
sumption, but also highlights the flexibility of TREE regarding bursts and traf-
fic changes. It is possible to make TREE less sensible to incoming traffic and
allocate less cells with different parameters. Then, packets will stay in the
queues for a longer amount of time, and a behavior similar to MSF will be ob-
served. An analysis of the impact of the different parameters on the dynamic
of the network is left for future work.
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Figure 4.11: Stacked representa-
tion of the activity
time of the CPU,
transmit radio, and
listening radio for
device NX960YTE
(gateway)for the
testbed experiment.
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Figure 4.12: Results for the random topology simulation.

4.4 Large-scale Experimental validation

In this section we test the resource management capabilities of TREE to sched-
ule a TSCH slotframe in a wireless network. Our algorithm is compared to
MSF in the 6TiSCH simulator [Mun+18]. The latest available version of MSF
is used, which recently included an on-demand cell allocation procedure based
on queue monitoring, similarly to TREE. In the simulation, the 6TOP protocol
is used by TREE to allocate cells. Then, it is implemented in the operating
system Contiki OS [DGV04] and evaluated on a real testbed, the FIT/IoT-Lab
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TREE MSF
SF size (ts) 208 101
Parameters PHI_ADD 2000 MAX_NUM_CELLS 12

PHI_MAX 8000 LIM_HIGH (%) 75
PSI_ADD 2000 LIM_LOW (%) 25
PSI_MIN 30 HOUSEKEEPING_PER (s) 60
F_ERR 0.3 RELOCATE_THRESH (%) 50
F_Q 0.3 MIN_NUM_TX 100
T_E (ts) 50
E_PHI 0.01
E_PSI 0.01

Table 4.3: TREE parameter table.

testbed [Adj+15]. The 6TOP protocol was not used in this case.

4.4.1 Experimental Setup

To perform our experimental validation, several experiments are conducted
both in simulation and on a real testbed. Both implementations of the TREE
algorithm are accessible online3 for dissemination purposes. On the FIT/IoT-
Lab deployment, the TREE algorithm is compared to the latest implementation
of the scheduling algorithms Orchestra and Alice [KKK19a]. As MSF is not yet
implemented in Contiki, TREE is compared to MSF in the 6TiSCH simulator.

For both environments, we study the TREE algorithm and MSF using the
parameters presented in Table 4.3. TREE schedules only dedicated cells and
therefore, the shared cell allocation procedure is similar to the algorithm to
which it is compared. The parameters for MSF are the default parameters for
these simulations [Cha+18]. The parameters for TREE are also the recom-
mended parameters, taken from the mathematical analysis of the convergence
times presented in Section 4.2.4. Both algorithms present a set of parame-
ters that can be modified to address different needs. Therefore, the results
presented do not highlight the best performance of the algorithms, but the
default performance without experiment-specific parameters fine-tuning.

To be able to compare the algorithm with MSF, Orchestra and Alice, the
routing protocol will be RPL. The objective function used is OF0. For TSCH,
standard parameters are applied. The maximum number of nodes is set to 100,
which means that the maximum number of routes and maximum number of
allocated links is set to 100. For Orchestra and Alice the default parameters4

are used, with a unicast slotframe size of 17 timeslots. In our experiments,

3Contiki-ng and 6TiSCH Simulator are available at https://github.com/Tim024/
TREE-scheduling

4The implementation can be found at https://github.com/skimskimskim/ALICE

https://github.com/Tim024/TREE-scheduling
https://github.com/Tim024/TREE-scheduling
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Orchestra is configured in sender-based mode. Additional details on the ex-
periment configurations can be found online.

For simplicity, the same network topologies will be compared in the 6TiSCH
simulator and on the FIT/IoT-Lab testbed. The 6TiSCH simulator does not
provide complex interference models which can represent interference occur-
ring in the FIT/IoT-Lab rooms. Instead, simple packet drops are occurring
when two transmissions collide. To model external perturbations and uncer-
tainties due to the environment we utilize the probabilistic packet loss. With
this parameter, non-interfering transmissions have a predefined probability to
be dropped. In this way, the complex interference occurring in the room and
caused by the multitude of devices and object communicating at the same time
can be modeled. To determine the probabilities, the link-level PDR gathered
on the real testbed are used.

All deployments are depicted in Figure 4.13. Both sites of the FIT/IoT-
Lab are used, in Lille and Grenoble. The devices used are the M3 devices,
based on a STM32 (ARM Cortex M3) micro-controller. With an AT86RF231
radio chipset, it provides a compatible IEEE 802.15.4 PHY layer. Similarly as a
monitoring sensor network, all devices send one 127 bytes dataframe toward
the RPL border router periodically. This means that a dataflow is setup start-
ing from each device and converging towards the RPL border-router. In Fig-
ure 4.13, the RPL border-routers appear in red. Due to the routing topology,
devices near the border-router are suffering from packet bursts and unpre-
dictable traffic patterns, even though the traffic is periodic. This period varies
between 1 packet per minute and per device, and 12 packets per minute and
per device.

Several metrics are gathered thanks to the logging interface of the FIT/IoT-
Lab. The logs display when the packets are sent, and when they are received
which allow us to deduce end-to-end and link PRR and latency. The logs are
timed when arriving to the interface and this timing in used to compare the
latency. The type of packet is also indicated which allow us to differentiate
RPL packets, from application packets and 6TOP packets. Due to the accuracy
of this measure, only end-to-end latency is studied. A library available in
Contiki-OS, energest, allows to monitor the current consumed by the radio
of the device. In addition to these Quality-of-Service (QOS) metrics, Time-
Slotted Channel Hopping (TSCH) parameters are also studied, such as the
number of cells created and deleted, as well as the amount of packets in the
queues.
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Figure 4.13: Deployment topologies of the FIT/IoT-Lab in Lille (a, b) and Grenoble (c,
d, e). The devices positions are projected along the Z-axis, and X and Y
coordinates are given in meters. Red devices represent the RPL border-
router.

4.4.2 6TiSCH Simulations

In the first experiment, we compare TREE with MSF using the 6TiSCH simu-
lator. Two packet generation rates are considered: 1 packet every 10 seconds
and 1 packet every 30 seconds. In Figure 4.14, three wireless performance
metrics are displayed. The end-to-end packet reception ratio and average life
expectancy of the devices are compared for both scheduling algorithms. Given
the setup time of the routing protocol RPL, TREE, and MSF necessary to con-
verge, we display the performance metrics after 25 minutes of experimenta-
tion. The results are averaged over 32 different runs, and error bars present
the 90% confidence interval.

For the high packet generation rate scenario, TREE obtains a close to per-
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(a) Packet reception ratio
(2p/min).

(b) Average current consumed
per device (2p/min).

(c) End-to-end latency
(2p/min).

(d) Packet reception ratio
(6p/min).

(e) Average current consumed
per device (6p/min).

(f) End-to-end latency
(6p/min).

Figure 4.14: Results of the 6TiSCH Simulator experiments for a packet generation rate
of 2 per minute (first row) and 6 per minute (second row). Performance
metrics exclude the first 30 minutes of experiment. Error bars represent
the 90% confidence interval.

fect reliability in terms of packet reception ratio, but with a 3% to 4% lower life
expectancy. Depending on the topology, MSF exhibits different packet recep-
tion rate. We observe that the line topology of Figure 4.13d generates greater
variance in MSF’s performance. For the two topologies presenting the longer
paths, Figure 4.13c and Figure 4.13e, we observe a decrease in overall net-
work lifetime. In terms of latency, TREE shows lower latency than MSF, with
in average 0.5 second latency. When lowering the packet generation rate, both
algorithms display similar results, but with TREE showing higher latency and
lower energy consumption. Indeed, TREE will allocate fewer cells in this low
packet rate configuration, which lowers the energy consumption but increases
the latency.

By design, TREE monitors the queue filling speed to determine when cells
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Figure 4.15: Additional results for the high packet generation rate simulation. (a)
Number of packets lost per node. (b) Average number of control packets
sent per device. (c) Average number of cells created.(d) Average number
of cells deleted.

have to be scheduled. Because of this behavior, in the early setup phase of the
network, the transmission queues are filling due to the high packet generation
rate, as well as the control packets which have to be exchanged to schedule
additional cells. However, after a setup time of 10 to 25 minutes, the sched-
ules of the devices converge to a more stable state, with extra cells scheduled
between RPL parent and children, which allows to exchange future control
requests much more efficiently. Figure 4.14a and Figure 4.14d show that af-
ter 30 minutes, no packets are lost with TREE in our simulation, regardless
of the packet generation rate. Figure 4.15a shows the number of packets lost
over the full experiment. However, before 30 minutes, up to 20 packets are
lost on average. This loss is required for the scheduler to understand where
to avoid scheduling cells, and where the wireless link capacity has to be in-
creased. For MSF, since the packets are mainly lost due to interference, the
behaviors before and after 30 minutes are similar. These results highlight the
fact that TREE is highly adaptive to interference overtime. Figure 4.15b shows
the average control packet overhead per device for both schedulers. While the
packet overhead for MSF is stable around 2 packets regardless of the traffic
pattern, we can see that for TREE, the overhead highly depends on the traffic
and network size. Indeed, a high packet generation rate such as 1 packet per
10 seconds generates many sudden bursts, which require cells to be sched-
uled frequently. Not all the scheduled cells can be used equally which may
leave cells to disappear and being rescheduled later. This explains the high
energy consumption under this packet frequency, and could be mitigated by
fine-tuning the parameters accordingly. This adaptive and dynamic behavior
of TREE is further confirmed by the Figure 4.15c and Figure 4.15d which show
that the algorithm is allocating and deleting cells frequently.
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Figure 4.16: Results for the FIT/IoT-Lab experiment with a packet generation rate of 1
packet per minute. Packet metrics exclude the first 30 minutes of experi-
ments. (a) Average duty cycle. (b) Average end-to-end packet reception
ratio. (c) Average end-to-end latency. (d) Average number of packets in
queue per second.

4.4.3 Real-world experiment

In a second step, we compare TREE to Orchestra and Alice in the FIT/IoT-Lab
testbed. Figure 4.16 shows the metrics gathered for the different topologies
with a packet generation rate of 1 packet per minute. With Figure 4.16a, we
observe that in terms of radio activity, TREE exhibits a significantly lower duty
cycle compared to ALICE and Orchestra. Figure 4.16b shows the end-to-end
packet reception ratio. As expected Orchestra struggles to maintain a high
packet reception ratio in dense scenarios such as with 81 devices in Greno-
ble, and TREE and Alice are able to maintain a PRR above 95% in all tested
configurations. Figure 4.16c shows that even after 30 minutes of experiment,
TREE has a much higher end-to-end latency compared to Orchestra and Alice.
Indeed, Orchestra and Alice have a 17 timeslots slotframe which leaves a lot
of opportunities to send the data packets. With its 2 seconds slotframe, multi-
hop packets exchange can take a very long time. Reducing the slotframe size
would help to reduce the latency in this case. As opposed to the simulations,
fewer cells are required due to the low packet generation rate. Furthermore,
the bad wireless link quality leads to RPL generating longer paths to reach
the border router. By looking at the average number of packets in queue per
second in Figure 4.16d, we observe that the queue size is the lowest for TREE.
Considering the slotframe of TREE is more than 10 times the size of Alice and
Orchestra’s, this shows a better queue management behavior from TREE, and
that the number of cells is adequately distributed to minimize the number of
packets in queue.

When increasing the number of packets generated to 6 per seconds, we ob-
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Figure 4.17: Results for the FIT/IoT-Lab experiment with a packet generation rate of 6
packets per minute. Packet metrics exclude the first 30 minutes of exper-
iments. (a) Average duty cycle. (b) Average end-to-end packet reception
ratio. (c) Average end-to-end latency. (d) Average number of packets in
queue per second.

serve a similar behavior. As shown in Figure 4.17, the duty cycle is the lowest
for TREE. The packet reception ratio is also maintained above 95% for all 5
topologies. Regarding latency and queue management, the same comments
as the previous packet generation rate can be made for this experiment. Re-
sults Figure 4.19 study the high packet generation rate, and further confirm
the observed tendencies. The performance differences observed are not signif-
icant enough to differentiate Alice and TREE in terms of PRR. Indeed, as both
schedule cells based on traffic in the queues, having similar PRR performance
is expected. However, we can affirm that both are outperforming Orches-
tra, which performance significantly decreases under high traffic generation
rate. Furthermore, we observe in all experiments a better duty cycle for TREE,
and a stable queue length, representative of the stability of the scheduling
method [KM95].

The last three experiments show two main characteristics of TREE. On the
one hand, TREE is indeed adaptive to traffic, as its behavior is similar across
all experiments. All devices are forwarding traffic to the border-router. It
creates periodic traffic at the leaf devices of the RPL tree, and unpredictable
burst-like traffic in the neighborhood of the border router. This also shows
adaptivity regarding traffic patterns. On the other hand, TREE’s performance
is improving with a higher traffic generation rate. The average packets in
queue and the average latency are lower. This is due to TREE using traffic
to learn where to schedule cells. With more traffic, the converged values of
Ψ and Φ are more accurate, meaning that interference estimations are more
accurate.

In the last experiment we study the behavior of TREE under different pa-
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Figure 4.18: Results for the FIT/IoT-Lab experiment with a packet generation rate of 12
packets per minute. Packet metrics exclude the first 30 minutes of exper-
iments. (a) Average duty cycle. (b) Average end-to-end packet reception
ratio. (c) Average end-to-end latency. (d) Average number of packets in
queue per second.

(a) Average end-to-end
packet reception
ratio.

(b) Average duty cycle. (c) Average link loss
per device.

(d) Average end-to-end
latency.

Figure 4.19: Results for the FIT/IoT-Lab experiment (a) with a packet generation rate
of 6 packets per minute. Packet metrics exclude the first 30 minutes of
experiments.

rameters. TREE exhibits a large number of parameters, from which many are
correlated. As an example, changing ΦADD, eΦ or the threshold ΦMAX results in
a similar change, as it only affects the convergence value of Φ. In Figure 4.19,
several variations of the parameter ΦMAX are compared. This parameter is
responsible for more sensible triggering of a new cell allocation. As we can
see from Figure 4.19a all configurations result in a high packet reception ra-
tio. Due to the queue factor fq , the time required to overcome the threshold
does not result in significant packet loss, even when the threshold Φ is high.
However, Figure 4.19b shows that with a lower threshold, the duty cycle is in-
creased. Indeed, more cells are allocated which consequently results in lower
link loss and lower latency, as shown in Figure 4.19c and Figure 4.19d.
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4.5 Conclusion

With the exponential popularity of future of industrial Internet of Things (IoT),
it is becoming crucial to renew our current communication models to fit the
upcoming needs in terms of reliability, scalability and energy efficiency. To
address these upcoming challenges, the IEEE 802.15.4-TSCH communication
protocol has been designed to enable reliable and energy efficient commu-
nication in industrial environment. However, TSCH relies on scheduling its
communication, which is an open NP-complete problem.

The algorithm presented in this chapter proposes a fully distributed solu-
tion for resource management in wireless networks. This algorithm updates
two internal variables based on the traffic and the resource usage, which are
then used to handle the network’s resources. We applied this algorithm to
address the scheduling problem in TSCH. With our parameters, we obtain a
high reliability with more than 95% packet reception ratio in all tested scenar-
ios. This adaptivity requires some time to converge, which does not exceed
30 minutes starting from an empty schedule. In simulation, where the deploy-
ment is not impacted by external perturbations, it shows a perfect reliability
in terms of packet reception ratio, with an energy consumption competing
with the state of the art. The extensive tests performed in real-world testbeds
compare this algorithm to Alice, state of the art on this platform. Averaged
across all topologies and all packet generation rates of the large scale experi-
ment, we observe a similar packet reception ratio for TREE (97.5%) and Alice
(97.9%) with a significantly reduced duty cycle for TREE (2.89%) compared
to Alice (4.01%). While both monitor packets in queues to allocate cells at
random, the automatic deletion (i.e. decaying Ψ parameter) allows TREE
to remove/replace inefficient cells leading to a more efficient use of the re-
sources.

While TREE shows promising results when applied to TSCH, it can still be
improved in several ways. As an example, the parameters may be tuned differ-
ently to address different needs. An application willing to delete cells slowly
to reduce overhead would increase eΨ or reduce ΨMIN. This comes at an in-
creased cost in energy consumption. On the other hand, an application that
requires very low-energy consumption could consider increasing the slotframe
size. This comes at a cost in reactivity. Left for future work is to design an
automated process to find the optimal configuration parameters based on ap-
plication feedback. Tuning the TREE parameters, more stringent requirements
can be achieved at a cost.

It is also possible to configure differently different devices on the network.
On the one hand, devices acting as a bottleneck for the network or overloaded
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devices could be configured to address bursts and reduce latency. On the other
hand, less loaded devices could be configured to minimize energy consump-
tion regardless of latency. In a mobile network, this implies a dynamic change
of the threshold parameters at run-time.



Chapter 5
Schedule Assessment via
Interference Graph Analysis

Scheduling wireless communications is a challenging task as it requires to
avoid overlapping transmissions in an unpredictable environment and possi-
bly random network topology. Scheduling algorithms aim to avoid this prob-
lematic case as much as possible. In this chapter, the interference graph is
introduced to help study the performance of different scheduling algorithms.
With the interference graph, internal interference created by the scheduling
algorithm can be directly quantified. The model can be extended to also in-
clude external interference. This chapter is based on publications [LLE18;
LLE19; vLE17].

5.1 Context

Industry 4.0 is tightening the dependability requirements of low-power wire-
less personal area networks (LP-WPANs) to support reliable control loops. In
parallel, the Internet of Things (IoT) is promising very large networks of in-
terconnected devices smaller, smarter and more energy efficient than ever. LP-
WPANs offer unique solutions to the high installation and maintenance costs
of copper or optical networks in industrial settings. With the target of opti-
mizing and distributing production lines, big data coming from IoT could help
on taking more informed decisions on controlling production. The more tem-
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porospatially fine-grained the collected information is, the more wireless com-
munication is required resulting in more contended wireless medium, thus,
increasing the unpredictability of control loops. For maximum predictability
as well as continuous performance verification, smart factories need LP-WPAN
status to be centrally monitored and controlled. This requirement could be
fulfilled by a network-as-a-service (NaaS), a network resource allocation and
optimization service for LP-WPANs.

Analyzing and modifying the network can be seen as a service that requires
to analyze data on the current state of the network, query inputs from the
cloud and recommend some change. Such a service can not run low-power
IoT devices due to processing power restrictions and energy constraints. It
has to be on the edge of the network, on more powerful devices able to host
containers.

While active research is on-going to define efficient scheduling algorithms
for LP-WPANs in TSCH mode, very little attention is drawn on a priori eval-
uating the performance of these schedules and on the rescheduling problem.
To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first to propose a reschedul-
ing method to adapt to external constraints and possible topology changes.
This work proposes an edge service to assess the performance of the LP-WPAN
and trigger a targeted maximum-profit minimum-cost re-configuration. LP-
WPANs, specified by IEEE802.15.4 [16a], in Time Synchronized Channel Hop-
ping (TSCH) mode allow for more deterministic resource allocation. Namely,
transmitters, receivers, channels and timeslots used may be determined by a
network control algorithm e.g. built for a LP-WPAN NaaS.

To reduce uncertainty introduced by the latency between end nodes and
the LP-WPAN controller, the latter is assumed at the edge. As part of that con-
troller, scheduling algorithms should avoid internal and external interference.
Given the context of this work, network topology volatility, no scheduler in lit-
erature considers the complete topology and deploys minimum rescheduling
of maximum performance gains, or the rescheduling problem. A performance
manager and rescheduling driver, is required.

This chapter presents, analyses and evaluates a generic mechanism to eval-
uate the performance of a schedule, regarding interference, to rank the sched-
ule compared to other possible ones and to recommend improvements i.e.
rescheduling certain links. At the core of this mechanism lies the interference
graph. It transforms the schedule and topology to a graph that represents the
interference proportion per timeslot. This structure is given to the ranking
and recommender systems as input. Then, schedules are ranked based on the
weighted density of their corresponding interference graph.

The following of the chapter is divided into two main parts. The first part
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describes the interference graph analysis to study and evaluate schedules. The
second part proposes an edge-service to analyze and optimize scheduled net-
works. In short the contributions can be summarized as follows.

• A transformation of the scheduled network into interference graphs,

• A rating method to evaluate the performance of the scheduled network
based on interference graph analysis,

• A recommender to indicate which connection is the most problematic
also based on interference graph analysis.

While this work applies to the IEEE802.15.4-TSCH communication protocol, it
can be easily extended to any scheduled network, mutatis mutandis. In order
to evaluate the accuracy of both the assessment and rescheduling methods,
experiments are made in a real-world LP-WPAN deployment.

The work is structured as follows. In Section 5.2, the challenges of schedul-
ing are formulated with a graph theory approach. Our proposed approach to
this problem, a measure based on internal interference, is presented in Sec-
tion 5.3. Two comparisons support and validate this approach. First, the
common experimental parameters are described in Section 5.4. Then, in Sec-
tion 5.5 the metric is studied on small experiments and known schedules. In
Section 5.6, the metric is further studied in dynamic schedulers and in larger
networks. Section 5.7 concludes this chapter with a summary and possible
extension of this work.

5.2 Problem Statement

In brief, the challenge is to place any schedule of a time-synchronized network
on a scale that measures the level of interference in the network as a result
of the schedule used and the topology. Though any time-synchronized and
scheduled network could be considered, this work focuses on TSCH to make
assumptions, design choices and experiments more realistic. Before the as-
sessment mechanism, the following paragraphs define the criteria of and the
input information to the assessment mechanism.

5.2.1 Assessment criteria

In this work, we assume a number of available communication channels to
reduce the probability of collisions as different connections can happen in dif-
ferent channels. Therefore, a schedule is a two-dimensional matrix of channels
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(rows) and timeslots (columns). Each cell of that matrix contains zero or more
simultaneous connections. If a device is scheduled to transmit and receive on
the same timeslot, the transmitting cell has the priority unless there are no
packets to transmit. Other rules, e.g. related to the slotframe number, define
the priority between conflicting timeslots [Vil16]. In some cases, these rules
are not enough and. Yet, they can be responsible for packet loss. As an exam-
ple, when two receiving cells are scheduled on the same timeslot for a device,
at best, one only may be received.

Though several criteria could be considered in assessing QoS of a network
as a result of its schedule, internal interference has been considered as one
of the most important factors [Li+08] of wireless network performance, traf-
fic and MAC-dependencies being the other two. Interference is directly related
with the validity of the schedule. Given that a schedule on a time-synchronized
network dictates most of the MAC processes, clock synchronization being an
exception, MAC-dependencies are also considered in the proposed schedule
assessment mechanism. Traffic is one of the most difficult process to centrally
monitor. Considering traffic in the assessment method would reduce the ap-
plicability of the mechanism. Note, the mechanism is intended to be used at
runtime of the network so that the proper rescheduling is triggered.

5.2.2 Definitions

A TSCH scheduled network is defined as a network of wireless devices us-
ing the TSCH communication protocol. We assume that the devices of this
scheduled network are scheduled on 1 slotframe. If several sloframes are de-
fined, it is always possible to find one slotframe, based on a combination of
slotframes that will lead to the same behavior. Since slotframes are repeated
over time, analyzing the behavior of the network during the entire duration of
the slotframe is the same as analyzing the network at any time, assuming the
environment does not change.

A TSCH scheduled network is composed of two main information elements,
topological and temporal, and knowing both gives a full understanding of the
scheduled network. The spatial information concerns the connectivity of the
network, and informs us about all connections between the devices and the
channel on which they occur. It also includes interfering devices, since the
interference range may be greater than the direct connectivity range. Con-
nections occur during a timeslot, hence the spatial information may change
over time. The temporal information is there to keep track of these network
changes in time.
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Let us consider a TSCH scheduled network consisting of n devices com-
municating according to a slotframe S, with T timeslots and C channels. To
represent the network we will use an approach similar to [Pal+13]. In this
document, the TSCH network is represented as a directed graph G = (V ,E)
where V = {d0,d1, ...dn−1} are the devices and E ⊂V ×V the connections of the
network. As an example, a unicast connection from device da to db will be
noted as e = (da ,db). Similarly, a broadcast connection initiated by device da

will be a set of connections noted {(da ,dk ),∀k ∈ DN (da)} where DN (d) repre-
sents the set of devices that are in direct range of d . It is not always the case
that direct range and interference range coincide.

This connectivity graph does not take into account the temporal informa-
tion given by the slotframe. Therefore we introduce the slotted connectiv-
ity graph Gi of a timeslot i . The schedule of G is a two dimensional matrix
S = [sc,t ] with c ∈ �0,C� and t ∈ �0,T �. Each cell sc,t is either a set of edges, or
empty: sc,t ⊆ {E∗∪;}.

With help of the previous definitions, we can define a conflict-free sched-
ule, and an interference-free schedule. From this point onward, we will write
n ∈ sc,t if s in a set of edges, and n belong to one of this edges.

Definition 5.1 A schedule S is said conflict-free, if for every device n, and for
every timeslot t , n has at most one connection scheduled at timeslot t .
∀n ∈V ,∀t ∈ �0,T �,

|{sc,t ,n ∈ sc,t ∧ c ∈ �0,C�}| ≤ 1

Definition 5.2 A schedule S is said interference-free, if for every timeslot t , and
for every channel c, sc,t is a set of edges linking devices that are not in interference
range of each other.
∀(n,n′) ∈V 2,∀t ∈ �0,T �,∀c ∈ �0,C�,

(n,n′) = sc,t ⇒∀u ∈ sc,t \{n,n′},u 6∈ N 2
n and u 6∈ N 2

n′

Having a interference-free and conflict-free schedule has been proven to be a
NP-complete problem [HWW17b].

We define the slotted topology of G as a time dependent graph. It repre-
sents the active connections of G at a time t .

Definition 5.3 Gt = (V ,Et ) with Et = ⋃C
c=0 sc,t denotes the slotted connectivity

graph of the network at timeslot t ∈ �0,T �.
Therefore, graph G results from merging the edges of Gt ,∀t ∈ �0,T �. As the
graphs Gt previously described are temporary topologies with lifespan of only
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one timeslot, the requirements of conflict- and interference-freeness discussed
before should be studied just for each of those slotted topologies. Indeed, if
all slotted topologies are interference-free or conflict-free, the global schedule
is also interference-free or conflict-free.

5.2.3 Interference Graph

We define the conflict and interference graph of timeslot t as Ft with Et as
vertexes. Two vertexes of Ft are connected with a weighted edge if they are
conflicting or one interferes with the other. The weight on that edge is the
probability of that conflict or interference to occur. For brevity and from now
on, when we refer to conflict or interference we will use just the word ’inter-
ference’. It is assumed that two conflicting links interfere with probability 1.
In fact, in case of TSCH, one of the two links will occur, the one with at least
one packet in sending queue and belonging to the smallest slotframe number.
Conflicting links on the same slotframe are usually not allowed by implemen-
tations of IEEE802.15.4 standard.

Definition 5.4 Ft = (Et ,Lt , pt ) denotes the interference graph of Gt such that

Lt ⊆ {(e1,e2) ∈ E 2
t ,e1 6= e2}

pt : Lt 7→ [0,1] being the probability of e1 and e2 interfering.

For the following of the chapter, we will consider p > 0, and remove the edges
of Ft that have no weight. Similarly to the definition 5.3, we define the com-
plete interference graph considering all available timeslots.

Definition 5.5 F = (E ,L, p) denotes the complete interference multi-graph
where L = ⋃T

t=0 Lt , E = ⋃T
t=0 Et such that every element of E is unique, and p

is the probability of l ∈ L interfering as defined by its corresponding pt .

Any scheduling engine should target the best schedule such that no con-
flict nor interference occurs in any of the timeslots. For clarity, we defer the
inclusion of other QoS metrics, e.g. latency, at a later point when the ’best
schedule’ will be enriched. Yet, the inclusion of any extra QoS metric should
consider the applicability of the resulting mechanism e.g. end-to-end latency
has high overheads of traffic monitoring. We assume that the best schedule
Sbest is a conflict-free and interference-free schedule. Let F = (E ,L, p) be the
corresponding interference graph. Since p denotes the probability of conflicts
or interference, we can say that p : L 7→ 0, and thus L = ;. Conversely, if
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F = (E ,;, p) is an interference graph, L = ; guarantees that no interference
nor conflicts are present in the corresponding schedule S. Thus, the following
definition can be defined.

Definition 5.6 Sbest denotes the best schedule if and only if

Fbest = (E ,L, p) = (E ,;, p)

Symmetrically, we consider the worst schedule to have all connections con-
flicting and interfering with each other at every timeslot. Then, the slotted
interference graph Ft is a complete graph, with all weights equal to 1.

Definition 5.7 Swor st denotes the worst schedule if and only if

Fwor st = (E ,L, p) = (E , {(e1,e2) ∈ E 2,e1 6= e2}, p : L 7→ 1)

It is important to note that F contains information about the network G,
but also the schedule S. The same schedule S but with a different topology will
probably produce a different interference graph. In the same way, for the same
topology, a different schedule may result in a different interference graph.

5.2.4 Example

A small example is provided to understand the interference graph and its prop-
erties. Let us consider a configuration where 4 devices are all in transmission
range of each other. We consider a slotframe of 4 timeslots, and 4 channels.
The network is represented by a graph G = (V ,E), where V is a set of four de-
vices labeled A,B ,C and D, and E is deduced from the schedule. The schedule
for this small network is defined on Table 5.1.

From the schedule we can deduce the slotted topology of the network, as
well as the complete topology. These topologies are represented on Figure 5.1.
This schedule presents the case of a conflict and interference. At timeslot 2,
the device B transmits to A but also receives from B , there is a conflict. At
timeslot 4, devices A and B communicate on the same channel and this results
in an interference, since all devices are in transmission range of each other.

We generate the slotted interference graph Ft by representing each active
connection of the slotted topology by a node, and represented it on Figure 5.1.
This node is named after the names of the communicating devices, in their
respective order. We link these nodes with a weighted edge if there is an
interference or a conflict. Therefore, B A and DB are linked with a weight p1,
and AC and BD are linked with a weight p2. The complete interference graph
is the union of the slotted interference graphs.
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S = sc,t t = 1 t = 2 t = 3 t = 4
c = 1 A → B B → A
c = 2 D → B A → C, B → D
c = 3 D → C
c = 4 C → D

Table 5.1: Example of schedule of a small network of 4 devices.

Figure 5.1: Example of the slotted topology and the slotted interference graph of 4
devices.

5.2.5 Problem Formulation

This work aims to find a way to rank and classify TSCH schedules. As an exam-
ple, this can allow a centralized network management entity, e.g. [Exa+16],
to analyze the performance of a schedule, and to predict the performance of
another schedule on a specific network configuration.

As the main components of to rate schedule S are the quality of the con-
nections in a network rather than the devices, we shall work with multi-graph
F rather than G. Moreover, F is an undirected graph, as opposed to G, making
calculations easier. However, as we can see on the small example Figure 5.1,
the size of F increases greatly with the size of the network. Since F operates
on the connections, we have O(|V |2) nodes in F .

For this purpose, we define an assessment measur e based on which two
schedules can be compared. That measur e should exhibit certain properties:

• Additivity: graph F assessed by measur e should give a value measur e(F )
less or equal to the sum of values of Ft ,∀t ∈ [1,T ] assessed on the same
measur e. That is, measur e(F ) ≤∑T

t=1 measur e(Ft ).

• Continuity: two schedules with small differences should also be reflected
as a small difference on the scale of that metric. A small difference is
considered to be at least an additional connection between two devices.
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Figure 5.2: Schematic overview of the architecture of the proposed edge service.

• Symmetry: the outcome of the metric for a graph F should be the same
regardless of the order its vertexes and edges are taken into account.

• Boundaries: measur e(F ) should give the lowest value if and only if F
is generated by Sbest and the highest value if and only if generated by
Swor st .

With such a measure, we can safely claim that a schedule S is better than
another schedule S′ if and only if, for the same network configuration G,
measur e(F ) < measur e(F ′), with F and F ′ the corresponding interference
graph of S and S′. It is required to try the different schedules on the same
network topology G for the measure to detect the differences between the
schedules only.

5.3 Proposed approach

Our proposed approach answers both questions: (a) schedule assessment, and
(b) most effective reschedule action. The measure that assesses the value of a
schedule, in terms of interference, is the weighted graph density. It is the same
measure applied on a partial view of the graph which helps the identification
of the timeslots that need to be rescheduled. Though the measure is theoret-
ically defined below, a practical approximation is also given and used in the
following experimentations.
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Figure 5.2 summarizes the different components of the edge service pro-
posed in this study, and how they interact. The scheduled LP-WPAN is first
transformed into interference graphs (1), which rely on a key parameter p,
the disconnection probability. p can be computed in different ways, e.g. ma-
chine learning. The second step is to analyze the interference graph (2), which
leads to two outputs:

(3a): An evaluation of the scheduled network,

(3b): a recommender that indicates which connection to reschedule.

Evaluating a scheduled network can be used to predict and prevent failure in
the scheduled network. It can also be used to compare two different sched-
ules for the same network, and determining which one is best suited for the
topology. The rescheduling recommender informs the scheduler of which con-
nection is the most problematic in the network. This information is used to
directly change the schedule of the network and increases its reliability at run-
time. Section 5.5 and Section 5.6 experiment on evaluating network sched-
ules, and Appendix B provides an experimental validation of the rescheduling
indicator.

5.3.1 Weighted Graph Density

Our rating method aims to evaluate schedules in given topologies based on in-
ternal interference. Fortunately, the weighted links of the interference graphs
precisely represent interference we want to detect. The weight p of these
links also indicates the impact of the interference on the performance of the
scheduled network. Consequently, we will rate schedules according to the
weighted density of the interference graph. The density of a graph is the re-
sult of the number of links divided by the number of possible links. For a
weighted graph such as F = (E ,L, p), we will take the density according to its
definition in [LWC09].

Definition 5.8 We define the weighted density of a slotted interference graph
Ft = (Et ,Lt , pt ) as

ρ(Ft ) = 2×∑
Lt pt (Lt )

|Et |(|Et |−1)

If we note Ft a slotted interference graph, we have 0 ≤ ρ(Ft ) ≤ 1. We can
notice that if Ft = Fbest , then L = ; and ρ(Fbest ) = 0. In the same way, if Ft =
Fwor st then ρ(Fwor st ) = 2×|Lt |

|Et |(|Et |−1) = 1 since Fwor st is a complete graph and all
weights are equals to 1.
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Definition 5.9 We define the density of the complete interference multi-graph F
by calculating:

ρ(F ) = 2×∑
p(L)

|E |(|E |−1)

Note that if two connections interfere multiple times in the same slotframe, F
will be a multi-graph. Then, we may have ρ(F ) > 1. However, we always have
ρ(F ) ≥ 0. In order to have a normalized metric, the complete density divided
by the total number of timeslots is considered. Since two connections cannot
interfere twice in a same timeslot, this metric is guaranteed to be bounded by
1.

Definition 5.10 We define the average density of the complete interference
multi-graph F by calculating:

ρ̄(F ) = ρ(F )

T

The average density satisfies all requirements defined in Section 5.2.5. The
additivity requirement is proven in Section A for ρ. It is also true for ρ̄ since
ρ̄t = ρt . The continuity requirement implies a “small difference” between two
schedules, such as:

• a new successful connection in the schedule,

• interference between two existing connections,

• higher probability of interference between two interfering connections.

The first bullet point will slightly lower the value of ρ̄, as successful connec-
tions appear in |E |. The second and third bullet point will slightly increase the
value of ρ̄, as interference appears in p(L).

We will consider ρ̄ to be our measure, to rank and classify schedules. This
metric is directly impacted by p, thus pt , which is the probability for two con-
nections to interfere at a timeslot t . It also takes into account the number of
successful connections (E). Therefore, a schedule will be considered as “bet-
ter” than another one when the computed ρ̄ on the same network topology
yields a lower value. It will be the case if there is less interference (or prob-
ability of interference) with the same amount of connections, or if there are
more successful connections.
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5.3.2 Taking advantage of the slotted density

As the average density allows us to assess and predict the quality of a schedule,
the slotted density provides important information to pinpoint the timeslots
that need to be rescheduled. Let us consider the network example provided
Figure 5.1. The slotted density of definition 5.8 yields:

• ρ(F1) = 0

• ρ(F2) = 2∗p1
2∗1 = p1

• ρ(F3) = 0

• ρ(F4) = p2

The slotted graph density gives us information on which timeslots on which
timeslot a centralized entity (e.g. [Exa+16]) should focus the rescheduling.
In this example, the slotted density of timeslot 2 and timeslot 4 are not null,
implying interference in the network. Assuming p1 > p2, ρ(F2) > ρ(F4) suggests
that the interference created at timeslot 2 is responsible for more packet loss
than the interference created at timeslot 4. In this configuration, rescheduling
to reduce ρ(F2) will improve the schedule’s performance more efficiently than
reducing ρ(F4).

5.3.3 Experimental computation of ρ̄

Assumptions

The computation of ρ is done on 1 slotframe. For the example of Orchestra
we have 3 slotframes, one for Enhanced Beacons, that we will note S1, one
for Unicast messages, S2, and a default one, also for RPL’s messages, S3. For
the computation of ρ, we gather these 3 slotframes in one slotframe S, which
size is |S| = l cm(|S1|, |S2|, |S3|). Cells are assigned according to each connection
type (transmitting cells have priority over shared cells, and shared cells over
receiving cells). If this is not enough, the slotframe with the lowest handle
has the priority. This way, we have no conflicts in Orchestra, however, we may
have interference between the devices.

In the following, we will omit interference due to beacon messaging, as
these messages are rare in comparison to a traffic pattern of dozens of frames
per minute. We considered that broadcast cells potentially try to reach every
neighbor in range of the emitting device. These assumptions are reasonable
if p is adapted to reflect the reality of the network, and includes the possible
collisions with beacon messages.
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Choice of p

In order to compute ρ̄ for each schedule, we need to specify p, the probability
of two connections conflicting. This p depends a lot on the topology of the
network G, but also on the traffic load and sometimes, on the external envi-
ronment. The choice of p is critical as it impacts greatly the accuracy of the
ranking. The best way to gather p is experimentally, gathering the probability
at each connection. However, a predictable rank for a given scheduler and
topology impel to use a predefined p, not computed experimentally.

In a first approach, all devices are considered in interference range of each
other. With this assumption, all transmitting connections on the same timeslot
and the same channel will have p 6= 0. Our experiments are run in Cooja, in
order to avoid any external perturbation that could impact p. The impact of
both internal and external interference on the scheduled network depends on
the environment and may significantly change over time. Therefore, the as-
sessment of the same schedule might be significantly different over time. The
proposed recommender system assessed schedules “in principle”. is left for fu-
ture research should take into account deviations due to real world conditions.

The traffic load has also an impact on p. If two unicast transmitting con-
nections are conflicting on the same timeslot, or interfering on the channel,
but have no packets to send, the corresponding p will be 0. However, if there
is always a packet to send p will be equal to 1. The value of p can either
be predicted with knowledge of the network topology and the traffic load, or
computed with the help of packet reception ratio per link, or approximated
with the end-to-end packet reception ratio.

Let us consider an example with a traffic load of 1 frame per second des-
tined to a device named device 0, and a slotframe with only 1 timeslot al-
lowing the transmission of a frame with a size of half a second. There is 2
opportunities to transmit the frame before another frame arrives in queue. If
we consider two devices using this slotframe, they will interfere as there is
only one timeslot available to transmit. Considering that device 1 sends its
frame, the device 2 has a probability of 1/2 to send its frame at the same mo-
ment. This can be generalized to determine the probability p of having actual
interference between two devices that communicate on the same timeslot and
channel:

p ' number of frames to send
number of opportunities

considering the numbers are chosen within the same time frame.
p can also be computed after a few minutes of experimentation, with the
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Figure 5.3: Probability tree of the process of sending a frame on a link with a maximum
of n retransmissions.

PRR (Packet Reception Ratio) per link. In order to do so, it is required to
assume that all interfering connections to have the same probability of inter-
ference p. Knowing that we have n retransmissions before the packet being
lost, the probability of losing the packet is depicted in Figure 5.3. If the link
l has a certain PRRl , the probability of failing to receive a frame is 1−PRRl .
As we can see on Figure 5.3, it is also equal to pn . Therefore, knowing PRRl

allows the deduction of p. An approximation is possible with the end-to-end
packet reception ratio, using the same approach but with the introduction of
the average number of hops in the network.

5.4 Experimental setup

For our experiments, we compared the minimal TSCH schedule with Orches-
tra in receiver-based mode (RB), in sender-based mode (SB), Alice, TRaffic-
aware Energy Efficient (TREE) and TASA. The routing protocol used is RPL.
Orchestra-RB assigns for it’s unicast slotframe 1 receiving cell per node, and
1 transmitting cell per neighbor. In sender-based mode, it is 1 transmitting
cell per device, and 1 Rx cell per neighbor of this device. To simplify the
computation of ρ, we considered the unicast cells of Orchestra as transmitting
cells (and not shared cells). The default configuration is used, with RPL in
storing mode. For minimal TSCH, with use a 11 timeslots slotframe with the
default settings. TASA has been implemented using the approach explained
in [Pal+12; Sem+16]. As TASA is an interference-free and conflict-free cen-
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tralized scheduler, its corresponding ρ̄ will be 0.
All experiments are run in Cooja, the Contiki emulator [DGV17; DGV04].

This allows more control on the network topology and on the devices them-
selves. The transmission range is 40 meters. As opposed to real-life exper-
imentation, the Cooja simulator for Contiki OS does not represent complex
interference models. To model external perturbations and uncertainties due
to the environment, we utilize a fixed transmission probability. With this pa-
rameter, non-interfering transmissions have a predefined probability to result
in a packet drop. Interfering transmissions are always resulting a packet drop.
In this way, multi-path interference and external perturbations due to the envi-
ronment can be modeled. In the following, this transmission success rate is set
to 90%. This allows to see more accurately the differences between number of
retransmissions of each experiment. The maximum number of retransmissions
is set to 10.

For each experiment, we gathered the schedule to compute the correspond-
ing ρ̄. Is also analyzed the end-to-end packet reception ratio (PRR), the av-
erage number of retransmissions, and the end-to-end latency, thanks to data
logging in Cooja. The data is gathered after 10 minutes, so that packets lost
during RPL set-up time are not taken into account. All experiments last be-
tween 30 minutes and an hour, and are relaunched several times; the metrics
depicted in the tables are the average on all the experiments. These metrics
gives us an idea of the performance of each schedule, that we will compare to
our measure, ρ̄.

In a first section, a set of experiments is done on small topologies serving
as a proof of concept. This will allow us to analyze the schedulers in favorable
environments, but also to analyze the measure in simple topology, and thus,
deduce the impact of the topology on the metric and the schedulers. Then a
bigger experiment is run to compare the behavior of the schedulers and the
measure in a larger network. Finally, the case of dynamic schedulers is studied,
with Alice and TREE.

5.5 Application: Orchestra and Minimal TSCH

We first ran 3 small-scale experiments, with 3, 4 and 5 devices respectively, all
in transmission range of each other. A packet is generated every 10 seconds
towards RPL’s border router. For this small set of experiments, the PRR per
link is not significant enough to compute p. Therefore, used an approximated
prediction value as explained in Section 5.3.3. To simplify the calculations,
all connections in a schedule are considered to interfere with the same prob-
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(a) Average latency. (b) Average packet reception
ratio.

(c) Average number of trans-
missions.

Figure 5.4: Comparison of the different schedulers on three simulations and a real
testbed experimentation.

ρ̄×10−3 3 devices 4 devices 5 devices 15 devices
TSCH_MIN 2.32 2.38 2.44 31.8
ORCH_RB 1.14 1.11 1.11 8.44
ORCH_SB 0.95 0.98 1.00 9.81

TASA 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Table 5.2: ρ̄ per schedule for all experiments.

ability p. As an example, for TSCH_MIN the slotframe size is of 11 timeslots.
Assuming that 1 timeslot is 10 milliseconds, there is 1 opportunity to send a
frame every 110 milliseconds. 1 frame is generated every 10 seconds for 2
interfering devices, meaning that p = 0.011. Including additional messaging
between the devices due to RPL, p ' 0.016. The same approach gives us for
Orchestra p ' 0.021.

The results are sketched in Figure 5.4 and Table 5.2. The low number of
device and the absence of external perturbations ensure the good behavior of
the schedulers. In this configuration, the main challenge is for the schedules
to ensure reliable communication with 90% transmission success ratio - and is
delivered. A PRR of 100% is observed for all schedules, with no packet loss.
The average end to end latency and the average number of retransmissions
are relatively similar between the schedules. The measure ρ̄ ranks the schedule
from worst to best in this order: TSCH_MIN, ORCH_RB, ORCH_SB, and TASA.
Here, a correlation can be made between the small variations of the latency
and the measure. TASA obtains the highest possible rank, 0, as it presents no
interference and no conflicts. The metric gathered for TASA proves the good
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performance of the schedule.
When the number of devices increases to 5 devices, ρ̄ also ranks the sched-

ules in the same order as before. It appears clearly that Orchestra outperforms
TSCH_MIN. There is also a clear difference between ORCH_RB and ORCH_-
SB. Even if ORCH_SB is predicted to have less interference, its end-to-end
PRR is lower than the PRR of ORCH_RB. This can be explained by the fact
that ORCH_SB has one unicast transmitting cell per node. In ORCH_RB, one
per neighbor. Since there are more unicast transmitting cells in receiver-based
mode, there are more opportunities to send our packet successfully to the des-
tination using another route in a dense network. Therefore, fewer packets are
lost in receiver-based mode. The prediction of ρ̄ is not accurate because the
change of topology was not taken into account in the choice of p. But having
more transmitting cells also increases the chance of collision, reflected in the
average number of retransmissions and the latency. We can note that, for this
experiment, ρ̄ correlates to the number of retransmissions and the latency, as
well.

Some comments can be made on these three proof-of-concept experiments.
Note that ρ̄ (TSCH_MIN) increases importantly when the number of devices
increases from 3 to 4 and from 4 to 5 (+2.5%, +2.5%). Indeed, since the
devices are all in range of each-other, adding more devices will create more
connections, but also much more possible interference since the devices are us-
ing shared transmitting slots. For the same reason ρ̄ (ORCH_SB) increases also
when adding devices to the network (+3.1%, +2%). However ρ̄ (ORCH_RB)
increases more slowly when the density of the network is increased (+2.6%,
+0%). This is due to the fact that connections are distributed per neighbors,
and not per node. These connections still have an interference probability p,
but are much less likely to interfere due to the low probability of having a
node in interference range using the same communication timeslot and chan-
nel. This trend implies that Orchestra receiver-based performs better than
Orchestra sender-based in dense networks.

To test our metric in a bigger environment, we used the simulator Cooja
with 15 devices. The traffic generation rate is set to 60 seconds. Predicting
the value of p is more complex with this type of network, therefore the second
approach is chosen. As explained in Section 5.3.3, p is computed with the end-
to-end PRR, assuming the average number of hops is 5. With the assumption
that every p is the same for all interfering connections in the network, for
TSCH_MIN, p = 0.187. Similarly, for ORCH_RB, p = 0.174 and for ORCH_SB,
p = 0.1838.

The results of the experiments are also shown Figure 5.4 and Table 5.2.
The value of our measur e ranks the schedule in a different order than for
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Figure 5.5: Heatmap representation of the slotted interference graph density (the first
200 timeslots).

the small experiments. The worst schedule is predicted to be TSCH_MIN with
ρ̄ = 0.032. Indeed we obtain a low end-to-end PRR (0.5), and a high end-to-end
latency (8s). The average number of retransmissions is also very high, with
2 average retransmissions per packet. This is expected, as TSCH_MIN sends
all packets on the same timeslot and channel, leading to a lot of interference.
Then, Orchestra receiver based is predicted to be better than orchestra sender-
based. TASA is ranked the best schedule for this topology. All studied metrics
appear to confirm the rank based on ρ̄. The ranking is here accurate.

For this experiment, the density of the slotted interference graphs is rep-
resented on Figure 5.5. A certain pattern can be noticed. Analyzing the pat-
terns of slotted density allow us to understand the behavior of the scheduler
in regards to interference. As an example, for Orchestra sender-based, inter-
ference occurs only when the common slotframe is used, every 31 timeslots.
Orchestra receiver-based seems to present a lot of interference, due to the fact
that all neighbors of a node A will transmit to this node at the same timeslot.
However, interference has less impact in receiver-based than for sender-based,
since there are much more connections created. Interference between unicast
and broadcast slotframes of Orchestra is also very "impactful" for Orchestra
sender-based as it potentially blocks a one-to-many connection. Therefore,
the complete density is lower than for orchestra sender-based.

Discussion

This measure seems appropriate to evaluate the quality of a schedule in a
known network. All previous results are sketched in Figure 5.6, allowing the
comparison of the different topologies together. The existing correlation be-
tween the rank, latency, PRR, and number of retransmission appears in the
figure as a tendency for all studied topology; the better the rank is, the better
the metrics are. The proposed measure ρ̄ takes into account the possible inter-
ference and conflicts occurring in a network G with a schedule S. The more
interference we have, the more we will have to retransmit. This takes time, in-
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of the relation between number of retransmissions, prr, latency
and the rank of the schedule with different topologies.

creasing the end-to-end latency of the network, and also slightly increases the
energy consumption, not represented in this study. The PRR is also affected,
as delay in the network contribute to fill up the queues and may cause packet
loss. The use of a transmission success ratio of 90% creates different behaviors
for different simulations, explaining the small variations in the results, and in
the standard deviation. Here, the standard deviation can be linked to the
consistency of the tested scheduling algorithm. Results Figure 5.4 show that
low-rank schedulers (TSCH_MIN, ORCH_RB) tend to produce more disparate
data and have a higher standard deviation than high-rank schedulers.

5.6 Application: TREE and Alice Comparison

In this section, we compare the TREE scheduling algorithm to the Alice
scheduling algorithm. Both algorithms are presented in the previous chap-
ter. Both algorithms are dynamic scheduling algorithms. Cells are allocated
over time to adapt to traffic and provide close to 100% packet reception ratio
in any environment. To avoid interference, TREE monitors unsuccessful con-
nections and relocates randomly the under-performing cells. Alice’s strategy is
to relocate cells at each new slotframe iteration. Using the ρ̄ measure, we com-
pare both scheduling methods in Cooja. Three random topologies are tested,
with 11, 16 and 31 devices each. The devices are all in interference range of
each other. All devices send a dataframe every 5 seconds to the RPL border
router. In this configuration, both schedulers make full use of their cells, which
sets the probability p = 1 for interfering dedicated Transmission (TX) cells. For
shared cells, we set p = 0.5.

Figure 5.7, Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9 depict the result for the 11, 16 and
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(a) Alice scheduling. (b) TREE scheduling.

Figure 5.7: Comparison of Alice and TREE scheduling for the 11 devices experiment.

31 devices experiments respectively. Red curves present the moving average of
the observed data. For each experiment, we observe our measure ρ̄ computed
each 0.4 second, the number of allocated cells -TX and Reception (RX)- per 10
seconds, and the link-Packet Reception Ratio (PRR). Several remarks can be
observed from these three experiments. In all topologies, the TREE scheduler
obtains a ρ̄ value which is of an order of magnitude lower than with Alice.
By design, interfering cells are avoided with TREE which is reflected by the
low interference graph measure. In Figure 5.7b and Figure 5.8b we observe
this learning behavior with a decreasing value of ρ̄ over the first minutes of
experiments. ρ̄ starts around 0.8 and drops to 0.6 for Figure 5.7b and 0.65
for Figure 5.8b. This is due to the fact that a lot of cells are allocated upon
network start, which contributes to reducing ρ̄. After a few minutes, cells start
to interference which can be seen as an increasing value of ρ̄. This results in
an oscillating behavior. On the contrary, Alice allocates cells according to a
hash function, and therefore present a fixed probability of interfering at each
moment in time. This is reflected with an oscillating ρ̄ value at a much higher
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(a) Alice scheduling. (b) TREE scheduling.

Figure 5.8: Comparison of Alice and TREE scheduling for the 16 devices experiment.

frequency than for TREE. For large topologies such as in Figure 5.9, the num-
ber of created connection overwhelms the number of interfering connections,
which explains the lower variance of ρ̄. This efficient use of the resources
is also translated into a better packet reception ratio. Regarding application
packets, TREE obtains in average a better end-to-end PRR (100%) than Alice
(98.5%).

In Figure 5.10, ρ̄ is compared against the number of retransmissions. The
measure does not correlate linearly to the number of retransmissions, as it
is a predictive estimation of the interference level. Indeed, it does not take
into account if packets are present in the queue, which will lead to differ-
ent interference levels for interfering transmissions. It is possible to incorpo-
rate this knowledge to the metric by adjusting p. Still a correlation can be
observed when the scheduler’s behavior is averaged of the full time of the
experiment. In Figure 5.10a and Figure 5.10b, two different topologies are
compared, which explains why the number of retransmissions is significantly
different between both figures. When averaged for a scheduler, we notice that
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(a) Alice scheduling. (b) TREE scheduling.

Figure 5.9: Comparison of Alice and TREE scheduling for the 31 devices experiment.

(a) Experiment with 16 nodes. (b) Experiment with 31 nodes.

Figure 5.10: Scatter plot of the proposed measure and the number of retransmission
taken over a 24 seconds period.
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a low average ρ̄ relates to a low average number of retransmissions.
Here also, the magnitude difference of ρ̄ seems to relate to number of re-

transmission, and thus, to PRR. However, is these network topologies where
all devices are in range of each other, the routing protocol Routing Protocol
for Low-power and Lossy networks (RPL) may create different routing topolo-
gies. This topology may also change during the experiment. Therefore, the
evolution of ρ̄ is complex to analyze without full topology control.

5.7 Conclusion

In this chapter, the interference graph was defined and analyzed to help un-
derstand and overcome interference problems in networks. Different sched-
ulers were compared - Orchestra, TASA, minimal TSCH, Alice and TREE. By
studying the interference graph, a distinct ranking appeared. This ranking
corresponds to the quality of the metric recorded. Furthermore, the network
topology being taken into account to compute the interference graph, a dif-
ferent behavior could be observed when the topology changed. From the ex-
periments can be deduced that Orchestra receiver-based performs better than
sender-based in dense networks, in regards to the analyzed metric that are the
number of retransmissions, the latency and the end-to-end PRR. With these
metrics, both modes of Orchestra perform better than minimal TSCH, but are
beaten by TASA, in all studied topologies. The rank deduced from the interfer-
ence graph analysis, ρ̄, confirms the performance comparison of the schedules,
and can thus be used to predict and asses the performance of schedule. Fur-
thermore, the slotted interference graph analysis provides a useful insight on
problematic timeslots, and can be used by a centralized entity to improve a
given schedule.

This measure ρ̄ does not take into account the number of active connec-
tions per timeslot but only the probable interference and/or conflicts. For a
scheduled sensor network, a schedule with many connections but without in-
terference will have a very low ρ̄, and probably a end-to-end packet delivery
ratio close to 1. However, the network will consume an unnecessary amount
of energy. Future research needs to be done on interference graphs to com-
bine ρ̄, with another metric, describing more accurately the behavior of the
network in terms of energy consumption.

Defining more precisely p is also required. As an example, in our experi-
ments, p was the same for all conflicts and interference between unicast cells.
Actually, not all connections interfere with the same probability, as some trans-
mitting cells may be unused. This definition of p is the core of the ρ̄ and
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refining this variable can improve the accuracy of the rank of two different
schedules.

As our measure gives a rating based on F , which gathers information about
the schedule and the topology, the density was used to compare two different
topologies. In this chapter, we used the density to compare schedules with
the same topology. Comparing two topologies with the same schedule will
modify the density, giving information on which topology is better for the
given schedule, or scheduling policy.



Chapter 6
Swarm-Based Directional
Antenna Control

In the previous chapters, communication resources are manipulated to op-
timize the wireless network. In this chapter, we consider another type of
resource, antenna directionality. Directional antennas are considered as it
makes a more efficient use of the wireless medium, by only using the required
wireless space when unicast messages have to be sent or received. Inspired
from swarming behavior present in nature, this algorithm distributively as-
signs to each neighbor, a dynamic direction probability distribution. In this
way, device mobility is addressed. Similarly, inactive or faulty devices are for-
gotten, which leads to an efficient use of the wireless medium. This chapter
is based on the publication [vEHewb].

6.1 Context

Year after year, an increasing number of wireless devices are being deployed to
improve the performance and efficacy of the provided services [TC15]. Con-
sequently, larger and denser mesh networks are deployed in diverse environ-
ments. Wireless communication is cheap compared to its wired counterpart,
and reliable in an interference-free and line-of-sight scenario. However, in
a real-world environment, interference caused by the network’s density or
external sources leads to avoidable re-transmissions. To solve this issue, di-
rectional antennas are considered as they make a more efficient use of the
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Figure 6.1: (a) Concurrent transmissions are not interfering with directional antennas.
(b) The protocol stack highlights the minimal requirements of the control
algorithm.

wireless medium, by using a reduced wireless space when unicast messages
have to be sent or received. This results in less multi-path interference, more
spatial reuse, more secure communications, higher throughput and reduced
energy consumption [Dai+13]. Indeed, directional antennas increase signal
strength without impacting energy consumption, reducing the need for pow-
erful antennas. Figure 6.1a presents an interference-free concurrent transmis-
sion case with directional antennas. Without directional antennas, collision at
the receiver size would paralyze the communication. In [Voi+16], the authors
show that using directional antennas in a 600-nodes LoRa network improves
the Data Extraction Rate by 33%. In addition, 5G and mmWave communica-
tion will be directional due to propagation loss [Niu+15]. This means that an
efficient control algorithm is required.

Research done on directional antenna control focuses on designing
directional-antenna-compatible Medium Access Control (MAC) layers [MS19;
WCC15; WQ11; AW05]. However, the scalability of such design is limited as
they often rely on centralized information or specific design assumptions to
function. Furthermore, these designs are quickly outdated when new MAC-
layer technologies emerge.

In this chapter, we propose a simple distributed directional antenna control
algorithm, which is designed to function regardless of the MAC layer design
and routing topology. Therefore, the algorithm relies on a minimal set of func-
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tions to operate. Figure 6.1b depicts the position of the control algorithm in
the protocol stack. Inspired from swarming behavior present in nature, the
algorithm autonomously assigns directions to neighbors and determines the
most probable position at each time. To do so, the algorithm assigns a set
of weights for each neighbor. The update method of these variables follows
the Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) update framework as defined in [DB10].
We tested this algorithm in the contiki-ng emulator for low-power wireless
devices Cooja. Two MAC-layer designs are available to test, CSMA, which
is contention-based, and TSCH, which is a controlled access. Our algorithm
functions equally well in both scenarios and highlights the potential of a MAC-
agnostic and adaptive directional antenna control algorithm design. Addition-
ally, the algorithm does not generate any messaging overhead, and only relies
on existing message exchange.

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 6.2 pro-
vides a comprehensive background on existing MAC protocols for directional
antenna control. Section 6.3 details our approach and is tested in Section 6.4
and Section 6.4.5. Finally, Section 6.5 draws conclusions and possible paths
for future work on this topic.

6.2 Directional Antenna Control

In many deployments of low-power wireless networks, external antennas are
preferred due to their high gain, thus increasing reliability, often at no ad-
ditional energy cost [RC08]. Due to the density and energy requirements
of low-power sensor networks deployments, directional antennas are an ap-
pealing solution. However, omni directional communication is still required
to address applications such as routing or synchronization of these networks.
These requirements have led to the developments of electronically switched
directional antennas such as SPIDA [Nil10; Rod+17; ÖMV10]. Designed for
low-power sensor networks, this antenna is an inexpensive parasitic element
antenna which supports both omni directional and directional transmissions.
Angle of arrival can also be inferred but will not be used in this chapter in
order to be more general.

A number of existing studies address the challenges of directional antenna
control [MS19; WCC15; WQ11; AW05]. Some directional MAC layer designs
propose to manipulate the topology in order to obtain a higher end-to-end
throughput. Authors in [SSM16] assume highly directional antennas so that
fine-tuning of the topology is possible. In [KGD06] , authors reduce interfer-
ence by manipulating the routing topology into a spanning tree. This approach
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is however centralized. Similarly, authors in [NGJ08] do topology control to
optimize the NP-complete problem of energy efficiency with directional anten-
nas. Other directional MAC layer designs require synchronized communica-
tion. Authors in [JLK07] introduce PMAC, a scheduled MAC layer combined
with a neighbor discovery algorithm. The throughput of the network is in-
creased with PMAC. In [Pei+05], the authors present a synchronized neighbor
discovery algorithm that uses in-band signal to operate.

Several algorithms are fully distributed with a focus on local interactions,
hence aiming for scalable deployments. In [Sub+09], the authors minimize
interference in order to maximize throughput of the network. Applied to a
802.11 network, the decentralized solution is tested with 6 devices. In [CK11],
the devices cooperate to discover hidden nodes in the network. However, to
the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to consider the following key
features. On the one hand, a realistic and reproducible implementation which
considers a realistic antenna pattern as well as a wireless emulator to conduct
the experiments. On the other hand, it does not rely on a specific MAC layer
design, but only requires simple callback functions to operate. This implies
that no additional packets are exchanged. Furthermore, this enables a better
portability of the algorithm.

6.3 Swarm-Based Approach

Problem definition

The aim of the antenna control algorithm is to address both neighbor discov-
ery and antenna steering. Neighbor discovery is required to know in which
direction a specific neighbor is. Antenna steering is required to know in which
direction to send when the neighbor moves. With directional antennas, trans-
mitters and receivers have to align their beams for the communication to occur.
Similarly as in [Nic11], we assume that the device can switch between omni-
directional antenna and directional antenna. This assumption is in-line with
the SPIDA antenna model design [ÖMV10]. We also assume that the direc-
tional antenna is able to switch orientation between a fixed number of sectors,
covering the surrounding of the device. As an example, the SPIDA antenna
model covers 6 sectors. With an increased number of sectors, antenna control
becomes more complex, but the benefits of using directional antennas also in-
creases, as the gain can be maximized. By switching between directional and
omni-directional antennas, we guarantee neighbor discovery.

Another challenge to address is the side lobe-pattern. Some directional
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Figure 6.2: Radiation pattern example in dB. The antenna surrounding is divided into
5 sectors defining the possible orientations of the directional antenna.

antenna models radiate in all directions with different intensities, due to dif-
ferent antenna designs. This can lead to transmissions to occur even when the
antennas are not aligned, depending on the distance between the device. It
can also lead to interference to nearby devices. An example of antenna model
is presented Figure 6.2, and is taken from [Nag+17].

Algorithm Design

Designed to fulfill large-scale ad-hoc deployments requirements, the algorithm
is fully distributed. Its key feature lies in its simplicity. It requires minimal in-
teraction with the MAC layer to operate. The algorithm only requires to know
the transmissions’ -or scheduled receptions’- addresses, and the acknowledg-
ment of the transmission to actuate the antenna accordingly.

By default, the omni-directional antenna is used to address broadcast pack-
ets. Then, when unicast messages have to be sent or received, the directional
antenna is used and the sector is determined according to a weight. The in-
ternal weights stored decay over time, and are forcefully reduced when trans-
missions are not acknowledged on the chosen sector. In this way, the device
forgets its neighbors’ positions if they are not used or if transmissions are not
successful. This avoids sending messages in incorrect directions in case of
device mobility.

We will now detail the sector attribution method. Let us consider a device
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Figure 6.3: Simulated topologies with the 50 meters transmission range for device 1
(RPL’s border router).

using its directional antenna to send or receive a unicast message to one of its
neighbors at a specific time t . We note S the number of sectors. The weights
w1, ..., wS embed the likelihood of a neighbor to be in the sector 1, ...,S. The
probability to choose sector i is determined with

pi (t ) = wi (t )∑S
j=1 w j (t )

(6.1)

This update method of is inspired from the distributed ACO algorithm
[DS04; BL08], a swarm-based optimization algorithm.

The weights are updated as follows. Upon a successful unicast packet
transmission or reception on a sector i , the weight wi is incremented by a
constant factor wadd .

wi (t +1) = wi (t )+wadd (6.2)

Periodically, the weight decays which allows devices to forget neighbor’s
positions.

wi (t +Te ) = wi (t )∗ (1−e) (6.3)

with e < 1 the decay coefficient, and Te the decay period. An additional condi-
tion is that the weight wi can not be lower than a fixed limit, 1 in our case. In
this way, we ensure that an absence of transmissions will bring the probability
distribution to a uniform distribution thanks to decay. The cumulative sum
of the weight combined with decay allows to combine past historical values
with current measured values and is a known robust method for wireless load
estimation [NS12; Won+09; MY14]. It provides a better representation of the
sector probability over a period of time as it also embodies dynamics.
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The positions of inactive devices are forgotten thanks to decay. In case
of device mobility or interference on a certain direction, it is possible that a
neighbor device changes sector suddenly, and decay will be too slow to address
this change. Therefore, unsuccessful transmissions on a sector i contribute to
reducing the weight wi following:

wi (t +1) = wi (t )∗α (6.4)

with α< 1 a punishment coefficient. A transmission is considered unsuccessful
if no acknowledgment is received. By negatively rewarding the sector when
the acknowledgment is not received, we favor the exploration of new sec-
tors and address mobility. However, since interference can occur on a correct
sector which also results in an absence of acknowledgment, we increase expo-
nentially the punishment factor when a number of consecutive transmissions
are unsuccessful, which is more likely to be caused by device mobility.

6.4 Experimental Validation

6.4.1 Experimental Setup

To conduct our experiments, we ported the Realistic Directional Antenna Suite
(RDAS) framework presented in [Nag+17] to cooja for contiki-ng1. Contiki-
ng is a lightweight operating system for low-power wireless devices [DGV19].
The radio protocol used is the IEEE 802.15.4 protocol [16a]. In this work,
we will use two different MAC protocols currently available in contiki-ng.
Carrier-Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) with radio always-on will be used to
study the algorithm in unsynchronized scenarios. For synchronized environ-
ments, we will use Time-Slotted Channel Hopping (TSCH) [Duq+17; AM16].
Two scheduling policies will be tested to highlight the fact that the algo-
rithm behaves similarly regardless of the scheduling policy; the minimal TSCH
(TSCH_M) configuration [VWP], with a 11 timeslots slotframe (1.01 seconds)
and Orchestra [Duq+15b] (TSCH_O) with the recommended settings.

The radio model used is similar as for the RDAS model. The received signal
strength is calculated as follows

SS = P t x +Gt x +Gr x −F SPL (6.5)

with P t x the transmission power, Gt x, Gr x the transmission and reception
gains, and F SPL the Free Space Path Loss as defined in the IEEE standard

1https://github.com/Tim024/contiki-ng-directional-antennas
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145 [93]. If the signal strength exceeds the radio sensitivity threshold, the re-
ception is successful. Most 802.15.4 radio chip vendors offer a RX sensitivity
between −90dBm and −100dBm. We define the RX sensitivity to be −95dBm.
To estimate antenna gains, we use Reconfigurable Phased Array (RPA) as di-
rectional antennas as defined in [Nag+17]. For omni-directional antennas,
we assume a constant transmit power of 1dBm. These gains are depicted in
Figure 6.2. With our parameters, the estimated range for the omni-directional
antenna is ' 50 meters, and between 2 and 75 meters for the RPA.

Using the simulator Cooja, four experiments are conducted to study the
performance the directional antenna control algorithm. Figure 6.3 displays
the network topologies. Experiment a represents a small office deployment
inspired from a real world scenario and Experiment b consists of 30 devices
randomly displayed. Experiment c and Experiment d are two grid topologies
with 20 and 40 devices respectively. Each experiment is run for 90 minutes.
Data packets are generated by each device every 30 seconds with 2 seconds
jitter. The Routing Protocol for Low-power and Lossy networks (RPL) is used
to route data to device 1. The maximum number of MAC re-transmissions is
set to 8 and the directional antenna can switch between 6 sectors.

6.4.2 Experimental Results

The antenna control algorithm parameters are determined experimentally.
The parametrization of wadd can impact the dynamics of the algorithm as it
determines how strongly a direction is enforced after a successful transmission
on the sector. Similarly, a greater decay coefficient will improve the behavior
in mobile scenarios, but may result in devices forgetting too fast the neigh-
bor’s sectors probability. According to the network’s mobility and traffic rate,
different parameters will be optimal for the deployment. With our setup, we
recommend wadd = 1, Te = 10s, α= 0.8 and e = 0.01.

6.4.3 Spatial Reuse

Spatial reuse is one of the direct benefits of using RPA over omni-directional
antennas. With our parameters, the area covered by the omni-directional an-
tenna is Ao = 19113 m2 while the RPA covers Ad = 4150 m2. This represents
78.2% less medium occupancy compared to the omni-directional antenna. Po-
tentially this means fewer collisions, as the medium is less occupied. Simu-
lated results show that the proportion of unicast messages is an average of
74% for TSCH, and 99% for CSMA. TSCH requires more broadcast messages
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PRR (%) Radio DC (%) Retransmissions (%)
Directional Omni Directional Omni Directional Omni

Experiment a
TSCH_M 99.22 100 3.58 2.02 17.72 8.15
TSCH_O 99.9 100 3.23 3.23 2.77 1.91
CSMA 100 100 100.0 100.0 4.37 0.29

Experiment b
TSCH_M 81.86 77.72 2.83 2.54 48.69 52.26
TSCH_O 98.13 93.01 3.33 3.24 9.98 28.85
CSMA 100 100 100.0 100.0 11.45 0.65

Experiment c
TSCH_M 84.92 84.53 2.75 2.11 44.33 46.43
TSCH_O 99.39 97.91 3.26 3.15 5.46 7.02
CSMA 100 100 100.0 100.0 6.65 0.64

Experiment d
TSCH_M 86.34 85.24 7.1 10.47 46.41 40.59
TSCH_O 96.49 96.4 3.7 4.0 14.48 16.69
CSMA 100 100 100.0 100.0 6.86 1.57

Table 6.1: Packet reception ratio at the application-level gathered after a 30 minutes
setup-time and average radio duty cycle. Latency and number of detected
collisions are also gathered after 30 minutes.

in order to keep the network synchronized. Since a majority of the messages
are unicast messages, using directional antennas can significantly improve the
network’s spatial use.

6.4.4 Network performance

With a more efficient medium use, the performance of the network can be im-
proved. To verify this hypothesis, we measure the end-to-end Packet Reception
Ratio (PRR) of the network, the radio duty cycle, the end-to-end latency and
the proportion of re-transmissions. Results are presented in Table 7.2. In Ex-
periment a, since few devices are used, the three tested configurations reach
a PRR close to 100%. When the number of devices increases, the PRR appears
to favor the directional network. In Experiment b, the directional network
presents a 5% PRR increase.

With minimal TSCH scheduling, the transmissions are scheduled at the
same time but on different physical channels. With directional antennas, the
probability of having a collision is significantly reduced since two transmis-
sions can occur concurrently on the same channel but in different directions.
The directional antenna algorithm does not quite reach 100% with CSMA and
one packet is lost in Experiment d , as it requires to randomly try the different
directions when discovering the neighbors. This behavior may be responsible
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Figure 6.4: Reliability metrics for Experiment d with TSCH_M.

for packet loss at network start.
The radio duty cycle is always maximum with CSMA since the radio is

always on. With TSCH, it varies according the scheduling policy chosen. With
directional antennas, more than one direction has to be probed for a device
to sense the presence of its neighbors. Furthermore, the probabilistic aspect
of the algorithm is responsible for packet loss for wireless links which are not
often used. This generates occasional re-transmissions which increases the
network’s energy consumption. In large-scale networks, such as Experiment
d , the directional antenna network is more efficient. However, the latency is
increased when using directional antenna. This effect is especially significant
with TSCH_M, since each re-transmissions takes between 1 and 8 slotframes,
i.e. 110ms and 880ms.

Finally, we analyze the proportion of re-transmissions in the network. With
a controlled access MAC, the number of re-transmissions is significantly re-
duced. In small networks such as Experiment a or with a contention-based
MAC, the directional control algorithm contributes to increasing the number
of re-transmissions. Therefore, using directional antennas is not always benefi-
cial for the network. The benefits of using directional antennas highly depend
on the topology, network density, and traffic pattern. However, in all scenar-
ios considered, the directional antenna control algorithm steers the antennas
accordingly, and the application PRR is not negatively impacted.
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The convergence dynamics of the directional control algorithm to learn
the positions and actuate accordingly is depicted in Figure 6.4. The packet
reception ratio stabilizes after 20 minutes to 30 minutes of experiments. Due
to TSCH’s high energy consumption at network start in order to synchronize
the network, the duty cycle converges after a longer time.

Device mobility

To test the robustness of the algorithm, a mobile scenario is tested. In this ex-
periment, only 3 devices are considered. A mobile device, device 2, is moving
at a speed of 0.1 meter per second between the two others. In this configu-
ration, the routing topology does not change, and the devices always stay in
range of each other. However, the directional antenna control algorithm has
to switch sectors periodically in order to maintain connectivity. To analyze
network metrics more accurately in a scenario with few devices, the packet
rate is increased to 1 packet per 10 seconds.

In this experiment, the directional antenna control algorithm is able to
maintain connectivity between all devices which results in a high packet re-
ception ratio. After 60 minutes of experiment, 96.29% PRR is obtained with
TSCH, and 98.8% with CSMA. Figure 6.5 depicts the probability of each sector
for the two wireless links that are conveying packets. We can see that the tran-
sition occurs very quickly, which highlights the fast reactivity of the control
algorithm. The probabilistic sector decision model combined with the realistic
antenna model allows for packets to be sent on two sectors when the device is
on the limit. In this way, fewer packets are lost.

6.4.5 Discussion

Algorithm complexity

Memory-wise the algorithm requires to store for each neighbor, a weight list
representing the sector likelihood. With N devices and S sectors, this rep-
resents a memory footprint of O(N S). Time-wise, the algorithm cannot be
bound due to the probabilistic aspect of the sector choice, coupled with the
unpredictability of the traffic pattern and topology. However, we can simu-
late the convergence time required for the algorithm to learn a position for
one link. Figure 6.6 depicts the results of one wireless link with 75% Packet
Delivery Ratio (PDR). We estimate over 10 tries the average time required to
find the neighbor’s sector with 80% (blue) and 95% (red) probability. As we
can see, the convergence time decreases exponentially according to the link
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Figure 6.5: Representation of the sector probability in the TSCH mobile device experi-
ment.

usage. While the algorithm does not generate packet overhead to determine
the neighbor’s position, this analysis reveals the fact that the algorithm highly
relies on existing traffic to perform. We can also see that the parameter choice
plays an important role in the convergence speed of the algorithm.

Probabilistic versus Deterministic

Using probability is not required per se since it has been proven that so-
phisticated decision-making can already be achieved using simple threshold
rules [Rob+11]. Since wi represents the likelihood for the neighbor to be in
sector i , a more deterministic, threshold-based approach could be to choose
the sector randomly among the ones that overcome a threshold T :

pi =
{

1
|max({w1,...,wS })| if wi > T

0 else
(6.6)

with max({w1, ..., wS }) the set of the maximum weights, and | · | measuring the
size of the set.

Theoretically, this approach would be faster to converge. As soon as the
neighbor is discovered and after a few transmissions, the sector is fixed,
whereas the probabilistic approach requires several iterations to converge.
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Figure 6.6: Time required for a device to find a neighbor’s sector with 80% and 95%
probability for different packet transmission frequencies. The dotted lines
represent the result for a different evaporation rate.

However, in practice, this method under-performs compared to the probabilis-
tic approach. This is due to the fact that with a realistic antenna model, the
sectors do not always indicate the true presence of the neighboring device. As
shown in Figure 6.2, the transmission gain is not infinitely low on neighboring
sectors, which means that packets can be accurately sent on several sectors.
With a deterministic approach as presented above, this would lead the algo-
rithm to force a sector, without having the flexibility to choose which sector
generates the least interference.

6.5 Conclusion

An increasing number of wireless devices is being deployed by companies and
public entities to increase the performance and efficacy of the provided ser-
vices. Due to the range of wireless communication, this leads to larger and
denser mesh networks being confined in complex environments. While the
cost of wireless communication is low, interference caused by dense deploy-
ments leads to re-transmissions, and the hidden terminal problem leads to
devices being excluded from the network. To solve this issue, directional
antennas are considered as they make a more efficient use of the wireless
medium, by using a reduced wireless space when unicast messages have to be
sent or received. On the one hand, on-going research focuses on designing ex-
tremely efficient MAC-layer protocols that address multi-channel capabilities
and time-division access of the physical layer. On the other hand, research
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done on directional antenna control focuses on designing directional-antenna-
compatible MAC layers which requires porting existing features to directional
antenna MAC layers.

In order to fully benefit from recent advances made in MAC-layer design,
while using directional antennas, we propose a MAC-layer agnostic directional
antenna control algorithm. Inspired from swarming behavior present in na-
ture, this algorithm distributively assigns to each neighbor, a direction proba-
bility distribution, which is dynamic over time. In this way, device mobility is
addressed. Similarly, inactive or faulty devices are forgotten, which leads to
an efficient use of the wireless medium. Our experiments highlight the fact
that the algorithm accurately steers the antennas when the MAC layer is ei-
ther contention-based, or a controlled access. However, not all topologies are
performing better under directional antennas. In the latter, the choice of a
scheduling policy or another does not impact the behavior of the directional
control algorithm. We also observe that the algorithm adapts in time regarding
topology changes. Adjusting the parameters will allow even faster reactivity
to changes, but may be responsible for forgetting the neighbors’ position too
fast.

The control algorithm presents a few limitations which pave the path for
future research in distributed and MAC agnostic antenna control algorithms.
For now, broadcast messages cannot be sent with directional antennas with
this algorithm without a MAC re-design. Second, devices that are in range
through directional antennas but not omni-directional antenna cannot be dis-
covered with such method. Due to beamwidth modulation, directional anten-
nas present a longer range than omni-directional antennas. Multihop mes-
saging can be a solution to establish such links, as presented in [Cho+02].
Another solution could be to adjust the transmit power of the directional an-
tennas to achieve the same range.



Chapter 7
Intelligent Computing in
Wireless Networks

A Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) consists of several inter-connected devices
with potentially low computing capabilities. However, these devices are often
under-utilized or awake only a portion of the time. With reliable commu-
nication, WSNs can utilize this dormant processing power to perform com-
plex computation tasks. This chapter provides two views on how to exploit
WSNs to perform time-series prediction. In the first part, in-network pro-
cessing is envisaged using unsupervised learning. In the second part, the
wireless network is considered as a neural network, and the performance of
the threshold-based activation function is studied. This chapter is based on
the publication [vEH19a].

7.1 Context

In typical Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) deployments, low-power and low-
cost devices are used and the data is processed in the cloud or on a more
powerful machine, outside the network. Therefore, a tree topology is usually
used to route the sensor data of the network to a gateway, such as enforced
by the Routing Protocol for Low-power and Lossy networks (RPL) [Win+12].
A topology example is provided Figure 7.1. When scaling up the wireless net-
work, it becomes necessary to increase the number of gateways in order to
avoid bottlenecks. However, having too many gateways will result in creating
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Wireless	Sensor	Device

Wireless	Gateway

Figure 7.1: Typical WSN deployment topology.

a bottleneck at the final processing unit. Based on this observation, reducing
the data dimension -e.g. at the gateway level- by moving some of the process-
ing to the edge of the network is necessary [Shi+16]. Thanks to data correla-
tion, it is reasonable to assume that the gateways will exhibit learning capabil-
ities. Indeed, due to the wireless range of communication, it is likely that -for
example- geographical monitoring data of sensors within range of each other is
correlated. While powerful data processing techniques such as recurrent neu-
ral networks have proven their efficiency in terms of classification, prediction
and outlier detection, their use in a WSN context is recent [Wan+17; Pu+18;
Sav+19]. In this context, sensors are often battery-powered. Guaranteeing a
long lifetime of the network is of greatest importance as it saves on operational
costs of the network, such as replacing batteries. In WSNs, data exchanges are
contributing the most to the battery depletion of the devices [Luo+10].

In this chapter, two methods are presented. First we consider a recurrent
neural network processing correlated sensor data, and specifically study pre-
processing the data within the network using Hebbian plasticity. It is an un-
supervised learning mechanism -i.e. it does not generate overhead- and con-
serves spatial and temporal correlations. We then analyze how performance,
energy spent and processing time is affected. Pre-processing the data enables
reducing the dimension of the data, reducing the load of the network and
avoiding bottlenecks. Bottlenecks are indeed responsible for packet loss, thus,
re-transmissions, high energy consumption and delays. These delays may be
dangerous if time-critical events have to be detected. While this work high-
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lights the environmental monitoring as a use case, the method can be applied
to other predictable time series generated by sensor networks, such as habitat
monitoring [Sze+04].

In a second part, the network itself is used to process the data. Using exist-
ing wireless communication to exchange data, the wireless network behaves
as a reservoir computer and is able to perform complex tasks. A novel activa-
tion function is presented, based on the variable threshold model. Using this
activation function, fewer messages are exchanged, which enables realistic
deployments of such reservoirs.

In Section 7.2, an overview of the Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques
used in this chapter is provided. Section 7.3 presents the first approach, and
Section 7.4 details the second approach. We conclude this paper in Section 7.5
and explain possible paths for future work.

7.2 Recurrent Neural Networks

Since the 90s, Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) such as the Multi-Layer Per-
ceptron (MLP) [MP88] or the Feed-Forward Neural Network (FFNN) [SKP97]
are known for their ability to understand complex and large datasets. Com-
pared to traditional ANNs, Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) have their hid-
den neurons interconnected within the same layer, enabling complex behavior
but also memorization of previous data [Wer+90; RHW85; FN93]. This fea-
ture is of particular interest regarding temporally related sensor data. Recent
advances in hardware and learning algorithms such as backpropagation have
resulted in a popularization of the field, with larger and more complex net-
works, able to learn faster.

While attempts have been made to predict time-series via kernel meth-
ods [CWH08] or ensemble methods [BB08], RNNs have shown better per-
formance as their strength lies in their capabilities to capture nonlinear re-
lationships. Although theoretically possible, standard RNNs seem to strug-
gle to capture long-term dependencies, due to the vanishing gradient prob-
lem [BSF+94]. Recently, Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) neurons [HS97]
and Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) neurons [Cho+14b] have solved this issue.
These specific neurons possess a more complex structure with a minor linear
interaction with the previous state, enabling more efficient learning of long-
term dependencies.

These advances in the field of ANN have enabled a variety of application
opportunities in WSNs as surveyed in [AQA16]. Diverse problem types are
addressed such as localization, security, fault detection or load management.
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Authors in [Pu+18] detail the Dynamic Linear Model (DLM)-LSTM framework
composed of a DLM and an LSTM-based neural network. This framework is
then used to detect and forecast landslides with low-cost wireless GPS sensors.
In [Shu+19], the author use a LMS filter and an LSTM network and show that
energy can be saved by predicting sensor data, and avoiding packet transmis-
sions. Similarly to environmental monitoring, industrial Internet of Things
(IoT) can benefit from RNNs due to the abundance of spatially and temporally
related data [Zha+18].

7.3 In-network Hebbian Plasticity for Wireless
Sensor Networks

7.3.1 Hebbian Plasticity

RNNs and most neural networks learning algorithms rely on back-propagating
the training error to all neurons in order to improve the accuracy. This su-
pervised method is not very costly when running on a CPU or GPU. However,
when distributing the learning across machines, this creates significant delays.
When it comes to wireless networks, unsupervised learning is of interest as
it does not require back-propagating the learning error, hence reducing trans-
mission costs.

Based on biological observations, it is assumed that the synaptic weight
between two biological neurons changes according to the interval between
their activation. This phenomenon, called Hebbian plasticity, was formalized
mathematically by Oja [Oja82] as follows. Let us consider that an output
neuron y is triggered by n inputs {x0, ..., xn} with weights {w0, ..., wn} according
to:

y = ∑
i∈[0,n]

xi wi (7.1)

Then, the weight is updated according to:

∆wi = y(xi − y wi )×ν (7.2)

with ν a learning parameter. This specific learning rule has been proven
to converge towards the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) of the input
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data [OK83b; OK83a]. A variation of this update rule leads to the Indepen-
dent Component Analysis (ICA) [HO00]. PCA is a widely used tool for data
prediction, as it conserves the main characteristics of correlated input data
while being able to reduce the output dimension. Furthermore, it learns in an
unsupervised manner and after learning, is able to provide fast online results.
Therefore, it makes sense to use it with wireless sensor data and recurrent
neural networks.

It has been recently proven that using a combination of both ICA and PCA
leads to zero-error blind source separation in an unsupervised manner [IT18].
In this work, using only PCA is sufficient for the RNN to work on the input
data, therefore we will only consider a Hebbian network as presented above.

7.3.2 Method

We consider a WSN using a RNN with LSTM cells to actuate on the sensor data.
All sensor data must travel through the network toward the RNN processing
unit. This congests the network which creates important delays and increases
the network’s energy consumption. Delays may be decisive if the goal of the
RNN is to detect time-critical events. To solve this issue, we investigate the
use of pre-processing the data in the wireless network itself using Hebbian
plasticity. To do so, we consider that some devices in the network take the
role of aggregator units. These devices, perform online sensor data fusion
to reduce the dimension of the data. An example with A aggregator units
is depicted in Figure 7.2. N sensors generate data, which are equally fed to
A aggregators units. These units learn over time to output m values using
Equation 7.1 and Equation 7.2, which are then given as input to the RNN. As
opposed to a deep RNN, a single layer neural network with Oja’s learning rule
is not computationally costly, and can be run on any low power device.

This method presents the following benefits.

• Hebbian plasticity does not require feedback for learning. Other meth-
ods to improve time-series analysis with RNNs such as encoder-decoder
networks and attention-based encoder-decoder networks [Qin+17;
Cho+14b; Cho+14a] rely on backpropagation to learn. This exchange
between the computing unit and aggregators is costly to do over a wire-
less medium. Learning in an unsupervised manner does not create addi-
tional delays and packet overhead.

• The output of the aggregator units m can be adjusted so that it fits one
frame. This allows saving time on the transmissions. Equation 7.2 guar-
antees learning of the principal components, which allows to reduce the
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Figure 7.2: Functional view of the method with A = 2 aggregator units.

output dimension without loosing meaningful information and correla-
tions.

• By clustering the network in this manner, we eliminate the bottleneck at
the RNN processing unit, and create smaller bottlenecks at the aggrega-
tor units which can be processed in parallel.

7.3.3 Experimental validation

We consider a tree topology, as enforced by routing protocols for low-power
devices such as RPL [Win+12]. We assume that the network is a balanced
tree G = (r,h) with r > 1 the number of neighbors per devices, and h > 1 the
depth of the tree. We consider that only the leaf nodes are sensor devices,
i.e. r h sensors, and other nodes relay the information to the root of the tree,
which then processes the data with a RNN. We consider replacing some of
these relay devices with aggregator units using Hebbian plasticity as described
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Figure 7.3: Balanced tree G = (2,3) with aggregators on layer 2. With this topology,
the number of aggregator units is always A = r L and the number of sensors
N = r h .

in Section 7.3.2. A balanced tree example is shown in Figure 7.3. In this
example, the aggregator units are placed on the second layer of the tree.

In Section 7.3.3, we analyze the impact of these units on the RNN perfor-
mance. To do so, the task of the RNN will be to predict the next sensor value.
The RNN is composed of two LSTM layers of the same size as the input layer,
and one linear layer. The Mean Squared Error (MSE) will be used to measure
the performance of the prediction. Formally,

MSE= 1

T

T∑
t=0

(Yt − Ŷt )2 (7.3)

with Yt being the RNN’s prediction all sensor values at time t , and Ŷt being the
true value. To emulate sensor data, each sensor generates values of the form

f (t ) =C0 +C1 sin(θ1t +φ1)+C2 sin(θ2t +φ2)+ z (7.4)

with C , θ and φ being constant over time but different for each sensor, and
z being a Gaussian random variable with mean 0 and standard deviation 0.1
representing noise. This data shape is commonly used to analyze RNN’s behav-
ior [CTA18]. The tests are done on 8 CPUs with the neural network framework
PyTorch [Ket17].

In Section 7.3.3, we analyze how -and where- adding aggregator units im-
pacts the wireless sensor network in terms of energy efficiency. To do so, we
will use the following constants. We consider that a sensor value is a float of
size 32 bits. The communication protocol of the network is a low-power wire-
less protocol such as IEEE 802.15.4 therefore we consider a maximum datarate
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Figure 7.4: Training error evolution of the RNN after 180 epochs.

of 250kb/s, a packet size of 128 bytes and a payload size of 114 bytes [AM16].
With these assumptions, we can fine-tune the output of the aggregator units
so that their output fits into one frame. The maximum number of floats fitting
in one frame is m = b 114

4 c = 28. The electrical consumption cost of a packet
transmission is estimated to 50 mA [LSS+07; Mor+14].

RNN performance

In a first experiment, we do not consider the topology, but only analyze the
performance of the RNN’s learning speed with a certain number of aggregator
units. The training MSE evolution is presented in Figure 7.4. For 20 and 200
devices, we observe that, regardless of the number of aggregator units, train-
ing is faster with aggregators. This is due to the fact that one of the character-
istics of Hebbian plasticity is to filter out noise. This allows the RNN to detect
much faster the sinusoidal patterns, and predict accurately. In Figure 7.4, we
observe that learning speed is best with 2 aggregators. Each aggregator unit
generates 28 output values. Therefore the more aggregators are added, the
more noisy data is generated, which impacts the learning performance. As
we see in Figure 7.4, the training speed is not affected with the number of
aggregators when the number of devices is large enough.

In a next step, we compare the testing MSE with and without aggregator
units on one of the layers of a balanced tree. All networks have been trained
during 390 epochs, and the testing data is separated from the training data.
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Topology Data reduction (%) Test MSE RNN comp. time (ms)
G=(2,8) A=0 0.0 0.452 0.526

L=1 78.125 0.372 (-17.751%) 0.271 (-48.427%)
L=2 56.25 0.414 (-8.484%) 0.296 (-43.573%)
L=3 12.5 0.425 (-5.932%) 0.472 (-10.26%)

G=(2,9) A=0 0.0 0.43 1.573
L=1 89.062 0.383 (-11.005%) 0.269 (-82.862%)
L=2 78.125 0.403 (-6.396%) 0.299 (-80.955%)
L=3 56.25 0.411 (-4.49%) 0.486 (-69.061%)

G=(4,4) A=0 0.0 0.447 0.548
L=1 56.25 0.398 (-10.842%) 0.307 (-43.965%)
L=2 -75.0 0.484 (+8.29%) 1.28 (+133.338%)

Table 7.1: RNN performance metrics for several topologies with 0 aggregators (A = 0)
and aggregators on different layers L of the balanced tree.

We focus on analyzing the impact of pre-processing the data using Hebbian
plasticity. The prediction accuracy can be greatly improved by increasing the
number of epochs and fine-tuning the RNN parameters. Results are presented
in Table 7.1. The topology without aggregator units (A = 0) is compared with
topologies with aggregator units on different layers L of the balanced tree. The
data reduction presents the percentage of data filtered out by the aggregators.
With aggregator units on the layers closest to the gateway, the data reduction
is more important, which also highlights a better performance of the RNN. The
computation time is also reduced, due to the size of the RNN being propor-
tional to its input data size. However, when the data reduction is negative, i.e.
more data is generated by the aggregator units than there is sensor data, an
increase in computation time and a lower performance is observed.

Wireless Energy Efficiency

The Energy Efficiency (EE) metric [KB86] is commonly given in bits per joule
by

EE = datarate
energy consumption

(7.5)

Knowing the topology, we can estimate the energy efficiency of the network
in the best case scenario. We assume no interference, no re-transmissions and
that the theoretical maximum datarate of 250kb/s is obtained. Results are
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Topology EE (b/J) Packets sent Time required (s)
G=(2,8) A=0 2285 534 2.18

L=1 2320 (+1.52%) 526 2.15 (-1.49%)
L=2 2347 (+2.69%) 520 2.12 (-2.62%)
L=3 2347 (+2.69%) 520 2.12 (-2.62%)
L=4 2243 (-1.83%) 544 2.22 (+1.87%)
L=5 2007 (-12.17%) 608 2.49 (+13.85%)
L=6 1589 (-30.46%) 768 3.14 (+43.82%)

G=(8,4) A=0 246 4944 20.25
L=1 253 (+2.82%) 4808 19.69 (-2.75%)
L=2 257 (+4.39%) 4736 19.39 (-4.2%)
L=3 217 (-12.09%) 5624 23.03 (+13.75%)

Table 7.2: Wireless network efficiency metrics under maximum datarate for two
topologies.

presented in Table 7.2. As expected, reducing the sensor data dimension with
Hebbian plasticity contributes to sending fewer packets, thus reducing time
and energy spent in the network. However, if the aggregator units are not
correctly placed, extra data is generated which impacts the wireless network
performance. The correct placement appears to depend on the topology. With
the balanced tree topologies used, the optimal aggregator placement is in the
middle layer as it represents the best trade-off between data reduction and
data forwarding. Regarding the RNN’s performance, it seems to be always
optimal to place the aggregator on the first layer of the network. This is in-
deed where the data reduction is optimal. However, this result depends on
the correlation between sensor data. To optimize the wireless network’s en-
ergy efficiency, the best placement appears to be depending on the topology.
Therefore, to optimize the wireless network’s energy and/or data reduction,
the aggregator placement should be chosen depending on the topology and
data of the problem considered.

7.4 Distributed Optimization of Wireless Reser-
voirs

Another popular method for temporal data prediction is Reservoir Computing
(RC) [Gou+14b]. Based on the same concepts of RNNs, it benefits from hav-
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Reservoir	Computing Readout	layerInput	layer

Figure 7.5: Example of the reservoir computing framework. Dashed arrows depict
trainable weights, and solid arrows, fixed weights.

ing a large amount of available resources, which is the case in large scale
WSNs. Therefore, this section studies the RC applied onto wireless net-
works. Popularized under the name Echo State Network (ESN), this concept
has proven its strength and is used in various application domains [Luk12].
In [JH04], it is used to save energy in wireless networks.

7.4.1 Wireless Reservoir Computing

In this section, the RC method is first explained. In a second part, the concept,
challenges and benefits of wireless reservoir, i.e. RC on a wireless network,
are presented.

Reservoir Computing

Echo State Networks (ESNs are a specific type of RNNs. First introduced in
2002 under the name Liquid State Machine (LSM) by W. Maass et al [MNM02],
the RC framework incorporates ANNs which behaves in a similar fashion. It is
based on the observation of U. Schiller et al that traditional RNNs mainly learn
based on the last layer [SS05]. RC, graphically represented in Figure 7.5, is
based on the following principles.
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• A random sparse neural network, the reservoir, performs non-linear com-
putations on the given input data.

• A single linear readout layer is trained on the reservoir state.

Let us consider a discrete input time series u(t ) of dimension K , and a target
output of dimension L. The dimension of the states of the reservoir at time t ,
x(t ) is equal to the number of neurons N . At each epoch t > 0, the following
equation updates the reservoir state.

x(t ) = f (Wi n u(t )+Wx(t −1)) (7.6)

where Wi n is a fixed input weight matrix of size N ×K , W a fixed random
weight matrix of size N ×N and f is a non-linear activation function, usually
the tanh function or the logistic sigmoid function. Then, the output vector y(t )
is updated with

y(t ) = Wout x(t ) (7.7)

where Wout is a trainable weight matrix of size L×N . Variants of Equation 7.6
and Equation 7.7 exists but will not be used in this chapter due to our focus on
wireless reservoirs. As an example, the input vector u can be fed to the output
layer, thus transforming Wout into a weight matrix of dimension L × N +K .
Knowing a desired output ȳ(t ) at each time t ∈ T , the desired output for all
this duration is a matrix Ȳ = {ȳ(0), ..., ȳ(T )} of size T ×L. It can be compared to
the obtained states X = {x(0), ...,x(T )} of the reservoir. Wout can be calculated
with a simple inverse transformation.

Wout = (X−1Ȳ)tr (7.8)

where tr represents the transpose operator.
This framework profits from several benefits. The learning procedure is

very simple which allows extremely fast learning even with high dimensional
data. Furthermore, since the reservoir is fixed, a single reservoir can compute
the non-linear operations and thus serve several applications.

However, this framework suffers from several practical issues. While being
simple to deploy and use, RC has been criticized for its theoretical complex-
ity [RT11]. Depending on several hyper parameters such as topology, sparsity
level, and weights of the reservoir network, profoundly disparate results can
be observed. A functional reservoir network is said to have the Echo State
Property (ESP), i.e. on the edge of chaos. In this configuration, the network
exhibits rich but non-random dynamics. Research articles attempt to frame
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the specifics of ESP [JH04; GM17; Gal19]. For reservoir with tanh sigmoid
activation function, it is empirically observed that a spectral radius weights
below and close to 1 leads to ESP. Additionally, a reservoir with ESP may
exhibit variable memory capacity. Intuitively, the memory capabilities of a
reservoir network depends of its cycles and thus, of the network topology. N.
Rodriguez et al have shown that a community structure enables optimal mem-
ory [RIA19]. Recent research on brain-inspired small-world topologies have
shown an improved behavior of ESNs with such topologies [KPA19]. Further
research is required on this topic to fully unlock the potential of RC.

Wireless Reservoir

Wireless sensor networks present significant potential, yet only a few research
articles consider this possibility [SK08]. Integrating the RC to wireless could
significantly improve the computing capabilities of WSN. As an example, let
us consider a WSN deployment for environment monitoring. If temperature
or humidity measurement does not require frequent updates, devices have to
keep exchanging wireless packets for synchronization or to overcome topology
changes. In this example, idle times could be used to perform complex com-
puting tasks. In this way, an exchange with an external powerful cloud server
is avoided. By bringing complex computing closer to network, and thus, closer
to the users, security and privacy is improved. Furthermore, WSNs exhibit
naturally a favorable topology for RC. Random Geometric Graphs (RGGs) fit
indeed small-world topologies [Mic+18], which are optimal for memory and
ESP of RC [KPA19].

However, integrating RC paradigms to wireless networks requires to con-
sider an important constraint. For a wireless reservoir to be similarly cheap
and fast as its server-based counterpart, efficient communication must be con-
sidered. In wireless networks, communication is the main source of energy
consumption, as thus, battery depletion [Luo+10]. To cope with this issue,
we propose to study threshold-based activation functions. A threshold activa-
tion function behaves according to Equation 7.9.

f (x) =
{

1 if x > fth

0 else
(7.9)

with x ∈ R the preactivation of a neuron, i.e. the sum of its inputs multiplied
by their respective weights. fT is a predefined threshold. Threshold neurons
behave as spiking neurons, where the neuron is said to spike if its input over-
comes the threshold. In this way, only spikes are transmitted over wireless,
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which significantly reduces the amount of wireless transmissions. It is also
possible to integrate multiple neurons per wireless device to further optimize
the capacity of the wireless network. Indeed, a collection of sparsely connected
threshold neurons behave similarly as a non linear threshold function [RIA19].

7.4.2 Distributed Optimization Procedure

Recent research focuses on autonomous optimization of ESNs to improve
their performance, and reduce their dependability on hyper-parameters. P.
Verzelli et al present a self-normalizing activation function [VAL19]. A nature-
inspired algorithm optimizes the topology of ESNs in a semi-distributed man-
ner in [MLV19]. In this example, a neuron-specific sparsity threshold and a
global sparsity threshold are optimized to generate an optimal topology.

Threshold-based neurons present better memory capabilities than other
activation functions [RIA19]. However, they suffer from an additional
parametrization choice, since the threshold has to be determined and can be
different for each neuron. To cope with this issue, we present a distributed
threshold adjustment procedure in Algorithm 3. Upon start, the thresholds are
initialized following a normal distribution. A variable is introduced, Φ which
tracks dynamically the activity of the neuron. While training, the adjustment
procedure is modifying the threshold values. The neuron updates its internal
variable incrementally when spiking, and combine this mechanism with expo-
nential decay. In this way, the converging value of Φ, Φl is directly correlated
with the spiking frequency of the neuron. For the mechanism to converge and
regulate itself, Φ should control the spiking frequency of the neuron. To do so
it adjusts the threshold incrementally.

Finding an appropriate threshold for a neuron is a complex task as they
are intrinsically dependent of the topology, input data, but also neighboring
thresholds. With this mechanism, only the target spiking activity has to be
specified, and the thresholds adjust by themselves to reach this target. By us-
ing an online evaluation of the spiking frequency with Φ, the mechanism is
more robust to dynamic changes in the data, topology and neighbor thresh-
olds, and thus more robust than adjusting fth based on the average spiking
activity of the neuron.

7.4.3 Experimental Validation

For our experimental validation, several benchmark datasets are used. The
NARMA10, NARMA20 and Sunspot datasets are widely used datasets to evalu-
ate and understand ESNs and RNNs in general [Gou+14a; Gal19; Gou+14b].
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Algorithm 3: Agent procedure of the threshold adjustment.
Data: Preactivation of the neuron x.
fth ∼N (µ, σ2);
Φ= 0;
while in training do

// Equation 7.6 is applied with the activation function
of Equation 7.9

y = f (x);
for t ∈ {0, ...,T } do

Φ+= y;
Φ=Φ∗ (1−e);
if Φ>Φl then

fth = fth + A+;
else

fth = fth − A−;
end

end
end

NARMA10 and NARMA20 are non-linear auto-regressive moving average func-
tions with a window of 10 and 20, respectively. Auto-regressive models are
commonly used to represent stochastic time-dependent data such as sensor
measurements [Bro00; SZ99; LD07]. We consider 2000 datapoints. Sunspot
is a time-series of monthly averaged sun light intensities, taken between 1749
and 2018. The goal is to predict future data. For each dataset, 70% to 80%
of the dataset is used for training, and the remaining is used to gather perfor-
mance metrics such as MSE. To better understand the effects of the activation
functions, several parameters will be set before each experiment. This includes
the sparsity level sp, the number of hidden neurons N , the prediction delay
τ being the number of time-steps fed to the prediction task. The topology is
randomly generated for each experiment where different activation functions
are compared. The weights are either -1 or 1, with 50% probability for each.
In this way, the topology, i.e. parameters N and sp, is less impacted by the
randomness of the weights.

The variable threshold activation function is compared to the tanh acti-
vation function, and the hardtanh activation function, two commonly used
non-linear activation functions. The Relu activation function, and more gen-
erally, unbounded activation functions are not stable with such conditions on
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Best MSE Data exchanged (Mbytes)
Dataset NARMA10 NARMA20 Sunspot NARMA10 NARMA20 Sunspot

Proposed approach 0.0019 0.0012 0.0015 0.093 0.107 0.087
tanh 0.0021 0.0051 0.0011 1.298 1.298 1.577

hardtanh 0.0052 0.0021 0.0052 1.298 1.298 1.577

Table 7.3: Best MSE and average data exchanged, in Mb, for 13 different topologies.
In this experiment, N = 100, sp = 0.95 and R = 2.
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(b) Proposed approach.

Figure 7.6: Spiking activity of the different activation functions. Black to white repre-
sents the range 1 to 0.

the weights. The computing complexity is similar for all activation functions.
However, the variable threshold activation function requires one more train-
ing iteration to adjust the weights. The parameters for the proposed approach
are µ = 0, σ = 0.1, A+ = A− = 0.013, e = 0.005 and Φl = 15. Due to the shape of
the series, Φl is equal to the target inter-spike period, and 1

Φl
to the desired

spiking frequency. Further reducing this frequency will lead to fewer spikes,
and fewer data exchanged but may impact performance.

Table 7.3 presents the best MSE and average Mega-bytes exchanged during
the experiment. The data exchanged is calculated as follows. Each time a
neuron transmits a non-zero value, it is considered in the data exchange as a
wireless packet. Therefore, we consider the size required to encode the value,
and header of 18 bytes. From the result table, it appears that all datasets
present similar characteristics. In this configuration, the proposed approach
performs similarly or better compared to the other tested activation functions
in terms of MSE. However, it shows an order of magnitude less exchanged
data. Figure 7.6 highlights the difference in spiking activity between the tanh
activation function and the proposed approach. With fewer spikes, the amount
of exchanged data is significantly reduced.

The parameters τ, sp and N are studied on the Sunspot and NARMA10
datasets. Results are depicted in Figure 7.7 and Figure 7.8. The memory ca-
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(a) Memory capacity of the different activa-
tion functions on the Sunspot dataset.
In this configuration, N = 100 and sp =
0.9.
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(b) Performance of the different activation
functions on different sparsity levels on
the NARMA10 dataset. In this configura-
tion, sp = 0.8 and τ= 2.

Figure 7.7: Analysis of the effect of different parameters on the activation functions.
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(a) Performance of the different activation
functions on different sparsity levels.
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(b) Relation between MSE and spectral ra-
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Figure 7.8: Analysis of the sparsity level on the Sunspot dataset. In this configuration,
N = 100 and τ= 5.

pacity of the ESN is shown Figure 7.7a. While the proposed approach presents
a higher variance, the variable threshold activation function provides a lower
MSE than the other activation functions, for all tested delays τ. From all the
cases analyzed, it appears that the variable threshold activation function per-
forms overall better compared to the other activation functions. However,
it shows with Figure 7.7b a high variance, caused by the random topology.
With a small number of neurons, the proposed approach is out-performed.
With an increased number of neurons, this variance seems reduced, and the
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performance increased. The sparse topology plays an important role in the
performance of an ESN. Different sparsity level for each topology are studied,
which results in different spectral radius. Due to the weights being foxed to
-1 and 1, a high network sparsity corresponds to a spectral radius close o 1.
A spectral radius close to 1 has been proven to improve the performance of
ESNs. Depicted in Figure 7.8, the results show that the proposed approach
does not require the network’s spectral radius to be close to 1 to obtain good
performance. On the other hand, a spectral radius close to 1 guarantees good
performance, for all activation functions.

7.5 Conclusion

This chapter focuses on embedding intelligence in the network itself. With
the density and size of wireless networks increasing, time-critical tasks can be
impacted by bottlenecks and network overload. Therefore, moving part of the
processing in the network is an appealing solution. A RNN time-serie predic-
tion task represents the “intelligent” task to be performed, and two solutions
are presented.

In a first section, we consider embedding aggregator with Hebbian plas-
ticity in specific devices of the network to reduce the data dimension. These
Hebbian aggregators use an unsupervised learning mechanism which does not
generate packet overhead. By processing the sensory data with a LSTM-based
RNN, we have shown that pre-processing the data in the network allows to
both increase the RNN’s performance, and reduce its computation time. Fur-
thermore, energy is saved in the network since pre-processing the data re-
duces the amount of data circulating in the network. The output size of the
aggregator units and their placement impact significantly the performance of
the RNN and the energy saved in the wireless network. The aggregator units
placement highly depends on the data correlation and the physical topology
of the network. By fine tuning all these parameters according to an applica-
tion’s requirements, it is possible to find the best trade-off for the network.
Future work on this topic could further investigate the link between physical
topology, data correlation and aggregator unit placement. A comparison with
other unsupervised methods to pre-process the data in the network such as
in [Shu+19] could be included.

In a second section, we consider the wireless network as an ESN, i.e. per-
forming directly the RNN computation. We introduce a self-optimized vari-
able threshold activation function, which fits the case of wireless reservoir
particularly well. With this activation function, the network is able to reduce
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drastically the number of messages sent, thus enabling wireless reservoirs. In
addition, more accuracy and less variance is observed when the size of the
network increases. This activation function does not require the network to be
on the edge of chaos to perform. Instead, the performance seems to be linked
to the topology. Future work on this topic could further investigate the link
between topology and accuracy.





Chapter 8

Conclusions and Future Work

In this chapter, a summary of the presented contributions is provided. Con-
clusions are drawn and possible paths for future work are proposed.

At the beginning of this research, we described several challenges posed
by the future of Internet of Things (IoT). An IoT network, and more gener-
ally Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs), consists of a multitude of sensors and
actuators, able to monitor the environment and actuate accordingly. Wireless
technology allows for a flexible and scalable deployment at an affordable cost.
WSNs are especially attractive in industrial environments, where a scalable
network deployment often means increased productivity. However, even with
a few hundreds of wireless devices inter-operating in the same environment, it
becomes very challenging to provide reliable, stable and energy efficient com-
munications. When considering more general problems such as resource man-
agement in a network, computing an acceptable solution becomes also very
complex when the size of the networks increases. The traditional communi-
cation and computing methods which often rely on centralized entities have
to be changed. To address this situation, this thesis proposes to adopt a dis-
tributed approach inspired by swarm algorithms. The remainder of this chap-
ter is structured as follows. Section 8.1 details the contributions presented
in this thesis. Future directions for extension on this work are presented in
Section 8.2.
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8.1 Thesis Contributions

The main contributions presented in this work are gravitating around the vi-
sion of a distributed, autonomous and self-organizing wireless network.

The background of this thesis is first presented in Chapter 2. First, back-
ground on discrete and distributed resource allocation algorithms in wireless
networks is described. To be able to test our approaches on real networks, the
IEEE 802.15.4 standard is then described. This communication standard in-
troduces Time-Slotted Channel Hopping (TSCH), which allows manipulation
of link-specific resources, timeslots and channels. The scheduling policy is,
however, not defined. A literature survey on existing scheduling algorithms is
given. In the last part, this chapter provides a comparative study between two
main distributed scheduling policies, random hashing and message exchange.

In Chapter 3, a distributed resource allocation algorithm is presented,
namely W-DSA. In the context of wireless link resource allocation, the num-
ber of variables can be very large. Therefore this algorithm uses a stochas-
tic approach to allocate resources over the network, similarly as Distributed
Stochastic Algorithm (DSA). This algorithm provides an improvement over
DSA in terms of stability and the number of messages exchanged, especially in
over-constrained environments. In this chapter, wireless messages exchanged
between devices are considered and are significantly reduced with W-DSA.

Then, our autonomous and distributed proposed approach on real wire-
less networks. Chapter 4 presents the TRaffic-aware Energy Efficient (TREE)
scheduling algorithm. To schedule Multi-Frequency Time Division Multi-
ple Access (MF-TDMA) networks, internal and external interference must be
avoided. Therefore, a swarm-based approach such as the variable threshold
model is best-suited to address this situation. The flexibility of this algorithm
allows us to function in any topology, regardless of the behavior of other
network layers such as the routing topology, or the application traffic. Two
variables are introduced, Φ and Ψ. Φ monitors the queue and guarantee all
packets to be delivered. Ψ monitor the resource usage and ensures an energy-
efficient behavior. Extended experimentation are conducted, in simulation and
on real testbeds. It shows more reliable behavior and reduced power consump-
tion compared to the state of the art. Due to the various schedulers available
for MF-TDMA networks, Chapter 5 details ρ̄, a quality measure of schedule
in a given network. This measure is based on a new representation of the
scheduled network, the interference graph. Thanks to this measure, sched-
ulers can be studied and compared within the same network. Additionally,
the interference graph provides a rescheduling indicator which is presented in
Appendix B.
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In Chapter 6, the proposed approach is applied to a directional antenna
control algorithm. Directional antennas show a more efficient use of the wire-
less medium. However, coordination can be complex if no information is
shared on the location of the devices. The proposed algorithm operates in
synchronized and unsynchronized environment, and without prior informa-
tion on the Medium Access Control (MAC) layer.

Finally, Chapter 7 investigates the computing potential of wireless net-
works. Often under-used, the processing capabilities of the wireless network
can be used to do data pre-processing. The first part studies this approach
using Hebbian plasticity as preprocessing technique. In the second part, the
proposed approach is applied to wireless reservoir. With the variable-threshold
model, devices exchange a limited amount of data and the computing perfor-
mance of the network is increased. The thresholds adjust themselves similarly
to neural plasticity present in the brain [Ma+19].

In recent years, a trend appeared of inter-connecting more and more de-
vices. This comes with challenges, but also opportunities. As presented in
this thesis, computing efficient communication schedules or resource alloca-
tion solutions can be addressed with a fully distributed approach. Inspired by
swam algorithms, adaptive solutions can overcome the challenges of wireless,
and enable new opportunities for large-scale networks. With such approach,
networks exhibit a truly intelligent behavior which emerges from the collec-
tive interaction of the devices, which results in optimized communication and
computing.

8.2 Future Work

In Chapter 4, Chapter 6 and Chapter 7, the algorithms used are inspired by the
variable-threshold model. Recent works on this topic seem to indicate that this
approach leads to a behavior similar to the brain neural network. On the one
hand, additional investigation on this topic applied to wireless networks may
lead to discoveries which could lead to a better understanding of the brain.
On the other hand, a more realistic neural model applied to wireless networks
may lead to improved computing techniques. More variables and correspond-
ing thresholds can be added to this model. However, the complexity of the
algorithm at the network level becomes complicated to predict. The stability
and good behavior of the algorithm depends on the various parameters.

Several research outputs indicate that the routing and network topologies
have significant impact on the computation of the communication schedule
(Chapter 4 and Chapter 5) but also on the computation itself (Chapter 7). In
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this work, the network was always considered static, the topology fixed and
algorithms are working around this constraint to obtain better communication
and computing capabilities. By considering route and/or the device’s position
as a new resource, the computing capabilities of the wireless reservoir network
presented in Chapter 7 could be further improved. In this thesis, two topics
were studied: distributed computing to improve communication, and improv-
ing communication for distributed computing. By manipulating the topology,
it becomes possible to further blend the boundaries between these topics. This
would give a wireless network which modifies itself and adapts its shape to
solve a problem, i.e. a self-aware network.
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Appendix A
Proofs

A.1 Demonstration of the additivity requirement

In this section, the proof that ρ̄ satisfies the additivity requirement is provided.
The aim is to demonstrate:

ρ(F ) ≤
T∑

t=1
ρ(Ft ) (A.1)

with F = (E ,L, p) being an interference graph.
We note for t ∈ [0,T ], Ft = (Et ,Lt , pt ). Definition 5.5 announces L = ⋃

t Lt .
Thus, by applying the operator p on L and Lt ,

∑
l∈L

p(l ) =
T∑

t=0

∑
l∈Lt

pt (l ) (A.2)

Also, the same definition yields ∀t , |Et | ≤ |E | since Et ∈ E . Therefore,

T∑
t=0

2×∑
l∈Lt p(Lt )

|Et |(|Et |−1)
≥

T∑
t=0

2×∑
l∈Lt p(Lt )

|E |(|E |−1)

≥ 2×∑T
t=0

∑
l∈Lt p(Lt )

|E |(|E |−1)

≥ 2×∑
l∈L p(L)

|E |(|E |−1)

proving the additivity.





Appendix B
Interference Graph as
Rescheduling Indicator

B.1 Fixed Traffic-aware Scheduler

In this section, we introduce a centralized scheduling algorithm. This gener-
ates a traffic-aware slotframe for the network, which is not interference free.
A rescheduling method to make it interference free is presented in the next
section. While the rescheduling method applies on any scheduler, we will test
it on this particular traffic-aware schedule.

Let’s define the number of frames to be sent as the traffic. The first step
is to determine how many cells should be assigned to a connection to comply
with the traffic load of the network. To establish a traffic-aware schedule,
the amount of traffic generated by each node and the routing topology must
be known. We note qa,b the traffic generated per slotframe by da for db and
r oute(da ,db) the route from da to db .

The function get_cells presented in Algorithm 4 computes the minimum
number of cells required for the connection (da ,db). One cell is theoretically
enough to transport one frame per slotframe, and keep the queues empty.
However, in a real deployment with external perturbations and interference,
the number of cells must be increased. This function determines how many
cells are required to reach a traffic-aware schedule, but the scheduler allocates
these cells randomly. Therefore, the resulting slotframe is potentially subject
to internal interference. This scheduler accepts request from external services
to reschedule certain connections to empty cells.
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Algorithm 4: Function for traffic aware cell attribution
Function get_cells(da ,db) cel l s ← qa,b

for di ,d j in all devices do
if (di ,d j ) in r oute(da ,db) then

cel l s ← cel l s +qi , j

end
end
return cel l s

B.2 On-the-fly rescheduling method

In this section, we present a rescheduling method that selects a problematic
connection. The rescheduling method is based on the analysis of the slotted
interference graph. In a scheduled network with internal interference, we will
note Ft for t ∈ T the slotted interference graphs, and the density of all slotted
interference graphs ρ(Ft ) is calculated by Equation 5.8. maxt (ρ(Ft )) defines the
most problematic timeslot in terms of internal interference, and must receive
priority.

In the following, we note Fm = (Em ,Lm , p) the slotted interference graph
with the highest density. In this interference graph, the conflicting connections
are linked with a weight p. In order to find the most problematic connection,
we compute the weighted out-degree of each node in the graph deg+(e), i.e.
the number of edges going out of this node with their respective weight p.
The connection with the highest degree is chosen to be rescheduled first, and
is rescheduled to an unused cell for this device. If there are several candidates,
the connection is chosen randomly. To summarize, the rescheduling process is
split in three main parts:

• Find the most problematic timeslot m with maxt (ρ(Ft )),

• Find the most problematic connection with deg+(Em),

• Indicate to the scheduler that this connection needs to be rescheduled.

The algorithm will converge to an interference-free schedule for the topology,
if it exists. Because cells are re-allocated randomly, this process can become
computational-intensive. For example, if a connection can only be scheduled
on 1 specific cell, the probability to pick this cell is 1

T×C where T is the number
of timeslots and C the number of channels in the slotframe. Here we focus on
rescheduling the most problematic connections first.
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The proposed method uses the interference graphs Fi , hence depends on
p. In some cases where p is constant and the network topology is fixed, the
rescheduling process is almost immediate. However, if the topology is chang-
ing or if p takes a long time to compute, i.e. p based on packet reception ratio
or p estimated with machine learning, the rescheduling process can become
computational intensive.

B.3 Real-world experiments

To evaluate the rating method and the rescheduling method applied to
the traffic-aware schedule, several experiments have been designed on real
testbeds. In a following section, the experimental setup is described. Then
the rating method is analyzed and finally the performance of the rescheduling
method compared with the random rescheduling method.

B.3.1 Experimental setup

In order to run the experiment, p has to be defined first. The goal is to evaluate
and reschedule a slotframe in a given topology to reach an interference- and
conflict-free slotframe. Taking p = 1 assumes that all interfering connections
are equally affecting the good behavior of the network. However, depending
on the traffic of these connections, the impact may be completely different.
Therefore, we will take p based on the amount of packets in queue for both
interfering connections. If we consider two interfering connections ea ,eb in L,
and the number of packets to be sent for a connection e as q(e), p is defined
as follows:

p((ea ,eb)) = q(ea)+q(eb)

max(e1,e2)∈L(q(e1)+q(e2))
(B.1)

Then, it satisfies the requirement 0 < p ≤ 1. In this configuration, we also have
p((ea ,eb)) = p((eb ,ea)). The experimental testbed is composed of 21 Jennic
JN5168 devices in a tree topology. Devices use the latest version of Contiki
with TSCH enabled. Figure B.1 represents the topology on which the de-
vices are tested. In today’s IoT deployments, most low-power personal area
networks (LW PAN) applications rely on a PAN coordinator to interface with
devices outside the network. In our configuration, device 224.246 is the PAN
coordinator, and all devices are transmitting packets towards it. All devices
generate q packet per slotframes and forward all incoming traffic to their par-
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Figure B.1: Topology of the devices with traffic load.

ent 224.246. Also, all devices are deployed in the same room and thus, are in
interference range of each other.

The function presented in Algorithm 4 returns the theoretical minimum
number of cells to be attributed per link. As we are in a real deployment,
we allocate three times more cells than the number indicated. To simplify,
we divide the slotframe size by 3. Thus, q = 0.3 packets per slotframe. With
timeslots of 15ms, the final slotframe size is 200 timeslots, and each node
generates a packet every 9sec. In this way, the traffic load of each connection
(see Figure B.1) corresponds to the number of cells to be attributed. All con-
nections related to data are made on dedicated cells. The TSCH network is
synchronized through EBs, additional messages that may occupy the queues
and create interference. In order to focus the study on the data traffic only,
EBs have a separate slotframe and channel. This way, results do not include
data generated by EBs. The slotframe reserved for data is using the 15 other
channels provided by the 802.15.4 communication protocol.

In the following sections, experiments are run to confirm the validity of
both rating and rescheduling methods. In these experiments, the same topol-
ogy and the same connections will be used but with different schedules. The
gathered data does not vary after 1.5 hours, therefore experiments last be-
tween 1.7 to 2 hours. In all experiments, the number of retransmissions is
set to 0, meaning that each packet has only one chance to be transmitted. If
the transmission fails due to interference or external perturbations, the packet
is dropped. This allows us to directly see the impact of perturbations in the
network.
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Figure B.2: Packets lost for SF 1
as a percentage of
the total number of
packet emitted by the
network.

B.3.2 Rating method verification

Analyzing the density of the complete interference graph provides feedback
on the amount of interference present in the network. For this feedback to be
visualized, we generated four slotframes with different numbers of interfering
connections.

The first slotframe, SF 1, contains no interference: it is an interference-free
slotframe. For this topology, a random generated slotframe has a 16% chance
of being interference-free. Experiments are run to analyze the behavior of the
network. Metrics such as the packet reception ratio per link and the number
of packet lost are displayed on Figure B.2, Figure B.3, and Figure B.4. Since
our experimental setup does not allow retransmissions, the packet reception
ratio (PRR) per connection is not equal to 1, but tends to stabilize between
90% and 99% for all connections except one. It appears from Figure B.4 and
B.3 that device 198.249 exits and re-joins the network frequently. The network
is subject to external interference, or perturbations in the hardware itself that
causes transmission to fail. This explains why the perfect slotframe does not
obtain a 100% PRR. However, the SF 1 is very effective as its end-to-end PRR
reaches 93.7%. Since the slotframe is interference-free, the densities of its
interference graphs are 0.

The next tested slotframes are SF 2,SF 3 and SF 4. SF 2 presents one con-
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Figure B.3: Packet reception ra-
tio per connection for
SF 1.

flict for the device 8.224. SF 3 and SF 4 present both 2 problems: SF 3 shows a
conflict and a case of interference, and SF 4 presents two conflicts. The prob-
ability of this occurring is approximatively 27%. When generating random
schedule, this is the second most common situation. Generating a slotframe
with 1 interference occurs with a probability of approx. 31%. For SF 2 we
obtain ρ(F∗) = 0.00097 and PRR = 0.87. We have for SF 3 ρ(F∗) = 0.00184 and
for SF 4 ρ(F∗) = 0.00203. The difference between the impact of the interference
detected by ρ is correctly observed when looking at the end-to-end PRR. For
SF 3, PRR = 92.5% and for SF 4, PRR = 89.8%. However, both SF 3 and SF 4 ob-
tain a higher PRR than SF 1 while having a higher density. This imprecision is
due to the fact that p does not take into account if the conflicting connections
are two receiving cells, two transmitting cells or a mix of both. Due to the
implementation of TSCH, the case of two conflicting receiving cells present in
SF 2 is often subject to more packet loss than the other cases.

The measure of ρ seems to be correlated with the end-to-end PRR, three
more slotframes were tested to confirm this hypothesis. SF 5, SF 6 and SF 7
are unrealistic slotframes generated for the purpose of the experiment, as they
contain 136, 190 and 861 cases of interference respectively. For SF 5, we obtain
ρ(F∗) = 0.0789 and an end-to-end PRR of 32.5%. For SF 6, ρ(F∗) = 0.1180 and
PRR = 29.8%, and for SF 7, ρ(F∗) = 0.5528 and PRR = 1.02%.

Figure B.5 indicates for all experiments, the end-to-end PRR, total pack-
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Figure B.4: Packets lost per
connection for SF 1
as a percentage of
the number of packet
sent through this
connection.

ets lost and the relation between ρ and the PRR. Between all experiments, a
correlation between ρ(F∗) and the amount of packets lost seems to appear.
Similarly, a high value of ρ corresponds to a low end to end PRR and thus, a
poor global network performance. This relation is visible in Figure B.5c.

B.3.3 Rescheduling method verification

In order to visualize the performance of rescheduling, we will consider a
scheduler, initializing the TSCH network with a traffic-aware schedule as
presented in Section B.1. The traffic-aware schedule positions cells in the
worst possible way, with connections scheduled on timelot 0 and channel 0.
However, this scheduler accepts recommendations from an external service to
reschedule specific connections. As all connections interfere, all connections
need to be rescheduled. We run two sets of experiments. In the first set, the
connection to reschedule is chosen randomly among all interfering connec-
tions. In the second set, the connection to reschedule is chosen with interfer-
ence graph analysis, as explained in Section B.2. In the following, we refer to
the first set as random rescheduling or rescheduling without interference graph
analysis. The second set is referred to rescheduling with interference graph
analysis. In both sets, the connection is rescheduled randomly to an available
cell.
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(a) End-to-end packet recep-
tion ratio for all tested slot-
frames.

(b) Total number of packets
lost for all tested slot-
frames.

(c) Relation between ρ and
PRR for all tested slot-
frames.

Figure B.5: Performance of all slotframes in relation with ρ, taken to 10−5 precision.

(a) End-to-end packet reception ratio of each it-
eration.

(b) Number of packets lost for all iterations in
percentage of the total number of packet
sent.

Figure B.6: Results of the first 40 iterations of the random rescheduling method.

Figure B.6 represents the performance of random rescheduling in the net-
work, each figure representing 40 iterations. The colors are distributed ac-
cording to the matplotlib jet colormap []. Initial iterations are represented in
dark blue, and latest iterations are in dark red. In the first iterations of random
rescheduling, the packet reception ratio is close to 0, and more than half of all
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(a) End-to-end packet reception ratio of the net-
work for each iteration.

(b) Percentage of packets lost of the global net-
work for each iteration.

Figure B.7: Results of the first 40 iterations of the rescheduling method based on inter-
ference graph analysis.

packets are lost. Most connections are indeed interfering since all connections
are initially scheduled on timeslot 0 and channel 0. After 40 iterations, the
number of packets lost drops to 17%. However, even if almost all connections
are rescheduled, the packet reception ratio does not exceed 60%. Connections
that are not rescheduled are critical connections in the network (8.224−224.249
and 247.249−224.249), and therefore are responsible for important packet loss.
While most of the experiments produce a stable end-to-end PRR and packet
loss, some measures appear to be irregular. This is due to the fact that real-
life experimentation are subject to unpredictable hardware failure or external
perturbations.

Results of rescheduling using the interference graph analysis are repre-
sented by Figure B.7. Colors are also distributed similarly as the previous set
of experiment. The first experiment is represented in blue, and presents signif-
icant interference: more than 50% of all packets are lost, and the end-to-end
PRR does not exceed 10-15%. However, after several iterations, the PRR and
amount of packets lost are significantly increased. The rescheduling method
focuses on first rescheduling the most critical connections according to the in-
terference graph. In this set, the most problematic timeslot is always timeslot
0 since all connections are scheduled on this timeslot initially. The interfer-
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(a) Improvement of the rating metric ρ over
40 iterations.

(b) Packet reception ratio as function of the
measure ρ for both experiment sets.

Figure B.8: Side-by-side comparison the random rescheduling method (black) and the
rescheduling method with interference graph analysis (red).

ence graph analysis determines which connection has to be rescheduled based
on the weighted out degree evaluation. With p based on the queues, connec-
tions close to PAN coordinator are chosen first, leading to a significant PRR
and packet loss improvement after most of them are rescheduled.

Both methods are compared and represented in Figure B.8. Figure B.8a
represents the difference of improvement of the two methods for every it-
eration. We can see that rescheduling using the interference graph analysis
improves the evaluation of the global network (density of the complete in-
terference graph) faster than random rescheduling. Figure B.8b represents
the evolution of the PRR with the evaluation ρ(F∗) of the schedule. Initially,
both methods present a similar improvement. However, after 30 iterations, or
when ρ(F∗) < 10−2, the rescheduling method with interference graph analysis
presents a better performance than the random rescheduling method.

B.3.4 Discussion

The first set of experiments compares random-generated slotframes. The den-
sity ρ applied on the complete interference graph F∗ provides different values
for these slotframes, as they present a different amount of internal conflicts
and interference. From the experiments, the packet reception ratio and the
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amount of packets lost appears related to the density calculated. In the sec-
ond set of experiment, a slotframe fully conflicting is rescheduled. The density
and the slotted interference graphs are used in order to determine which con-
nections have to be rescheduled first. Compared with random rescheduling,
the use of interference graphs improves significantly the rescheduling process.

In both sets of experiments, the performance of the network is measured
with the PRR. In this regard, the density of the interference graph model pro-
vides a good prediction of the performance of the global network. However,
in both sets of experiments, unpredicted failures occurred, resulting in an os-
cillating PRR that can be seen in some iterations of Figure B.6a or B.7a. This
creates small differences between the predicted performance and the actual
performance of the global network. This difference is due to the fact that
the chosen disconnection probability p is calculated based on the estimated
traffic of each connection. It does not predict hardware failures, nor exter-
nal perturbations, which can greatly impact the network since there are no
retransmissions allowed in our setup.

B.4 Conclusion and future work

With an industrial IoT landscape growing exponentially, network volatility in
scheduled networks and reliability in terms of interference need to be ad-
dressed. This work proposes an innovative edge service to address this chal-
lenge based on interference graph analyses, a method to pinpoint which con-
nection requires to be rescheduled. Evaluating the weighted density of the
complete interference graph allows to rate the scheduled network in terms
of internal interference. The approach is validated with experimental results,
showing that the density of the interference graph is accurately representing
the amount of internal interference in the scheduled network. The accuracy
of the rating method can be further improved with the disconnection proba-
bility, p. The rescheduling recommender experiments demonstrate that the
new rescheduling method is superior to random rescheduling. It is also an
improvement for the global performance of the network.

Potential for further improvement can be proposed. In the experiments, p
is based on the queue size of both interfering connections and does not take
into account which type of interference is occurring, or if cells are shared or
dedicated. A better definition of p will therefore improve both evaluation and
rescheduling methods. Since this service runs on the edge of the network,
there are no resource constraints for the computation of p. Knowing preemp-
tively p for a specific environment, and thus ρ, would allow to predict the
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performance of a schedule in this environment.
Different environments will have different impact on the performance of

the scheduled network. In this work, experiments were run in the same room,
with the same devices and with the same network topology. More experiments
have to be conducted to refine the definition of p, and validate the evaluation
method in any topology.

The edge service proposed in this study improves the performance and
reduces the energy footprint of the scheduled network. Interference is respon-
sible for retransmissions, an avoidable energy cost.
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